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The Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Company, which was 
lnc°rporated by Act of Parliament, 1903, is under agree— 
toents with the Canadian Government for the construction 
at>d operation of a line of railway across Canada, from the 
Atlantic to the Pacific Ocean, wholly within Canadian terri- 
tory, of an estimated mileage of main line of 3,600 miles ; 
*n addition to which there will be constructed several 
branch lines of considerable length and importance, includ
es a branch from the main line southerly 188 miles to Fort 

‘Uiam and Port Arthur, on Lake Superior, for the purpose 
°f reaching navigation 
ea’n line southerly about 229 miles to North Bay or Graven- 

Urst in the Province of Ontario, to make connection with 
lines of the Grand Trunk Railwav Company of Canada,

and

the Great Lakes ; also from theon

another from the main line southerly to Montreal.
This great undertaking has been projected to meet the 

^essing demand for transportation facilities in British 
°rth America, caused by the large tide of immigration 

», lcl1 's now flowing into the country from Great Britain, 
rthern Europe, and stiil more extensively from the Western 

tates of the 'United States of America.
T he authorized capital stock of the company is $45,- 

,000, of which $20,000,000 may be issued as preferred. 
Grand— Trunk Railway Company of Canada is to acquire 

j the common stock (except shares held by directors) 
consideration of guarantees, etc., and must retain a 

Jonty holding during the term of the agreements with
e government.

Constructing Line North of Lake Superior.
Mr. Charles Melville Hays was the originator of thishroje

don ’ and, according to Mr. Frederick A. Talbot, of Lon- 
raii;.. nSland, who has made a considerable study of this 
tne^ ^ an<* >ts history, Sir Wilfrid Laurier and his go'vern-
by . n'Ust be credited with their great share of the work 
n SecUri 
nate in 
r»ilw

ng the consent of the peoiple of Canada to partici- 
such a project as a government transcontinental 

The whole of the western country was canvasseday.

No one knew for whom these parties werereligiously.
working, or just what the scheme in hand comprised, as it 
was revealed in a somewhat hazy manner. Secret meetings
were held in the cities, large towns, villages, and even in 
remote settlements. Extreme caution had to be taken to 
prevent any tangible particulars of the undertaking reach
ing the management of the C.P.R., insomuch as the Cana
dian Pacific regarded the W'est as its own territory.

Investigation of the dormant wealth of the land through 
which it was to pass caused the promoters of the enterprise

j
' :

»
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On North Shore of Lake Superior.

to keep the line well to the north, so as to open a new 
country in the widest sense of the word. President Hays 
adopted a sound policy when he decided on following more
the methods of the English railways, and that the first cost 
was to be the last. Any one connected with English rail
ways knows how solidly this construction work is carried 
out, and that there are absolutely no permanent ways in 
the whole world better constructed.

The Grand Trunk Pacific called for the irreducible
minimum in curvature and grades—the former were to be
no sharper than four degrees and the latter not to exceed 
four tenths. The railway threads the mountains with a 
“ruling” grade of four-tenths, or 21.12 feet to the mile, 
against both east and westbound traffic. Rises not exceed
ing 52.8 feet to the mile have been sought diligently by 
railroad builders in North America.

The Dominion Government undertook to build one-half 
of the line from the Atlantic seaboard to Winnipeg, and to 
control it as a national undertaking, while the Grand Trunk 
Pacific was to construct the second half, stretching from 
Winnipeg to the Pacific 'Coast, and the government would 
assist in the construction of this latter section, inasmuch 
as it involved the crossing of the Rocky and Cascade Moun
tains, by guaranteeing the first mortgage bonds.

By deciding upon Winnipeg as the dividing point be
tween the two parts the undertaking was split into sections 
of almost equal length, the eastern division measuring 1,801
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proximity of this territory to the Pacific Ocean and the 
influence of the Japan current. Before the House of Com
mons Agriculture Committee recently Mr. Elihu Stewart, 
Dominion Superintendent of Forestry, in testifying as to 
the resources and conditions concerning the northern coun
try, having particular reference, however, to the district ad
jacent to Great Slave Lake, Which lies many hundred miles 
still more northerly of where the Grand Trunk Pacific will 
be constructed, said that the growth of vegitation in the 
Mackenzie Basin was surprising, the sun in the summer be
ing visible for about twenty hours out of twenty-four.
July 15th, at Fort Providence, near Great Slave Lake, on the 
Mackenzie River, about 550 miles north of Edmonton, Mr. 
Stewart said he saw wheat in the milk, potatoes in flower,

miles from Moncton, while the western division is 1,755 
miles in length.

The eastern terminus of the railway will be at Moncton, 
New Brunswick, from which point the seaport of Halifax 
will be reached over the Intercolonial Railway, a branch line 
being projected to St. John. The distance from Moncton 
to the first named port is 185 miles, and to the latter 89 

The western terminus will be at Prince Rupert,miles.
British Columbia, on the Pacific Coast, near the southern 
boundary of Alaska.

OnCommencing at Moncton, the line will take the most 
direct practicable route within the Province of Quebec, to 
the city of Quebec. At Chaudière Junction, five miles above 
Quebec, the new line will cross the St. Lawrence River, 
thence taking a direct route, passing in the vicinity of Lake 
Abitibi, and to the north of Lak’fe Nepigon, to Winnipeg, 
Manitoba.

Owing to the physical character of the country the 
Division is subdivided into the Prairie Section and

COMPARISON OP SUMMIT ELEVATIONS, MAXIMUM GRADIENTS

AND TOTAL ELEVATION ASCENDED FOR VARIOUS

Western
the Mountain Section; the former extending from Winnipeg 
via Edmonton to Wolf Creek, Alberta, a distance of about 
916 miles, and the latter, as its name indicates, being the 
section over the mountains from Wolf Creek, Alberta, to 
Prince Rupert, British Columbia, about 840 miles.

The country through which the Prairie Section of the 
railway will pass, contains land now known- to be well 
adapted for the growing of wheat, which in extent is four 
times the wheat growing area of the United States, and is 
the great agricultural belt of the North-west, 
which is now being rapidly taken up by settlers, produces 
rich crops the first year of cultivation and will furnish a 
large traffic for the railway as rapidly as it can be extended, 
therefore amply warranting the company in assuming the 
payments of the interest charge on the cost of construction, 
from the beginning. The - Mountain Section, however 
passing through the mineral deposits, will require a little 
longer time for development, and as stated, the government 
has therefore assumed the payment of the interest charges 
under its guarantee of three-quarters of the cost of con
struction, for the first seven years after completion (waiv
ing their right of recourse on the company in the event of 
default, for an additional three years), and allowing for the 
period of construction, which is fixed at seven years, not 
until

TRANSCONTINENTAL RAILWAYS.

Max. Gradient 
in feet per mile

Total Ascent 
in feet overcome

Name of 
Railway

Highest
Summits

East-
bound

West
bound

East-
bound

West
bound

Grand Trunk 
Pacific: ' 

Western Div. 
Winnipeg to 
Pr. Rupert.. 

Eastern Div. 
Winnipeg to 
Moncton... .

1 Summit 
3,712 } 21 26 6,8906,990This land,

21 31

2 Summits 
5,299 
4,308

3 Summits 
5,202 
4,146 
3,375

3 Summits 
5,569 
5,532 
2,849

3 Summits 
8,247
7.107 
5,631

5 Summits 
8,247 
6,953 
3,537 
3,936 
4,204

2 Summits 
5,712
5.108

6 Summits 
7,510 
7,453 
6,987 
7,132 
2,575 
3.819

Canadian 116 116 23,106 23,051Pacific__

Great 116 15,305116 15,987Northern>

Northern
Pacific. . fie- 17,137116 17,830

Union Pacific 
System : 

Omaha to San 
Francisco. .

17,552116 105 18,575

Omaha to
Portland.. 17,171166 116 18,171

will the company be required to assume this1919
liability beyond the interest charges on the one-quarter of 
the cost of construction under the guarantee of the Grand 
Trunk Railway Company of Canada.

Western 
Pacific......... 5,07652.8 52.8 9,385

Returning to the question of gradients, mentioned above 
the Grand Trunk Pacific will benefit from these exceptional 
conditions by the great economy and low cost of operation 
Which can be obtained from the commencement, when this 
item is of such importance in the case of a newly con
structed railway at a time when the traffic and the revenue 
therefrom must of necessity be light, although with the 
gradual evolution of the enterprise and from explorations 
which are being made in all directions, it would appear that 
the period of light traffic will be of short duration.

The Mountain Section of this railroad lies between the 
52nd and the 57th parallels of latitude. It is probable that 
no other area in North America can equal this portion of 
British Columbia in her natural resources, 
is no agriculture and pasture, there is mining or lumbering 
to be developed, and where there are none of these, although 
they often occur in one district, there is at least trapping 
and hunting. Lying as it does, far to the north, the climate 
conditions have in the past been supposed to be extremely 
severe during the winter season, but the fallacy of this im
pression is rapidly becoming known on account of the re
verse conditions actually existing, due in part large to the

Santa Fe 34,506175 185 34,003System...

peas fit to use, tomatoes, turnips, rhubarb, beets, cabbageJ 
onions and other garden vegetables. The strawberries ha 
been ripe there for some time, and the people had currents 
and gooseberries. To illustrate the heat, he said at Forj 
Chipewayan it had been 100 degrees in the shade for severa 
days and nights. Indians coming from the Alaska boundary 
to meet the steamer Wrigley had lost two dogs from the 
heat in the Arctic Circle. He thought systematic expl°ra" 
tion would show a surprising amount of good country, eX' 
tending down from Slave Lake to Peace River. Along the 
Mackenzie River, spruce grew clear to the shores of 
Arctic Ocean. There were aspen, white poplar, balm 0 
gilead and birch growing as far north as Fort Maopherson-

Where there

bank
FortMr. Stewart said that on Slave River he had passed a 

of burning coal about twenty miles in length near



In his second lecture at the Royal Institution, London, 
ë-, on “Optical Determination of Stress and Some Appli- 

cctions 
first

En

to Engineering Problems,” Professor E. G. Coker
discussed the determination of the lines of principal

css by optical means, taking as an illustration a par
tial
bandar case in which the central lines of a series of dark

s of inclination were shown on a tension member hav-
two fine saw-cuts, in it, which diminished its effective 

croSs
lines section by one-half. Great use might be made of the 

°f equal inclination, as the positions of the dark bands 
PPeared to be independent of the physical properties of the 
Serial. Professor Filon had, in this way, verified experi- 

in nta^ s°me of the results of his mathematical researches 
aia e'ast’c*ty; by observations of bands of this type, 
j y purposes, however, a method which made use of both 
• °C^n’c and isochromatic lines was convenient, but it was 

P°rtant to be able to distinguish between black bands 
denoted no stress at all and those which showed the

For

ini
which
W'tii.1'0115 ^or which the planes of principal stress coincided 
an t*le Principal planes of the polarizing and analyzing 
bet\lratUS' *n a general way it was possible to distinguish 
turn'dn 6aC^ kind. rl the stressed plate of material were

Plane 
bands 
l«rmer 
belo

round in its own plane, and was viewed in a beam
SomePolarized light between crossed Niçois, 

moved while others remained stationary, and the 
. could be identified as isoclinic lines and the latter as 

ent to the isochromatic group. It was often conveni-
an°th° S*1°w Ib*s latter system in their true relation to one 
Opv Cr> without disturbance by the dark bands due to the 
cularj Astern. This might be accomplished by using cir- 
Unde "V Ptdarized light. Any stressed specimen, viewed 
p0rtj such conditions, showed at every point a color pro- 
sinc °nal to the difference of the principal stresses, and, 
of ^ t'1e shear was proportional to this difference, a picture 

e shear stress throu hout the plate was obtained. 
Sudden Changes of —Proceeding to consider a 

itig Cases which arose in practical applications of engineer- 
0n0 ^r c due to sudden changes of section, the lecturer said 
Tfie lbe simplest examples was afforded by a rivet hole, 
distrjf, °?t °I a simple pull was to cause a complicated stress 
Cr°'vdintl°n ’n neighborhood of the hole, due to the

S' together of the lines of stress.

few

sbow It was easy to 
With thXPCr’n*entally that, if the hole was small compared 
aboUt ® breadth of the plate, the maximum stress rose to 
tiou v ,ree times its normal value, and theoretical calcula- 
bole .’’bed the experimental
"Mil, '

values. In a line of rivet
maximum stress at the minimum section could be

determined. In a riveted joint the distribution was

H°rman, which Mackenzie had reported burning in 1789.
The track is laid continuously from Fort William on 

bake Superior via Winnipeg and Edmonton to Prairie Creek, 
Alberta, 1,4x2 miles, and a daily passenger train service 

etween Winnipeg and Edmonton, 792 miles, was in- 
augurated July 3rd, 
established between Fort William and Winnipeg and between 
Edmonton

Train service has also been1910.

and the end of the track at Prairie Greek.
Thriving towns are springing up where a few months 

affo there was nothing but the bare prairie ; grain elevators, 
Warehouses, dwellings, stores and other evidences of re- 
markable activity are presented immediately following the 

ymg of the track. The growth is especially astonishing 
at the division points or terminals of Rivers, Man., Melville,
Watrous 
Alta,,

and Biggar, Sask., and Wainwright and Edson, 
and there are many other towns which give promise 

ootable development.

OPTICAL DETERMINATION OF STRESS.

still more complicated, because the stress was carried from 
plate to plate by the direct pressure of the shanks of the 
rivets, and some idea of the intricate nature of these prac
tical problems might be gained by comparing similar mem
bers under the same loads, in which the rivet holes were 
first without rivets ; secondly, had rivets inserted ; and, 
finally, had rivets in them by means of which the load was 
applied to the member.

Another type of discontinuity was afforded by semi
circular holes and rectangular slots in plates and beams. For 
example, in a tension member with two semi-circular notches 
in it, away from the discontinuity the lines of principal 
stress formed a rectangular system, but as they approached 
the notch they came closer and closer together, and at the 
waist the nearness together of the 'lines at the periphery in
dicated that the greatest stress was reached there. If the 
notches were small compared with the breadth, the stress 
rose to twice its normal value. If the notch was rectangular 
the stress, at the re-entrant corners became very great. A 
similar notch in the form of a square hole in a plate forced 
the lines of stress to pass through the narrow spaces on 
each side of the hole, and here, again, the corners of the 
square showed by the close spacing of these lines, and the 
color effects on the specimen, how great was the influence 
of this kind of discontinuity.

Another subject of interest and Of great importance in 
practical work related to the behavior of members like 
springs, hooks, links of chains, and the like, in which the 
curvature of the member was an important factor in the dis
tribution of stress due to an applied load. A case which had 
some resemblance to that of a circular hook section was 
found in some forms of boiler, in which the flues containing 
the fire grate and for the circulation of the hot gases of 
combustion were corrugated in order to increase their 
strength. The determination of the stress distributions in 
members like these and in the parts of machines and the 
like, which it was the special province of the mechanical 
engineer to construct, was one of the greatest complexity, 
and long experience of the behavior of materials obtained1 
by first-hand acquaintance in some particular branch of 
this profession as in, for example, the design and construc
tion of tools or locomotives, could not be replaced by any 
experiments on models. They could help, however, and in
deed mechanical engineers did not require to be convinced 
on this matter, as the use of models of machines for all 
kinds of practical purposes was the rule and not' the ex
ception.

THE MOTOR SHIP “SALENDIA.” t

The East Atlantic Company have recently purchased a 
new vessel designed for ocean traffic and propelled by oil 
engines.

The “Salendia” is 350 feet long with a beam of 53 feet, 
and a gross tonnage of 4,964 tons, and is fitted with two 
sets of four cycle Dissel motors, each with eight cylinders 
20.S in. by 28.7 in., giving together 2,500 i.h.p. at 140 r.p.m. 
built like the vessel herself, by Messrs. Barmeister & Wain, 
of Copenhagen. With a deadweight cargo of 7,400 tons the 
displacement of the vessel is 9,800 tons, with a speed 
of 11 knots, on a consumption of 500 lbs. of oil an hour. 
The storage capacity of the double batten being for 900
tons or sufficient for a round voyage of 20,000 miles at full 

The vessel left her berth in the West India dockspower.
recently and the manoeuvring necessary in order to bring 
her into the lock afforded a great demonstration of the ease 
with which the engines were started and reversed.

I
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set form the anode and cathode respectively, and are both 
separated and electrically connected by cylindrical bushing 
conductors." These are fitted upon bolts on which they ate 
drawn together for contact by nuts back of the hangers. 
As these bolts hold up only the ends of the plates, two other 
bolts of j4-in. iron covered with i/i6-in. rubber tubing 

passed through the plates in the same plane with the 
these bolts the plates are separated

Each

ELECTROLYTIC SEWAGE TREATMENT.

Oklahoma city drains mostly into the North Canadian 
River, but partly over the divide to the north into Deep 

Two years ago the city built a septic tank, costing 
accommodate some of the people on the 

bids were received for 
The lowest bid

Fork.
$8,000 to 
Deep Fork slope.

are
conductor bolts, and on
by cylindrical insulating bushings of hard rubber, 
of the 810 cast iron plates, is capped for its entire 
length with a copper channel of No. 23 (16 oz.) copper 
1 y2 in. x 24 ins., weighing % lb. 
add to the chemistry of the treatment 
lengthen the life of the electrodes by protecting the plates 
along the uipper edges where the corrosion would otherwise 
be abnormal. The plates must be decomposed to perfect 
the treatment, but it is desirable to have the decomposition

arising tend 
Each set

Later on
contact beds to purify the septic effluent, 
for the cantact beds was $17,000, and at this stage of the 
proceedings Mr. A. J. McMahan (representing the Electro- 
Sanitation 1C0., of Los Angeles) offered to install an elec
trolytic sewage treating plant for $12,000 and guarantee 

The unsatisfactory results from the septic 
tank wrought a change of policy on the part of the city 
council and instead of building the contact beds, the council, 
on advice of W. iC. Burke, then city engineer, entered into 
a contract November 4, 1910, for the installation of an

These copper caPs 
and materially

the results.

as evenly distributed as possible and the gases 
to throw the reactions to the tops of the plates, 
of plates with bolts, insulators and hangers forms a 
plete detachable, interchangeable unit.

electrolytic plant to treat the Deep Fork sewage.
corn'

Before the plant had been in operation two months, the 
use of the septic tank was abandoned except that the small 
grit chambers are utilized for eliminating the coarser mat- 

A by-pass now takes the sewage around the main
Flumes.—The three flumes are 18 ins. deep, 22 in®- 

wide and 30 ft. long, made of 2-in. plank, dressed an 
painted three coats, held in shape by light bolts every 1 
ins. in sides and bottom and by light iron straps across the 
top every 6 ft. The flumes are spaced 3 ft. apart ; where 
the planks butt against each other wooden splines are use 
and there is no trouble in making a tight flume. EaC
flume has two insulated copper bus bars in. x 1 %

ters.
chambers of the septic tank to the reservoir of the electro
lytic plant. The results are mfu-ch more satisfactory without

The plant is described in a 
recent issue of “Engineering and -Contracting” by Mr. How
ard V. Hincley, consulting and supervising engineer, Okla-

the help of the septic tank.

homa City.
which bring the current from the knife switch at head 
flume and from these bus bars the plates are charged throug 
copper straps connecting the bus bars with the hanger5‘
These straps have each 1/10 the conductivity of the bus bars-

fro»

Description of the Plant—There is a 36,000 gal. rein
forced concrete reservoir designed to hold the night run of 

for the present and eventually to act in the capacitysewage
of an equalizer to relieve the plant of any sudden fluctua
tions in the rate of flow at different hours of the day. Three 
8-inch supply pipes conduct the sewage from reservoir 

A wasteway carries the treated sewage 
The supply pipes are separately operated 

The electrical machinery is on a ,plat-

Baffles 3 ins. high, prevent any truant microbes 
scampering among the floor under the plates. They are 
sheet metal hinged at the upper edge over a light rod 5 
that when not in use they may be lifted by a wire han

Fixed baffles of shee

of

to treating flumes, 
into the gulch.

out of the way for washing out. 
meta] on the sides of the flumes projecting 1 to- 
located at the upper ends of the electrode sets, prevent t 
truants from sneaking along the sides of the flume, 
inches of clear space is allowed under the plates for

At each end of the flume there is about 18 ins-

by three valves, 
form about 15 ft. x 18 ft., 2% ft. above the floor and about 
even with the tops of the flumes, 
also a table and a filing case.
h.p. alternating current motor using commercial 
rent at 220 volts.

and

On this platform are Tw°
flush-The drive consists of a 7)4

cur- of
ing.
clear space and between the electrodes about 6 ins. 
lower end of each flume is a cross plank on which is ^ 
an adjustable weir gate which both regulates the depth ® 
the water over the electrode plates and measures the » 
The weir is adjusted by means of nuts on two vertical ^ 
but it is found in practice that the spring of the plate a ^ 
bolts is ample to hold the weir in position and the nuts 
seldom used. There is also a washoutgate, that bfts 
out of the way for flushing. The water is generally beP*^ 
ins. deep over the plates, as this seems to give as good 
suits as either greater or less depths. .

Operation.—The current from the commercial w*re^e

ator’5 
wa£6

may be

This motor is direct connected, under At the 
fittedthe switchboard, to a 3 kw. multipolar direct -current gen

erator and exciter, all resting on a single bedplate 2 ft. 
x 5 ft. The combination is designed and built for 
this special service and delivers to the copper cable con
ductors of 1,000,000 circular mills 800 to 900 amperes at a 
voltage of 1% to 3, these being the limit between which the 
desired results are obtainable, varying somewhat with the 
character of the sewage. A double pole, double throw, 
knife switch allows the reversal of the current at pleasure 
and a knife switch at the upper end of each flume cuts on 
or off the current for that flume. Owing to the high am
perage as compared with the low voltage the switches and 
conductors are necessarily heavy. If only one flume is

The
turned on to the motor which drives the generator.

in use the ammeter i-s set at 270 to 300. 
building is of concrete blocks 18 ft. x 50 ft. on the inside 
with flat roof and beams exposed on the inside, 8ft. high 

platform and to % ft. high over main concrete floor 
which has a slope of 
ported on wooden blocks 6 in. x 6 in. x 26 in. The build
ing has one 3 ft. x 7 ft. door, one 6 ft. x 7 ft. double door, 
and 12 nivoted windows about 3 ft. x 3 ft. just above the 
ground line.

ammeter is set at 270 to 300, according to the °per 
The valve is opened to supply raw sejudgment.

from the reservoir to one flume, or the ammeter 
set at 810 to 900 and the va’ves open to all three flumes

, with
lower

over
in. and on which the flumes are sup- ed

volt meter reading from 1 % to 3. The baffles are 
and presently the plates are submerged and the sewaf?6^^ 
comes milky. It is in a state of thorough and minute

weir at ^ 
bubble5; 

plate5

b®'

lition and before it commences to flow over the 
foot of flume it is covered with a white foam of gas 
The impurities in the sewage passing between the 
which are spaced Vi in. apart, and which are

Electrodes.—In each flume there are ten electrode sets 
snaced about 6 ins. apart, each set consisting of 27 ca-st 
iron plates each 3/16x10x24 ins. Alternate plates of each

te»alterna



n°des and cathodes, have become the electrolyte, short-
suiting the current, and millions of glbbules of water 

have been decomposed into the original elements, hydrogen 
0Xygen, which, being liberated in the nascent or for- 

^at've state, produce remarkable results. The offensive 
0r> which is strong in the reservoir, has disappeared 

ePon entering the flume. Sulphuretted hydrogen cannot 
m‘St Presence offerric oxide in the electrolytic treat-

ent. The treatment goes on down the flume and down 
the gulch below the plant as the sewage and froth of 

$e over each other. There is no scum on the treated
^wage except the white froth of generated gases and there 

ems to be a material lessening of the scum previously 
accumulated

and

into
6ases roll

in the gulch.
The time taken by a particle of sewage to pass through 
flume and through the ten electrode sets when treating 

25o,ooo 
An in

flume per 24 hours, is about 3 minutes. 
^ crease of amperage gives an increase of diffusion or 
in UlTle current and consequently of ebullition, while an 
c,Crease of voltage puts more iron and copper into the 
s,ernistry of the treatment. A very small portion of the 
til SC is col,ected upon the Plates through the agency of 

e ferric hydrate. Several years ago, when the “Electro” 
was in
T>"

gals. per

the embryonic state, the plates were cleaned by steam 
Perforated pipes laid on the bottom of the flumes.

c] was both expensive and unsatisfactory. They are now 
by simply reversing the current, and the sterilized 

ferr.ee’ w'ten thrown off from the plates, has the color of
ric oxide. Bv the reversal of the current the uneven 

orrosi 
hece 
Com

l0n of the plates is again eliminated. The low voltage 
SsaTy to decompose the water and organic matter is in 
rast with that reported by Mr. J. L. 'Campbell in 1908

for removal of scale frombard ^e.utilized the same process
boiler water at a pressure of 112 to "5 volts, the

The electrolyticheatment 
Method_
s° fa

costing $479 per million gals, 
ideal for sanitary or organic purification—seems 

r fo be wholly unsuited for the removal of scale. 
ur *1e,t1istry.—Tbe process 

ate and chlorine are liberated in the nascent state ;
SültD0^rful reagents and render the effluent neutral—a re- 
0wi not obtained by either chemical or biological treatment.

Jg to oxidization no traces are left of albuminates or 
Of gbcoous bodies, which give so much trouble in the way 
are cb, °n<iaTy putrefaction in septic treatment. 
c0afru,an*ed to nitrites and the iron and copper compounds 
attd m*16 and clear the effluent. The oxy-chloride of lime 
teria ;Tncsia destroys dangerous (including typhoid) bac- 
kilis’ ^bile *-be free sulphuric acid generated in the process

cholera
forn|a ^Pared with Electrolytic Plant at Santo Monica, Call
us outf ^be electrolytic plant at Santa Monica, Cal., has 
hitb n 3 ^ 2n the surf at the bathing pier. Even there— 
°f the Ure ^a$hing the oxygen of the air and the chlorine 

Sea water into her purification process by wave action

is electro-chemical. Oxygen,hyd

hitr

Nitrates

germs if present.

S*lpt d0Sance was noticeable when the plant was temporarily 
hhlliojj W°' What then might be expected when a half- 
^lCJl gallons of sewage are dumped daily into a dry 
^tloxVtl . s'x months of one of the driest seasons ever 
arid late'1 Oklahoma, and especially when the septic tank, 
°ut an<j r ’■be grit chamber, have been periodically cleaned 
P°rt 0r empti^ into the same dry gulch? The official re-
,fVs) '
be ’ and Ion 

,fi°w
m odor.,

Bacteri

igist says that “below the tanks 
the material has reached the creek 

' Avas clear and quite limpid and distinctly free

Reductions.—The following tests, made atree
as°nablcUnt t’mes at two different places, tend to show a 

Percentage of destruction of pathogens in the

as well as a reasonable uniformity of resuitsprocess, 
obtained.

Dr. Frederick Salathe, Santa Monica, Cal., reported 
November 16, 1908, bacteria removed 99.1 per cent, 
those remaining were completely destroyed.”

“And

Louis A. Turley, state bacteriologist, Norman, Okla., 
reported October 2, 1911:

Per
cent.
86.0Flume No. 1 reduction—Total bacteria .

Flume No. 1 reduction—Disease bacteria 
Flume No. 2 reduction—Total bacteria.
Flume No. 2 reduction—Disease bacteria 
Waste way 20 ft. below reduction—Total bacteria.... 92.5 
Wasteway 20 ft. below reduction—Disease bacteria.. 99.0

98.5
88.0
98.4

Clarence E. Lee, city bacteriologist, Oklahoma City, re
ported September 30, 1911:

Per
cent.

Flume No. 1 reduction—Total bacteria 
Flume No. 2 reduction—Total bacteria 
Wasteway 20 ft. below plant—Red. total bacteria.... 99.83

99-75
99.82

Dr. Lee says, “It is a noteworthy fact that after leaving 
the plant the number of germs relatively decreases and the 
ordinary algae, which do not seem to be affected in the 
least by electrolysis, relatively and rapidly increase. I find 
from examination that those germs which are not killed by 
this process are so markedly inhibited that they are easily 
cared for by the ordinary algae found in all surface water; 
consequently with increased admixture with ordinary algae 
and exposure to air and sunlight the objectionable features 
are rapidly removed in proportion to the distance from the 
plant. The findings 20 ft. below the plant correspond to 
several thousand feet below in small streams in untreated 
material.”

Referring to the last quotation above the absence of 
odor in the gulch after six months of deposit of sewage 
therein (the septic tank and grit chamber having always 
been cleaned out into the gulch) seems quite remarkable. 
The gases carried into the gulch, tumbling over and over 
with the water, seem to have continued the purification work 
far below the plant.

On recommendation of Guy E. Blackwelder, Commis
sioner of Public Works, the Deep Fork plant was 
unanimously accepted by the municipal commissioners Octo
ber 6, 1911, and plans have been ordered for a similar plant 
for the Packingtown district which is to treat not less than 
two million gallons daily and to cost not more than $42,000.

Sludge.—One of the greatest nuisances of sewage treat-
With a reasonablement in the disposal of the sludge, 

breaking up of the legitimate solids by a long run or by 
centrifugal action there is but little sludge that needs to be 
taken out, the finer particles all being thoroughly oxidized 
in the flumes. As to whether the coarser and foreign mat
ter shall be held back by baffles or by screens or both is 
simply a matter of detail. Experience with this plant seems 
to indicate top and bottom baffles followed by a vertical 
screen over face of grit chamber outlet—the screen to be 
handy of access through the manhole cover for cleaning.

Cost of Operation.—The cost of current guaranteed not 
to exceed $750 per annum or $2.74 per million gallons 
should probably average about 810 amperes at two volts 
costing 4 cts. per lew. hour plus 25 per cent, motor loss 
equals $709.50 per annum. The item of plate renewals is 
not guaranteed but in the Santa Monica plant treating a 
half million gals, per day, this item has not exceeded $150
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RECENT IMPROVEMENTS IN RAILROAD 
TRACK LAYING.

per annum. The attendant at the Oklahoma City plant is 
paid $55 per month and has the use of house and grounds. 
His duties keep him busy for two or three hours a day. He 
could easily handle two or three plants, a mile apart—or 
five miles apart, if fairly well connected by street car 
service.

Railroad track laying is becoming a great factor in t e 
industrial world as time advances, and the recent impr°ve 
ments placed on the market to aid in this work are of i,n 
terest not only as a means of improving the methods n°lV 
employed, but as original ideas connected with the eD 
gineering profession generally. Most of the apparatus ab° 
to be described is dependent on the electric current » 
operating power and as this factor is not always availab 
the company manufacturing these goods (The ChicaS® 
Pneumatic Tool Company, Fisher Building, Chicago, 1 ^ 
have devised a portable gas-driven generator that w 
operate some of the smaller devices and will doubtless 
improved and enlarged so as to operate machines ^ 
heavier work. In municipalities • and upon the tracks ^ ^ 
electric lines current is available for the maintenance

The total estimated cost of operation, including proper 
fixed charges, is given in Table I.

Table I.—Estimated Cost of Operating Oklahoma City 
Electrolytic Sewage Purification Plant.

Per
thousand
gallons.
Cents.
0.259
0.241
0.015

Per
million

gallons.

2.59 
2.41 
o. 15

per
annum.For—

Electric current 
Attendant 
Lights ............

$ 709.50 
660.00 
40.00 of the 

iated
larger machines and the operation of these, except in iso 
cases, has so far been confined to this class of track.

Fig. 1 will present an accurate idea of the electric sp
screW

Total operating .......................
Renewal of plates .....................
Depreciation of electric ma

chinery .....................................
Five per cent, on investment

$1,409.50
200.00

$5.15 0.515
0.0730-73

driving apparatus that is capable of placing 5,000 
spikes firmly in the track during one working day.

The car is built with a welded steel frame, the w 
being carried on flat elliptic springs. It is equipped

100.00
800.00

0.37
2.92

0.037
0.292 hole

with
Total operating and fixed 

charges ............................... $2,509.50 $9.17
The investment charge is computed upon $16,000, of 

which $1,000 is for attendant’s residence and $15,000 is 
understood to be the price hereafter for a three-quarter 
million gallon plant, 
tory, was built "under the market” for $12.000. In a larger 
plant these figures would he reduced 20. to 30 per cent. It 
seems inadvisable to make any statement as to the general 
cost of electrolytic treatment of sewage per capita—even ap
proximately as long as water consumption per capita is 
reported all the way from 30 to 300 gals, per day and sew
age flow from 15 to 300 gals. The cost must be computed 
upon the basis of the sewage flow in each case.

0.917

This plant, however, being introduc-

;>.v' ISSfT
"

O

ijSPw,
Conclusions.—The work done by this plant 

justify the following conclusions : 
in connection with the electrolytic
hindrance not a help. 2. That sedimentation in connec
tion with the electrolytic treatment of

Vseems to 
1. That the septic tank ■Isewage treatment is a

K.T'.ï
sewage is neither 

necessary nor helpful. 3. That a centrifugal for atomizing 
the solids and

Fig. 1.
, -hrouffk

a 12-horse power gasoline engine, direct connected w 
a suitable clutch to a 6-kw. 125-volt, direct current genCl . jc]i 
suitable transmission for the car, also being provided, ^ 
gives a speed of fifteen miles per hour. This 011 trjc 
capable of operating two electric spike drivers ; four c. , is 
wood boring machines, and an electric grinder, " ^ reel 
mounted on the car for the grinding of the tools. c; 
containing five hundred feet of cable is mounted on ag.net 
and a light portable switch-board, containing the 111 c0P- 
switches and plug connectors, is provided, to wh^c'1gcVgpty' 
nect the spike drivers and wmod boring machines. " ^0\s, 
five feet of cable is attached to each of the portah ®cventy' 
thus giving a range of action of five hundred and 
five feet on each side of the car, or a total of eleven 
and fifty feet.

... a screen, or series of baffles, or both, for the 
elimination of the incorrigibles, seems advisable. 4. That 
a forebay or reservoir, which may be used to'hold the night 
run during the earlier life of the plant, and to act as an 
equalizer when operated 24 hours a day, is advantageous. 
5- -that the necessary chemicals for the 

furnished by the electrolytic
treatment of sewage 

process. 6. That the nuis
ance and expense of handling sludge may be largely (but 
not wholy) eliminated. 7. That the effluent from the electro
lytic treating plant is sterilized, deodorized, neutral, 
putrescible and harmless.

are

non-

TELEPHONES USED IN THE RECENT 
REVOLUTION IN MEXICO. can

andcar weighs fourteen hundred pounds, ^s' 
be easily set off of tracks in service out of the way 
ing trains. ted

The spike driving end of the machine is id11’’* e\ec^C 
Fig. 2(A), and consists of a specially wound,iportab c0p 
motor, with suitable gearing, the electric circuit be ^ pod 
trolled by means of a magnet switch, mounted on s\vi*c' 
able switch-board, previously referred to. 1 r 
itself is under the direct control of the operator

The
A report from Mexico states that the latest revolution, 

planned by General Campa, is responsible for an improve
ment of the telephone as a war instrument. General Campa 
is an electrical engineer and has formed a corps of line-men 
which precede the main detachments and are instructed to 
have telephonic communications completed with the other 
commanders and the base of supplies by the time that 
General .Campa arrives on the scene of activities.



TheA. sn " cars are all equipped with magneto ignition system.
tirner 13 ^'Sh-tension magneto is utilized, and the use of
The ’ &1,ark c°il and dry cell battery is dispensed with.
bnt .^Saieto used upon the cars is very simple in design,
c°ntact Clt‘c*ent» reliable and durable. It has no electrical

;las ’ no moving wires and requires no switch or timer.
Pro(]y° ac*Justments and no Parts which can be adjusted.

is qu-t Cf’s a very hot spark, and the strength of this spark
aitig. C in<iePendcnt of the speed at which the car is run-
Wear 10 only parts of the magneto which are subject to
at a ,ar° two hardened steel blocks, which can be replaced 

* very

It
It

smau cost. The
however,

miles without any part of the magneto showing 
are enc])rCC‘akle wear. The working parts of the magneto 
°uter °S€<I and it is both dirt and water proof The only 
It ,0perlr«s required are those running to the spark plugs. 
avi,ay 3tl s eciually well in either direction, and thus does 
ttl°tor t 1 a rcyersing switch when used with a reversible 
*he Use n addition to furnishing a more reliable ignition, 
''Pier , lhis magneto eliminates the possibility of coil and 
•VV*l'ch isU JCS’ a*so the necessity of replacing battery cells, 
‘^ttitioQ8 3 WaVs present on cars having dry cell battery

sli8-ht
th°u4d

upon these blocks is very 
test a car was run fiveand on

any

Fig, 4 A Fig. 4 B.

bar carrying the feed nut is located on the horizontal reds 
by means of eye pins which are easily withdrawn for the 
rapid removal of the drill from the track after drilling the 
hole or for sharpening the drill points. A series of holes 
in the horizontal rods provides means of accommodating 
varying lengths of bits. The drill proper may be removed 
from the frame by taking out four caps which allow the 
tool to be used as an ordinary electric portable drill. The 
magnets of this motor are wound for a pressure of six 
hundred volts.

Figure 4 B illustrates a heavy duty portable electric 
track grinder for use in grinding joints or for bonds, 
carries a 6 x i Y\ x $4 emery wheel and revolves at a speed 
of 2,400 r.p.m., and has plenty of power for rapid work.

It
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The car has a slatted seat top hinged to open full length 
and every portion of the mechanism is accessible to the 
operator easily and quickly. The tray frame has a box 
for carrying- tools and a twelve-inch foot-board for the 
operator. The car has two-lever control and a brake that 
is easily reached by the operator from any position. Fig. 
3 is from a photograph of this car.

Tools and other appliances operating under currents

°f a push button on the driver, and the tool may be started 
°r stopped at the will of the operator. In regular opera- 
t*°n, the tool is started by the operator and automatically 
stoPped by the opening of the magnet switch when the spike 
is driven home.
I'ig. 2(B), is adjustable so 
ttght

This magnet switch, which is shown in
that spikes may be driven just as

as occasion may require.
This company manufacture a car for inspectors and 

others whose business necessitates them being in close touch 
v'ith the track work. This car has the same general out- 
a*de appearance as that used for the spike drivers, but is 
tted for the conveyance of eight workmen and their tools 

and will maintain a speed of twenty miles an hour. k>
The engine of this car has no cooling device, yet it 

aevcr overheats and will run under almost any climatic con
dition.
the fewest 
fuel 
easy t0 
enabl

5ÜIt is remarkably simple in construction and has 
possible number of parts. It is economical in 

consumption, runs smoothly and steadily, and is so 
1 operate that only a little instruction is required to 

e any one to run it.
The engine is equipped with a special carburetor de- 

and built for it. This carburetor has the same sim- 
y of construction and operation which distinguishes the 

€ngine itself
tion'y

BEv' 'V,<_V- _ l-K PP^
s

.1 ■siarned
Plicit

Fig. 3.It has neither needle valve or float, 
and once regulated needs no further atten-

It is

of low voltage would not require the care and forethought 
spent upon the track drill shown in figure 4 A and designed

The highfor use upon street and interurban railways, 
voltage and rough handling to which tools for this class of 
work are subjected calls for the careful design, insulation 
and general construction. An examination of the cut will 
show that the frame of this drill does not bolt to the track,
but is simply hooked over the rail to be drilled, the operator 
holding down the other end by sitting on the seat provided, 
and thus brings him into convenient position to operate 
the feed.
drilling to the ties without the use of an angle attachment, 
and the vertical adjustment screw with guides for the drill 
affords a ready means for locating the holes vertically on 
ordinary tee or deep girder rails, 
of heavy seamless drawn tubing, and the bearing surface of 
the drill guides on the rods is very long, insuring true, 
straight holes, so essential for efficient bonding. The cross-

s.

The side spindle of the drill permits of close

I
A:

The horizontal rods arevl> I' 1

Fig. 2.

S 
o
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THE CONSTRUCTION OF WOOD BLOCK 
PAVEMENTS.*

PREPARED CONCRETE CURBING.

A method of lessening the labor of paving and sewer 
work has recently been introduced by a company in Pitts
burg, U.S.A., and is conducted on the same lines as that

used in
—« manufacture of
* other concrete
2 objects.
I The shop

By Day I. Okas.

As the success of a creosoted blpck street is dependent 
upon a continuous smooth surface, it is essential that the 
concrete foundation surface have as near the contour of the 
final pavement surface as possible. Where gravel concrete 
is used, it is advisable to have the foundation surface made 
by drawing a template over it. 
used, work should be done to a template curve.

The cushion upon which creosoted blocks are laid should 
never exceed 1 in., and it should be either % or J4 in. 
where concrete is templated to an even surface ; in fact, 
the use of the sand cushion under creosoted block streets 
is essential only in order to obtain a smooth wearing sur
face of creosoted block

the

1 :

Where stone concrete is
Wi o fsystem

manufacturing 
curbconcrete 

units for as
sembly in the
field, eliminates 
all form work 
on the street

W ¥Æ 7
S1ÉÉ

Lpavement.
Sand is not generally designated for the cushion

Where there is vibration of pavement, as between 
car tracks, it is most advisable to use a mortar cushion. 
The manner of placing this cushion is to mix the sand and 
cement dry, and pull it with a template in a similar manner 
to pulling the sand cushion, 
and rolled to the final surface contour, the pavement surface 
is flushed with water in order to dampen the mortar cushion, 
and is left set up. 
filler can be applied.

ma rl makesterial. and
construction ’n

weather
Un-

a n y 
possible, 
der good shop 
conditions, il

should be possible to obtain a finished product of high 
quality at a cost comparable with that for the cast-in-place 
curb of equal quality. The curb as made, ready to ship» 
is 5 feet long and of three sections, one 6 by 24 inches f°r 
block paved streets under heavy traffic ; another 6 by 21 
inches for brick and asphalt paved streets under heavy 

. traffic and a 5 by 24-inch section for block paved streets 
under light traffic. The exposed corner of each is protected 
by a steel angle held in place by anchors electrically welded 
to the back of the angles and embedded in the body of the 
concrete. These anchors are of %-inch round rod and extend 
nearly to the opposite face, and are placed on n^-inC^ 
centres. The sections are cast with mortise and tenon 
joints, so that they lock securely when placed.

The blocks are then placed Concrete Curb Set to Grade.

After the pavement becomes dry the

In the case of a creosoted-block pavement under heavy 
traffic, the motor cushion is preferable to the sand cushion, 
inasmuch as the set in this mortar cushion prevents wash
ing of water leaking through the interstices and prevents 
displacement of the block surface due to flowing of the 
cushion and consequent rutting under heavy loads.

The objection to this mortar cushion is the time required 
to set before the pavement can be used. It has the advant
age of making possible the use of the sand filler on lighter 
traffic streets, inasmuch as it provides against the washing 
away of the cushion during the iron-out of the pavement and 
the sealing of the joints. It is advisable to do away with 
a bituminous filler which becomes sticky in hot weather.

Provision may be made for expansion, first, by produc
ing a block of the kind of wood and oil, and with the re
quired impregnation to allow a minimum percentage of 
absorption under conditions where water or moisture sur
round the block entirely, or to provide by construction a 
sealing of the blocks on the bottom by a mortar cushion 
and on the four sides by means of a bituminous filler.

The Neville Concrete Co., Neville Island, Pittsburg) 
who are the only manufacturers of this curb in the field at 
present, have sold to the 
city of Pittsburg over 20,- 
000 feet, for use within 
the city, and are trying to 
have it adopted as standard 
by the city of Pittsburg.

The welded angle is not 
patented, but the company’s 
location with regard to steel 
mills will probably make it 
possible for them to manu
facture and sell the steel for 
use by other concrete pro
ducts manufacturers at a 
price lower than would 
otherwise be obtained, even 
were they to use the same 
electrical welding machines.

S-.iTÆnÿ/e-
' rMâ&rsO'tchort 0

As to a satisfactory oil or treatment to be used for creo
soted wood block paving from a constructor’s standpoint, 
there has been trouble with heavy, or, as it is called, “water
proofing” oil in the bleeding of the blocks, 
contended that this bleeding is due to the manner of treat
ment and to the action of the blocks expanding in the 
However, when the use of a lighter oil under

* • vA-v.-c
VWT«

:.0V',.:D-
A «Vi1 
•«f.-.’v-.'-V

MM 
B-T: 
>vTv.It is sometimes
■Ai

street. 
- i-to sq. gr.

is prevalent, trouble was not experienced with the oil exud
ing and staying on top of the pavement. So if a straight-run 
creosote oil is used and provision is made against absorp
tion of moisture by the use of a dry mortar cushion and a 
bituminous filler which would not cut back by the oil from 
the blocks or would not soften and run in the hot weather 

that is to say, an asphaltic-base bituminous filler—there 
would be a minimum amount of expansion and movement of 
the blocks. Such a pavement laid smooth tvould remain so 
under traffic and weather conditions.

o ■*>

Detail of Angie Kruiecti°n 
and Anchors.The cost of the 5 by 21- 

inch section, the smallest
size, is 41 cents per lineal foot, f.o.b. Pittsburg, and 
6 by 24-inch size, the largest, 48 cents per lineal foot, 
makes it possible for them to compete satisfactorily

This
witb
bun-other types of curb over a radius of seventy-five to a 

dred miles out of Pittsburg.
* Abstract of paper presented at annual convention of 

Wood Preservers’ Association, Chicago. À
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NOTES ON STRUCTURAL STEEL DESIGNS.” The next step was the introduction of the plate-girder 
bridge and the riveted-truss bridge, and it soon became 
common practice to build plate girders for all spans from 
20 to 75 ft. in length, and from 75 to 125 ft. various forms 
of riveted trusses, and spans over 150 ft. of the pin-con
nected type. In other words we began to follow the practice 
of European engineers in the building of our shorter span, 
bridges.

By Albert Reichmann.

Structural steel nowadays is used so very extensively in 
e construction of our railroads, industrial buildings, office 

^1 apartment buildings, and in almost every means
0 ^°nveyance, that it represents a large part of the capital 
in °ur radroad, industrial and real estate undertak-

gs' For this reason it is of the utmost importance that 
ec m°st rigid economy be exercised in its use. By an 
te nornic design is meant a design wherein the cost of ma- 

la and labor entering into the construction of said de- 
s-gtl be a minimum. In other words, the writer con- 
^nt/ a well designed structure one which will most effic-

y Perform its function with a minimum outlay of capital 
and tho 1e 1Gwest annual maintenance charge.

Now, let us analyse why we departed from the old-time 
practice of building pin-connected bridges and substitute 
the use of the riveted bridges. In the first place the old 
time pin-connected span was used without consideration of 
span length. The shorter pin-connected spans, owing to 
their extreme lightness, the small moment of inertia of their 
tension members, poor lateral bracing, and generally in
ferior details, vibrated excessively under traffic. The fact 
that these small pin-spans were used out of the sphere which 
naturally belonged to them, led a great many engineers to 
abandon the pin-connected span almost entirely and of re
cent years we have adopted more extensively the use of the 
all-riveted span for our longer span bridges. It has occur
red to the writer, however, that in many cases we have 
substituted riveted spans for our long span bridges where 
a pin-connected structure would have been preferable.

The ideal span to build would be one that is free from 
vibrations and without secondary stresses, but as this is 
impossible, the problem then is to select that type of design 
which has the minimum number of objectionable features. 
For an ordinary simple truss span there are four types of 
construction to be considered :

the

*^ne of the most important features of a material to be 
construction work, consists in the ease and sim- 

0q y, together with the safety and reliability, with which 
e tQember can be attached to another. In the case of

w°oden
Action
tainty rein/ 

reinf

u$ed in 
Plicit

construction it is almost impossible to make a con- 
°f one member to another with any degree of cer-

In the case ofand use ordinary factors of safety.
°rced
orced with steel, where the joints are largely dependent 

, the adhesion of the concrete to the steel, the question 
0"'i<n>nneCt'°ns 's an uncertain problem. In structural steel, 
it to its homogeneous nature and uniformity of strength, 

Passible to mathematically determine the value of con- 
of s °fns °ne member to another with reasonable margins 
the •ineiy and secure a perfectly safe structure.

Portance of securing reliable connections of one mem- 
Pecti'0 atlother, it is perfectly natural that the type of con- 

p0^as Used in steel structures should be one of the most 
ant subjects to be considered in structural steel de- 

rf will be observed that the question of connections 
erpfore, given very careful consideration in this paper.

.first iron and steel bridges designed by our Ameri
ca,. en8hneers were typically American. That is to say, 

-jPe of construction was radically different from that 
y other nations. The question of cost was given 

Pani0s°St careful study, and justly so, as the railroad com- 
fittte t "'firh purchased these structures had a very difficult 
$t0c] 0 make both ends meet.

0 our railroads
, small, and the trains did not move over the rail- 
llh the high speed of to-day.

^Pe of structure referred to is the pin-connected 
tatigin ^hen first introduced it was built of any length 
to t(leg fi°m 30 ft. upwards. It was very popular owing 
the easSnia11 am°unt of metal required in its construction, 
gr®at </ which its members could be transported over
ed. Thf>tanCes’ an<^ the facility with which it could be erect- 
of build-”6 Midges were built at a time when the science 
<*nSequ^ structures of metal was in its infancy. As a 
Vety nfe most of the old-time bridges were built with 
"'P’S'ht Cfn°r Staffs. Owing to the rapid increase in the 
ta*ed t the rolling stock of the railroads, they were soon 
tbieij- Ca tbp'r capacity and unfortunately sometimes beyond 
°^'tirtle^acrfy. As a result it did not take long for these 
aPparet)t to develop imperfections and it soon became

structUi'at the pin-connected bridge was not the ideal type 
r° to be used in every case.

delivered to the Western Society of Engineers,

properly speaking, concreteconcrete, or, more
uPon

First, the truss with built up chords and diagonals ând 
riveted connections throughout, or what is ordinarily called 
a riveted span. In this type of construction the span should 
be made as deep as good designing will permit, 
dimension of the chords and web members should be made 
as narrow in the plane of the truss as permissible, 
increasing the depth of the trusses the connections of the 
diagonals to the chords become smaller ; the deformation of 
the truss under load becomes smaller and consequently the

necti

Owing to
be The

itn By
siSns
k th

The secondary stresses become smaller.
The problem of selecting the proper dimensions of the 

various members forming a joint requires a great deal of 
skill and judgment. In the first place the various members 
should be slender, so as to be as flexible as possible, in 
order to reduce the secondary stresses due to the bending 

On the other hand, with slender members

the

In those days the rolling of the member, 
it is exceedingly difficult to concentrate the rivets in the 
connections. This calls for the rivets to reach far out into

very light; the volume of trafficwas wasvery
toads

Thethe members ; hence the use of large gusset plates, 
longer the connection becomes, the more uncertain the action 
of the rivets, and therefore the more objectionable the con- 

The size of the gusset plates may, in many cases,

The
span.

nection.
be reduced by connecting the main member to both sides of 
the gusset plate by means of an auxiliary connecting plate. 
By this means the rivets connecting the main member to 
the gusset plate take double shear and thus the number of
rivets can be reduced in proportion.

The slenderness of members calls for compression 
members with small moments of inertia, and therefore they 
are not so economical as a column as one with a greater mo
ment of inertia, 
thicker material and, therefore, more waste due to deduc
tions on account of rivet holes.

In the case of tension members it means

Thus we are confronted with the problem of selecting 
members having large dimensions of their cross-section in 
the plane of the truss, with the possibility of their connec
tions being concentrated to a minimum, and, as a conse
quence thereof, of having large secondary stresses due to

» ^aper 
' 8th

^Oy

-
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While the action of eye-bars in a structure is not perfect 
—that is to say, that bars have more or less secondary 
stresses—nevertheless, they are one of the safest article 
used in the construction of a bridge. When we are usin£ 
an eye-bar we can feel that we are using something abo»1 
which our knowledge is reasonably complete. It seems 10

57°

bending of the connecting members, 
hand, selecting a cross-section with the least width possible, 
which in turn calls for small moments of inertia ; that is 
to say, the members are not economical compression mem
bers, nor are they economical tension members, as the ma
terial becomes too concentrated, 
therefore, to know just where to draw the line in the selec
tion of the various members.

Or, on the other

The great problem is,
the writer, however, that it is the common practice of <’n 
gineers either not to use eye-bars at all or else to use the®

fullrght up to the limit of their capacity as determined by 
size tests. They seldom figure out what amount of econo®^ 
could be obtained by using an eye-bar with a some"'*13

riveted 
there

In order to somewhat overcome the effects of the second
ary stresses in riveted-truss spans, some of our specifications 
call for their partial elimination by lengthening and shorten
ing the various truss members, amounting to the respective 
distortions due to dead load plus one-half the live load, and 
reaming of the chord splices, while the chords are assembled 
in a straight line,' and then forcing them in their proper

lower unit stress on the same basis that they use a 
member. In the case of a built-up tension member, 
is a large amount of material which is wasted, inasmuch ^ 

it does not enter into or carry part of the primary stres5 > 
namely, such material as is added to take care of the deduc 
tions from this section, necessary on account of rivet h°'e5| 
and material added for lattice-bars, batten plates, etc. 
they realized that they could add considerable material 
their eye-bars and still use them with economy, they 
not be so adverse to their use. This material added to 
eye-bars would reduce the normal stress in the eye-bars

position before the connections of the diagonals to the chords 
are drilled or reamed. This is all right as far as it goes 
in the shop, but when the structure is actually being erected 
it is an altogether different proposition. If the chords were 
first riveted together and then put on their camber blocking 
before they were connected to the diagonals, these results 
might in a measure be obtained. tirelfsuch an extent that the secondary stresses could be en 

ignored.
Before a long fixed span can be swung it is necessary 

to rivet all the tension splices in the' chords, so that it is 
very probable that a large part of the refinement that was 
put on this work in the shop is lost in the field.

The vibration of pin-connected spans may be reduced

.bar*

First, by making all of the membersseveral ways.
up, with, comparatively speaking, large moments of in®r 
in the plane of the truss ; second, by making the eye 
sufficiently wide so that their deflection, due to their 
weight, will not be too great ; third, by weighing down 
bridge by means of a ballasted floor.

tia
Second, the truss with built-up continuous chords and 

built-up diagonals, pin-connected throughout. The vertical 
posts and diagonals are connected to the chord by means of 
pins, which in the case of a continuous chord become very 
small, owing to the fact that the pins merely transmit the 
increment of the stress to the chords. It is sometimes found

own
the

cann°l 
bridgé 

build-

The writer
help but feel that when we come to our longer span 
the pin-connected type bridge is the proper one to ^ 
The main advantages of a pin-connected span with eye" ^ 
tension members, are that it weighs less than other W 

of construction and can be built in the shop with extre. - 
accuracy so that there is little possibility of encoutit6®^ 
trouble in erection through faulty workmanship. Ereft^ 
can proceed with greater rapidity than with the riveted sP ’

desig”

desirable to rivet such posts and diagonals, as in case of 
reversal of stresses in these members, in order to avoid the 
wear in the pin holes. In such cases the stresses to be 
transmitted to the chords are very small indeed ; 
quently the connections

conse-
are small and, therefore, secondary 

stresses are also very small. This type of construction 
be designed by making the chords sufficiently shallow in 
order to make the same flexible and the diagonals sufficiently 
wide in the plane of the truss, so that they are sufficiently 
strong to rotate upon the pin and overcome the pin friction 
when the structure deflects. It is believed that this type of 
construction has a minimum amount of secondary stresses.

The only objection to this typo of span is that it weighs 
more than a span with eye-bars used as tension members, 
and that the tension chords must be spliced in the field be
fore the span can be safely swung, which in

can

and the writer believes that less skill is required in 
ing a pin-connected span than a riveted span.

Lateral Bracing.—There is a feature in our long 
bridges which should be considered very thoroughly» 
that is the question of lateral bracing for the comPre5' ^ 

chords. In the shorter span bridges the loads alloWÇ ^ 
wind bracing are ample to provide sufficient materia 
take care of the actual wind stresses, and also to ^ g 
alignment the compression chords. However, in very j 
span bridges, the question of providing sufficient lat f 
bracing for the compression chords to hold them in pr°s0l, 
alignment, so that the compression chords will act in unl ^ 
throughout their entire length and in reality form one j^e, 
pression member when considered in a horizontal P -j 
should be carefully considered. In this respect the *a 
bracing, in addition to performing the function of 
ing, also performs the same function that the lattice 
do to the. individual compression members. However^( 
the case of an ordinary member the lattice bars c011 1^ 
continuous members, whereas, the lateral bracing rntlSt];ce<h 
in alignment members which are not thoroughly _sp ept 
and are, therefore, more liable to be out of true align 
on account of imperfect workmanship.

It is not an easy matter to determine the am o' ^ 
lateral bracing which it is necessary to provide to bo ^ct 
compression chords in proper alignment, owing t° 1 j^pre5' 
that we have not made sufficient tests of large s’ze.C?';s re' 
sion members to determine just how much materia

many cases
is very objectionable as in most long-span bridges it is 
desirable to make the span safe in the least time possible.

Third, the truss with the chords built up and made 
shallow in order to be flexible ; diagonal eye-bars pin-con
nected.

Fourth,
made of eye-bars.

the truss with bottom chords and diagonals 
While this type of construction is pin- 

connected throughout and theoretically articulated, the joints 
are actually more or less rigid, due to the friction of the 
bearing of the eye-bars on the pins, 
to a minimum, the secondary stresses due to pin friction, 
it is desirable to make the bars as wide as permissible and 
still not exceed the allowable bearing value of the eye-bars 
upon the pins.

wind braC;
barS

In order to reduce

It is extremely difficult to determine the amount of 
secondary stresses in a pin-connected bridge, due to the 
weight of the bridge itself, inasmuch as it is impossible to 
determine the frictional resistance upon the pins which the 
various members encounter in righting themselves, while 
the camber blocking is being removed and the

0^

span swung.



Suired
ComPressi

to hold in proper alignment the main sections of a 
ton member.

l-rac. "s same question of uncertainty applies to the proper 
^ of the top flange of our through plate girder 

0c Ses’ The writer is well satisfied that a large number 
the°Ul Signers do not have the same margin of safety in 
as t?°mpressi°n flange of their through plate girder bridges 

ey have in the tension flange. 
flat,6 S‘rders show that the ultimate strength of the top 
t0 j5e *s about the elastic limit of the material. In order 
satn e t'le t0P flange of a through plate girder bridge the 
f0rniu]StrenSth as the bottom flange, we should have some 
flange a to guide us in the proper proportioning of the top 
by ‘ A formula for this purpose can be developed only 
seei^ Series of experiments. 
t0 ^ to l^e writer that we should apply our column formula 
PortseS= ^anges. Of course, the value of intermediate sup- 

s ould be given proper consideration.
Writ(^n0t^er feature in our plate girder designs, which the 

regr ^ *s toclined to believe will cause our engineers some 
aCss 1 *s that they have not as a rule increased the thick- 
iticr- t*letr web plates in the same ratio that they have 

their flange

causCs ttle mtfls the edges of the plate cool first, which 
this <j' Ve f^ate to become “dished.” In order to eliminate 
lheSe ln^ or buckles in the web, it is necessary to put 

W('^ Plates in the bending rolls until the buckles are 
fhere C " After this the plates are straightened for use. 
ary str^an n° question but that there are heavy second
ais t)lcSses in all these large web plates. In addition to 
?tl>er n We^ Plates are more exposed to corrosion than any 
hi this rt t^e structure and if there is any deterioration 
^ttion Structure, the web plates will show the greatest 

t 0 this deterioration. 
ln man

Thi

Some recent tests ofPlat

However, in the meantime it

This is especially true of the 
When the large web plates are

areas.
spans.

8irders y cases stringers and the shorter span plate 
v^ittin C0U*(' ke built not only better, but also cheaper, by 
bfarin s(iffen 
°the

ers altogether, except at end connections or 
necessary on account of 

10ns, and putting a ke amount of material in 
t0’ , ereby obtaining a much stronger web and adding 

e strength of the flanges.
attac]1^jUent*y happens that heavy portal or sway bracing 

^ , to the upper parts of bents, leaving the lower 
iJhfling raced, alK* ^ue consideration is not given to the 

.lc° this portal or sway bracing might induce 
r^’nary i Urtlns ; the columns are merely provided with 
j6a<I of /ltt'Ce bars below the portal or sway bracing in- 
a,es to t Provided with proper web plates or cover 

in ^attice tnstntt the shear to its proper destination. 
I^httich ^ ars should be eliminated where it is practicable, 
tit^8 togethe ^unction consists merely in holding mem-
jt & the u, ■ ’ anc* they do not assist materially in transmit- 
at)VV°uld foain stresses, whereas, if a solid plate were used 

y ^°cal a Part of the member as well as take care of 
j, In 0rc| 1Car ^at mi^ht be manifest. 

tJ(^sion Tnç1' to 8"et accurate workmanship in large com- 
>p,elc] Crs. they should be so designed that they can 

tneCt*Cally assem'bled in the shop efore riveting. This 
eans that even some of th smaller compression 

be;a<:h etlcj °U'<-1 have lacing bars with at least two rivets 
thpZ, whiie ’ ln order to keep in proper alignment the 

*3,?rs eL Cy are being riveted 
Per a>Ul<I have sufficient 

0>re i"nt °f risidity.

PreSsi0n 3 tendency among engineers to over-rivet their 
an^n<* tcns*on members to make the material act 

tt often happens that the material is weakened

8 Points

5°rnc

and in cases

h fr

the

mem-
the shop. The larger 
hragms to insure the

by this means. Material should be used as it comes from the 
mills with as little labor on it as possible.

In many cases the specifications call for symmetrical 
sections, but do not mention the fact that the connections 
should be symmetrical or at least an equal number of rivets 
on each side of the centre line of the member.

Some engineers are inclined to lay down rules to others 
which they themselves are not following—for instance, in 
trough floor construction used extensively for track eleva
tion purposes. These troughs are filled with concrete and 
become inaccessible for painting and inspection. The 
writer believes that much better results might be obtained 
by using I-beams and reinforced concrete decking on top of 
the I-beams with ballasted floor on top of the concrete. In 
this way the structural material is always accessible for 
painting and inspection.

In the designing of our mill buildings, especially where 
high speed traveling cranes are used, special attention should 
be paid to the proper distribution of the lateral forces in
duced by the traveling cranes throughout the building. In 
cases of this kind, the bottom chords of the roof trusses 
should be provided with a good lateral system extending 
the full length of the building, so that the lateral forces will 
be thoroughly absorbed throughout the structure.

Nickel Steel.—Of recent years some of our engineers 
have been advocating the use of nickel steel and other steels 
of high ultimate strength, 
elasticity of nickel steel is the same as that of carbon steel, 
the structures designed with these steels of high ultimate 
strength, where the unit stresses are from two and one-half 
to three times those used for ordinary carbon steel, the de
formation and deflections will be from two and one-half to 
three times those of structures built of ordinary carbon steel. 
As the deformation of the structure increases the secondary 
stress also increases in proportion. What is more, even if 
the secondary strains have been rectified for the dead load, 
the deflections due to the live load will be much greater in 1 
proportion in structures of nickel steel than in those of 
carbon steel, for the reason that the weight of the live load 
in this case is much greater in porportion to the weight of 
the dead load than is the case where ordinary steel is used. 
In addition, the deflections caused by the passing of the live 
load Over the structure are much greater owing to the in
creased unit stress employed.

For the above mentioned

Inasmuch as the modulus of

reasons, structures built of 
steel of high ultimate strength should be designed with the 
minimum secondary stresses.
in connection with the use of nickel steel has been that 
of our engineers have used carbon steel in conjunction with 
nickel steel. Take the case of a simple truss span, where 
the chords are made of nickel steel and the lateral bracing 
is made of carbon steel. The two chords are tied together 
by the lateral bracing forming one compression member, 
and any deformation which takes place in the chords due 
to the compression of the same must be borne proportion
ately by the laterals. This means that the lateral bracing 
may be stressed up to its elastic limit, while the chords 
themselves are not stressed beyond their usual require
ments.

One of the worst features

some

In stating that nickel steel and carbon steel should 
be used together, is meant in such parts of the span that 
act in unison.
the use of carbon steel in a nickel steel structure for floor 
beams and stringers, or such members as act independent 
of the main structure, provided ample provision is made for 
the stringer connections to expand. These are points, how
ever, which can be taken care of in the design of the 
structure.

not

For instance, there can be no objection to
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Diagram Showing Correct Super-Elevation to be

the Outsido Rail for Various Speeds and Cur«es‘

Trackmen, as a rule, are unable to determine acCU y[jty 
the degree of curve. They depend usually on their a ^ flf 
to compare by observation any given curve with °n<3ji£1g 
known curvature. Hence to the diagram information 
been added by which the trackmen can easily dote ^ 
the degree of any curve. At the upper part of the ding 
at the ends of the lines representing the super-eleva»0 
each curve, the mid-ordinates for a 30-ft. cord are S 
These mid-ordinates are not wholly of assistance in 
mining the degree of curve and in checking the 
elevation, but are very valuable to check the curvature ^ 
rails are being bent to sharp curves with a roller ben

The outer rails of all curves on the Ohio Electr'L^tj0ps 
way are being elevated to conform to the super-1"L ‘ 
given on the diagram, in general repair work and 0 ^er3l 
track construction. The diagram has been in use f°r

in6

years.

ENAMEL PAINT FOR STEEL WORK-
5olu'

Messrs. Walks, Dove & Company’s “Bitumastic ^ 
tion and enamels have been adopted for painting 1 
and structural steel work in connection with the ^ jfl 
Canal. Messrs. Walks, Dove & Co. are represen 

Canada by Machau & Hebron, Montreal.
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shouldexceed 40 m.p.h. On a 20-deg. curve the elevation 
not exceed 6 in. and the speed 21 m.p.h. 
curve the figures are respectively 3 in. and 9 m.p.h. A n°te 

on the chart says that where line poles are spaced too 
apart four times the number of poles passed in seventh" 
seconds is about the speed of the car in miles per houf- 
The broken line designated as one-half the speed at whit*1 
cars would overturn on level track was computed by usif^

For a,

the super-elevation formula in transposed form.
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Secondary Stresses.—The future development of our 
bridges depends upon the careful consideration and elimina
tion, as far as possible, of the secondary stresses, 
will be observed that in none of the various types of spans 
considered is it possible to eliminate entirely the secondary 
stresses in the chords. The secondary stresses may be re
duced by the selection of the proper section for the diagonals 
and their attachments to the chords.

It

Secondary stresses
are developed in trusses through the connections of the

In a through bridgelateral bracing and the floor system, 
the elongation of bottom chord produces an elongation in 
the bottom laterals, resulting in heavy secondary stresses 
in both the floor beams and laterals when they are attached 
to the stringers and intermediate points. In a deck bridge 
the top chord being in compression is reduced in length, 
while the bottom flange of the stringers is elongated more 
or less, for which reason the stringers should be provided 
with extension joints at the floor beams in order to avoid
excessive secondary stresses.

To minimize the effect of secondary stresses in a truss, 
it is well to omit knee bracing and sway frames at inter
mediate panel points.

The main posts of a truss should be made the full depth 
of the truss wherever possible ; in other words, bracing to 
increase the efficiency of posts and the use of sub-struts,

Floor beamsmaterially increases the secondary stresses, 
should be made deep and centrally connected to the posts. 
In order to avoid chord stresses to be transmitted to
stringers, their end connections should be made flexible. 
This can be done by using a wide gauge of the outstanding 
kg of the angle connecting the stringer to the floor beam.

When a truss with subdivided panels is used the unit 
stress of the floor beam hangers should be very low so as 
to keep down the elongation in same, as the elongation of 
the hanger produces heavy secondary stresses in the chords 
to which it connects.

Aside from the make-up of the various members of a 
truss span and their connections, a great deal depends upon 
the type of span itself. Secondary stresses are very ma
terially increased or decreased according to the type of the 
truss, whether it is a single intersection, a multiple inter
section or a multiple intersection with vertical posts or with
out vertical posts.

Another source of secondary stresses in a truss is due 
to the fact that the bottom laterals are, as a rule, attached 
to the bottom of the post quite a distance below the bottom 
chord, so that the chord stresses in the lateral system must 
travel through bending" in the post into the bottom chord. 
Besides this defect, laterals are not generally run in cen
trally with the chord, thereby inducing uneven distribution 
of chord stresses.

A DIAGRAM FOR SUPER ELEVATION OF RAIL.

The engineering department of the Ohio Electric 
Railway, with Gaylord Thompson as chief engineer, has dis
tributed to its roadmasters and section foremen a diagram 
showing the correct super-elevation to be used on the out
side rail for various speeds and curves. A description of 
the diagram with the reproduction accompanying, is taken 
from the Electric Railway Journal. The curves on the 
diagram have been plotted from the accepted super-elevation 
formula. The limits which the company considers are proper 
for safe elevation and speed are shown by the irregular 
heavy black line. The speed of cars and elevation of out
side rail must be inside this line. Thus, on a 4-deg. curve 
the track elevation, according to this diagram, should not 
exceed 4% in. and the speed of the car should not
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THE UTILITY OF COKE OVEN TARS AS 
ROAD MATERIALS.*

The maximum percentage of free carbon reported is 
from 16 to 24 per cent., but 17 manufacturers reported the 
maximum percentage of free carbon as being 12 per cent., 
or .under, and only 4 as 16 per cent, or over.

Analyses of the samples received were made, the work 
consisting in determining the specific gravity, free carbon, 
or organic matter insoluble in c. p. carbon disulphide upon 
a 15-minute digestion at room temperature, material soluble 
in carbon disulphide, percentage of ash, and percentage of 
different fractions obtained by distilling a 250 c. c. sample 
in a 750 c. c. tabulated glass retort with the thermometer 
so placed that the top of the bulb was level with the bottom 
of the juncture of the stem and body of the retort.

The gravities of the samples examined range from 1.133 
to 1.214 and that the great majority are lower than 1.200. 
This ih itself indicates low percentages of free carbon. The 
minimum percentage of free carbon was 2.73, the maximum 
16.80, and the average for the 26 samples 8.38. 
samples contained less than 10 per cent, of free carbon and 
8 more than 10 per cent. About two-thirds of these 
ducts might, therefore, be considered as low-carbon tars and 
the other third as medium-carbon tars.
in no case exceeded 0.16 per cent., and in most cases it was 
practically nil. This is, of course, also true of practically 
all gas-house coal tars. The percentage of water present 
varied from a trace to 10.1 per cent, by volume, but in only 
3 instances did it exceed 5 per cent, 
note that 14 of the pitch residues, remaining after distilla
tion had been carried to 3150 €., were either soft or plastic 
—a condition which has seldom been noticed by the author 
in the distillation of gas-house coal 
solids which crystalized or precipitated out of the different 
fractions was found to vary greatly.

4

e

The rapidly increasing use in this country of refined 
c°al tar in the treatment and construction of roads and the 
fact that an immense quantity of coal tar will ultimately 
become available for this purpose through the installation 
°f by-product coke ovens make it highly desirable to obtain 
accurate information as to the properties of coke-oven tars 
which are being produced at present.

While, in the' manufacture of coal gas, the production 
°f tar is absolutely unavoidable, this ' is not true of the 
thanufacture of coke for metallurgical purposes. There are 
two general types of coke ovens in use at present, in one 
°f which no attempt is made to recover the volatile products 

the coal. This is the oldest form of oven, known as the 
'beehive ”

Cok
and is extensively used in this country to-day.

e ovens in which the by-products are saved are now Eighteen
Used to some extent in this country, and sooner or later will 
Un<loub:edly replace the old-style oven entirely, and thus
lncrease

pro-
our output of tar enormously. With the develop- 

nient °f the road-tar industry, which promises to consume 
ast quantities of tar, and the necessity for refining such 

tars before 
Only
n tar Production can be imagined from the fact that in 

/fo8, out of a total of over 26,000,000 tons of coke produced 
c°ke ovens, only a little over 4,000,000 tons were obtained

from
theref

The amount of ash

use, the general adoption of by-product ovens is 
a matter of time. What this will mean in the increase

It is of interest to

by-product ovens. About 22,000,000 tons of coke were, 
°re, produced without recovery of the tar. 

aVeraKe yield 
Would

As the
of coke per ton of coal was 66 per cent., this 

represent the consumption of over 33,000,000 tons of 
Upon the basis of a yield of 10 gals, of tar per ton 

cc>al, it may be seen that over 330,000,000 gals, of tar 
re lost in iqo8 which might have been saved. As the 

ho n Uro<^ucti°n of coal tar both from coke ovens and gas 
thU<iES amounte<l to about 101,000,000 gals., it is evident 
a l! °VCr fbroe-fourths of our possible production of tar as 

J"Product was lost during that year.
^ cts.

At a
recove
macad

tars. The amount of

coal.

Results were also calculated upon a water-free basis— 
i.e., the percentages are expressed in terms of the actual 
tar exclusive of water. Considering these products accord
ing to type, the tar produced by the Koppers ovens contain
ed the lowest percentage of free carbon, the Semet-Solvay 
tars the next lowest, the United Otto next, the Otto Hoffman 
next, and the mixed tar from the United Otto and Rothberg 
ovens contained the highest percentage of free carbon. For 
the sake of comparison the minimum, maximum, and 
age percentages of free carbon for each of these types 
shown in Table I.

At a valuation of 
Per gallon, this means a loss of over $8,000,000. 

conservative estimate, the tar lost each year from non- 
ry coke ovens is sufficient to build 9,000 miles of tar 
am road 15 ft. wide.

aver-
In order to determine the character of coke-oven tars at 

- being produced in the United States, it was first 
Ssary to obtain samples from all of the known plants. 
From

present 
nece

are

Table .—Percentage of Free Carbon In Coke-Oven Tars.
(Water-free basis.)

werc - a total of 31 manufacturers to whom questions 
p0rt^ submitted 30 replies were received, but 4 of these re- 
25 t fheir plants as not in operation.
anstUrnished
rerej€r<c' (he questions in so far as they were able. Upon 
Were , earh sample the entire contents of the package 
foT . c-roughly mixed and a representative sample taken 

analysis.

The remaining 
samples of their crude tar for examination and Percentage of free carbon. 

Minimum. Maximum.
2.81

Type of oven.
Koppers ..........
Semet-Solvay 
United Otto ...
Otto Hoffman .
Otto Hoffman and United

Otto (mixed) .......................
United Otto and Rothberg 

(mixed) ...............................

Average.
3.38
6-74
9.00

1.216

3-95
4.04 9.00

Th .to xv, . c statements relative to the maximum temperature 
tty0 1 *he coal is brought during distillation indicate that 

the plants run below 9700 C., that a total of 22 run 
,j)(T 1,150° C., that 9 Ain from 9500 C. to 1,150° C., 

her:itu at onl.v 5 run above 1,150° C. The maximum tem- 
c»Ses C firing the retorts is, however, reported in most 
'vhiC}1 '1 being higher than the maximum temperature to 

c Coal is brought.

5.26 12.55
14.698.62

fiot
ii.51and 1352 12.51

17-17 17.17 17.17

The percentages of various fractions for the different 
types of tars overlap to such an extent that no detailed com- 
parison will be made.

* A b c, {
• J, p,. acted from a circular prepared by Prévost Hub- 

,l>at offtcem:St’ U.S. Office of Public Roads, and issued by
hard The maximum, minimum, and aver

age total distillates to 315° C. for the different types 
however, given in Table II.

are.

1
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supply, and this in spite of the natural increase in petrol
eum and asphalt road binders. If such is the case, the 
present loss of enormous quantities of tar, to say nothing 
of gas and ammonia, because of the use of beehive ovens, 
is a matter worthy of the utmost consideration on the part 
of all who are interested in the conservation of our re
sources.

Table II.—Percentage by Volume of Total Distillate to 315° 
C. In Coke-Oven Tars.

(Water-free basis.)

Percentage by volume.
Maximum. Average. 

36.0 
40.8
38.5
43.6

Minimum.Type of oven.
Hoppers ..........
Semet-Solvay 
United Otto • • ■
O.to Hoffman .
Otto Hoffman and United

Otto (mixed) ...................
United Otto and Riothberg, 

( mixed ) ...............................

33-33°-5
22.6 29-9

32.625.6
36.0 WIND PRESSURE.253

26.032.1 The report of the National Physical Laboratory, London, 
presented at the meeting of the General Board, contains 
particulars of the work carried out last year, and of work

19.9

26.926.926.9
Dr-it is proposed to undertake during the current year. 

Stanton, in the Engineering Department, has continued his 
study of the lateral variation in the pressure of the wind at 
any instant over an area of considerable extent, by means 
of the comparison of the mean pressure record of Dines 
tubes connected in parallel with the corresponding record 

Six pressure tubes, 60 ft. above the

From this table it is evident that wide variations exist 
in the relation of total distillate to pitch residue in the coke- 

produced in this country, and this is even true ofoven tars
d'fferent tars produced by the same type of oven.

Straight coal-tar road binders or refined coal tars are 
usually manufactured by subjecting the crude material to 
a process of distillation with or without steam or air agita
tion.
res'duum remaining in the still has obtained the desired con
sistency at normal temperatures, and this involves the re
moval of certain of the more volatile oils present in the 
crude material.
almost fluid pitch is often produced, and the consistency of 
this pitch is controlled by means of a melting point of float 

When the crude- tar runs abnormally high in free

of a single tube, 
ground, and 70 ft. apart from each other, were linked UP 
to a recorder so constructed that the movement of the maxi
mum index was proportional to the arithmetical mean 0 
the pressures in the tubes. Another precisely similar r®" 
corder was connected to a cluster of six pressure tubes 
which was so arranged on one of the towers that the s’x 
orifices were enclosed in an area of less than 2 sq. ft. Th® 
assumption -made was that at any instant the pressure ifi 
each tube of the cluster was the same, so that a comparison 
of the maximum readings of the two recorders during any 
interval ,of time gave the ratio of the maximum pressure at 
tained at the position of the cluster to the maximum averag® 
pressure attained at the six distributed positions. F°r 
this work it was necessary t o erect four auxiliary s 
towers, each 60 ft. high, which were placed between th® 
existing towers. Each of the 12 Dines tubes was connecte 
by a pair of lé-inch lead pipes 250 feet long to the recorders 
in the observation hut. During the last three months 0 
last year there were several favorable opportunities for ma^' 
ing observations, and it is now considered that sufficient 
data have been obtained to enable a prediction of the win

Distillation is carried to the point at which the

For use in construction work a soft and

test.
carbon, it is sometimes mixed with crude water-gas tar be
fore distillation, 
centage of free carbon, and by properly proportioning the 
two a product is obtained, upon distillation, which does not 
carry more than the maximum limit of free carbon set by 
manufacturers.

Water-gas tar contains a very low per-

teel

What the maximum limit should be is a
much mooted question among those who have given thought 
to this matter. The governing considerations are : (1) What 
is the most economical limit from the standpoint of manu
facture ? and (2) What is the proper limit with regard to 
the utilization of the product as a road material ? 
number of reasons, which it is unnecessary to mention in 
th;s circular, an excessively high-carbon tar is difficult to 
d-still properly and, with other things equal, the lower the 
pe-centage of carbon the easier and shorter the distilling 

From this standpoint, therefore, by-product coke-

For a
bepressure over an area of several thousand square feet to 

made from observations at a single point in the area. Therc 
remains the investigation of the effect of the more or 1®S®

windexposed nature of the site on the lateral variation of 
force, and for this purpose it will be necessary to carry out 
similar experiments elsewhere. By the kindness of Sir J°hn 
Wolfe Barry, permission has been received from the Brid£® 
House Estates ‘Commissioners to make observations on t 
Tower Bridge.

p-ocess.
oven tars are well adapted to the manufacture of road
binders.
carbon, they may be employed in a manner similar to 
water-gas tars, when it is desired to utilize a crude high- 
carbon tar in the production of a medium-carbon tar road 
binder.

Moreover, because of their low percentage of free

In an ordinary road tar for use in construction work 
where free carbon is present to the extent of about 20 per 
cent., the proportion of total distillate, below 315° C., to 
pitch residue is approximately 1 to 4. Where this relation 
exists the pitch residue is hard and brittle. A residue which 
is soft or plastic is to be preferred, as it would indicate 
longer life during service, and where such a residue is 
present the proportion of distillate would naturally be lower 
for a given consistency, as thé distillates may be considered 
as fluxes for the residues.

CANADA AS A CHEMICAL PRODUCING CENTRE1

thi5The importance of the chemical industries of 
country and the opportunity for the growth of their f°r€\g? 

business has been recently exemplified by a report w ■ 
states that negotiations have been entered into between 
British War Office and a large chemical manufactory 
country for the supply of acetone for ammunition expl°slV^e 
Acetone is a by-product in the distillation of wood f°r 
manufacture of charcoal and wood alcohol.

It is proposed to use the substance 
dite, which is composed of nitro-glycerine, in 
manner to the use of kieselguhr, a porous earth that is 
as a binder for dynamite.

in this

In conclusion it may be said that indications point 
strongly to the fact that by-product coke ovens will eventu
ally play a most important part in the road-material indus- 

The future demand for economical bituminous road

cot'binder f°r
a si*11* 

us^

as a

try.
oi-ders in the United States will undoubtedly exceed the
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^be Canadian Engineer THE COST OF FIRE.

The fire losses in Canada for the first three months
ESTABLISHED 1893. of the current year total $6,904,217, an average of 

$2,301,405 per month. This is equal to a daily loss of 
$76,310. In other words, $3,179 worth of property has 
been burned every hour since the new year dawned, or 
$53 every minute. This is an appalling fire loss, and 
little is being done to check such extravagant waste 1 of 
capital.

„ ISSUED WEEKLY in the interests of the
mechanical, structural, electrical, marine and

MINING ENGINEER, THE SURVEYOR, THE 
MANUFACTURER, and the 

CONTRACTOR.

CIVIL.

Managing Director i James J. Salmond. 
Managing Editor l T. H. Hogg, B.A.Sc.
Advertising Managers A. E. Jennings. The National Board of Fire Underwriters of the

United States, continuing its plan of education on the 
need of better protection, issued an exhaustive classifica
tion of fine losses in 1909, showing why the insurance 
companies are forced to ask higher rates in America 
than in Europe, and why rates in America itself neces
sarily vary. Taking thirty of the largest cities of the 
United States, the per capita loss in 1909 was shown 
to vary from $1.36 in St. Louis to $4.55 in Kansas City. 
Higher per capita loss was shown in some of the smaller 
centres, like the city of Racine, where it ran to $24.29. 
The total annual fire loss is estimated at $200,000,000, 
and fire specialists go so far as to assert that $150,- 
000,000 of this is waste from negligence or lack of pre
cautions. The table of comparisons drawn up by the 
underwriters from consular returns in 1905, the only 
recent year in which statistics of the kind were gathered 
in Europe, showed an average loss of 61 cents per capita 
for thirty European cities as against $3.10 for 252 
American cities. Taking the number of fires to each 
1,000 of population here and in Europe, it was found to 
be 4.05 in the United States against .86 in Europe.

The annual average losses for six nations in Europe 
were compiled from records of varying years and years 
grouped, with this result :—
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et the Office of The Monetary Times Printing Company, 
Limited, Toronto, Canada, Loss per 

capita. 
Cents.

Annual 
fire loss.

$ 7,601,389 
660,924 

11,699,275 
27,655,600 

4,112,725 

999,364
Or an average loss per capita of 33 cents.
The fire loss per capita in the Dominion last year 

was $3.02.
In Berlin, where the losses amount annually to less 

than those of one moderately large fire in the United 
States, the excellent conditions are due to the attention 
paid to the methods of construction. Building police have 
authority to compel the use of iron and steel girders, 
fireproof stairways and roofing, heavy fireproof ceil
ings, and all details that may diminish the risk of con
flagration.

Canada cannot claim to be making untrammeled 
progress until its fire record has been improved con
siderably.

V 22 Country. 
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Denmark . 
France . .. 
Germany .
Italy..........
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ments have been laid, in some cities, the edges of 
joints are protected with steel angles in order to preven 
these depressions. It is an open question, however, aS 
to the advantage to be gained by this. If transverse 
joints are employed, the best method would seem to b® 
the use of a very narrow strip of soft wood, which couJ 
be withdrawn and the joint filled with bitumen or tar.

Longitudinal joints appear to be used, more °n 
account of construction reasons. By the use of a lon£ 
tudinal joint down the centre of the pavement it is muc^ 
easier to screed and finish the surface; the difficulty 0^ 
screeding the full width of street is manifest, 
joints, however, are open to serious question, as 
would appear to invite the formation of ruts.

The use of one or two layers or coats in the lay1”» 
of the pavement is open to discussion. With the use 
one course, the entire pavement is laid in one opera« 
and with one mixture. The surface is formed by tarr,f, 
ing and troweling, forming a coating comparatn6^ 
smooth on the top. The two-coat method seems 10 ^ 
the most in favor, and, providing careful methods 
used in construction, will undoubtedly give good resu

the toy

Commission of Conservation have issued a pamphlet em
bodying their protest, which was presented at Wash
ington on March 27th. The reasons given why no in
crease should be made in the amount now allowed are 
interesting, and deserve wide publicity. Among other 
things, the statement is made that the drainage canal 
has already cost $62,000,000. Its advocates have in
sisted that there was no other feasible method of treating 
Chicago’s sewage.

It is pretty clearly understood at the present time 
that the dilution method of disposing of sewage, as prac
tised by Chicago, has proved a failure, for already the 
canal has silted up from deposits of slush, and this must 
be removed by dredging. Already ill effects are notice
able on the Great Lakes from the present diversion, for 
reports of the United States engineers show a drop of 
four inches in the lake’s levels due to the canal. While 
it is undoubtedly true that controlling works at the foot 
of Lake Erie would preserve the mean level of the lakes, 
it is easily seen that the River St. Lawrence would suffer, 
since the water passing down the canal would be ab
stracted from the river.

There seems no good reason why the request of 
Chicago should be granted. In fact, there is every reason 
why it should not be granted. A great number of cities 
in Europe are purifying their sewage. Many cities and 
municipalities in the United States and Canada are doing 
likewise. Methods of sewage disposal have arrived at 
the stage where it is quite possible to secure a high 
degree of purification with a reasonable expenditure of 
money. The city of Chicago, therefore, should be com
pelled to treat their sewage so that the present canal will 
be able to take care of the effluent.

These
they

The bottom coat is a leaner mixture than the top, 
coat being made of about an inch and a half, or two-1"1"^ 
wearing surface. To secure good results with this met1 
the two mixtures must be laid almost simultaneously

inch

order that the materials may bond.
There has been a good deal of concrete pavem 

laid in the United States and a little in Canada, w" 1 
has been covered with a thin coating of 
material, applied hot, and sprinkled with a layer. 
gravel or stone screenings. The result of recent mv 
gâtions by Professor Smith, of Michigan Univers ^ 
shows that the expansion and contraction of concre t 
due, not, as commonly supposed, to the effects of jj 
and cold, but rather to alternate wetting and drying- 
this be true, it would be logical to assume that the 
cation of a waterproof coating to the surface of conc 
pavement would save the use of expansion joints.

As concrete can be laid more cheaply than an}' 0f 
type of permanent pavement, since it forms the ba jje 
all permanent pavements, there appears to be a , jj 
future for its use. By the provision of a higher c3 
may be used temporarily and afterwards converte .e, 
a brick or asphalt pavement, the original concrete V 
ment furnishing the base of the new pavement.

bituminff
of

ti-

CONCRETE PAVEMENTS.

The interest in concrete pavements at the present 
time appears to be considerable. During 1910, in the 
United States, about 700,000 square yards were laid. 
Last year figures recently compiled show that about five 
times that amount, or approximately 3,000,003 square 
yards, were laid throughout the country. In Canada 
it is hard to say how much has been constructed the 
last two years. However, the amount has been 
paratively small compared with the above. There ap
pears to be little uniformity as to methods of con
struction, but this, however, will be adjusted 
pavement is laid and publicity given to the methods 
used. There are indications even now of standardization 
of certain of the methods. The main objections or diffi
culties with concrete pavements appear to be the white 
glare of the surface, dust, and lack of resiliency. The 
question of joints, both transversal and longitudinal, is 
not adequately settled, and there is discussion as to the 
use of one or two layers or coats in the construction of 
the pavement. Some engineers are using lamp-black, 
or a coloring matter, mixed with the cement, to tone 
down the concrete and give a grey color pleasing to the 
eye, and they claim good results, although there appears 
to be some little difficulty in securing an even color.

Expansion joints are the source of differences of 
opinion. Most engineers appear to favor the use of trans
verse expansion joints at intervals of about twenty feet, 
although a few use no expansion joints whatever. If it 
were possible to get along without transverse joints and 
preserve the pavement from cracks and breaks, it would 
undoubtedly be better, for the edges of these joints 
appear to be productive of much trouble. The 
soon chip off, and the continuous passing of vehicles 
gradually forms an unsightly depression. Where

com

as more

EDITORIAL COMMENT.
------  engefS

In all the talk of heroism shown by the PaSS^ sjght
on board the Titanic, most people seem to have 0 
of one part of the crew who, above all others> 
magnificent qualities of courage. Of the eng ^ 
board ship, not one was saved, all remaining 1 
posts below deck until the vessel sank.

onineefstheif

c Coflr
The annual report of the Interstate tfiat

mission of the United States, just issued, ®h°a;irne>ltS 
there has been an increase in the number of àer ac' 
due to defective track much greater than woU o\u0e 0 
counted for by the increase in mileage and v cal? 
traffic. The report states that the construction^^!)# 
and locomotives is tending towards an ever-' 
standard of dimensions without a proportion» -airS 
ment of track condition. This is a state of • ^ atten' 
which the railway engineer must devote itnmec '< gi0c 
tion. There is no doubt that the weight of r° c,lter ra 
and the speed of trains have increased in 3 ?j. 
than the improvement in rail design and road

corners

pave-
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A NEW GAS-ELECTRIC CAR.
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heads which are thoroughly water jacketed and are secured 
by four large studs tapped directly into the crank case. The 
cylinders are provided with auxiliary exhaust ports which 
are uncovered by the piston at a point near the bottom of

^ The management of the Canadian Northern Railway 
,, Ve recently introduced on their lines a self-propelled car 
c at fair to solve the problem of

1 reduction on the branch lines. r—--------------------------
The

car presents many interestingfeatures 
T>ein

pt0Pelli

to the engineer, not the least 
s the method of transmitting the

ng power to the wheels and 
°Perating cost. I -low /

In *general appearance the car is
hindar t0 t*le Palace types, used be- 

a steam locomotive, but its me- 
construction, of course, is 

y different. In the front portion

^anicai
Sreatl
of the 
c°ntai
sists of 
4"cyci 
^Pe

Car illustrated in Figure 
n®d the power plant which con- 

- an eight-cylinder, 550 r.p.m., 
e> 200 h.p. gas engine of the V 
direct

is

sg T :>r-connected to an eig'ht-pole,6< 'VoltgeDp 1 COlnmutating pole, electricerator
magnet frame ,of the 

is bolted directly to the end 
arin eng*ne trame, and the outboard 

a thrc^ 18 °Hed and contained in
is 0f 6 arm bracket. The engine base 
hancj ^ast lron and is provided with 
th» jn ° es fitted with clamp covers for 
The ^Pcction of the main bearings, etc. 
3n<f t, re °I the cylinder is 8 inches 

e stroke 10 inches. The ex-

•<ci

e
be 7

M,
%

■*

Fig. 1.—View of Car.Se

7 z the stroke, allowing the major portion of the hot gas to 
pass out through a water-cooled valve.

All the valves are operated by two cam shafts actuated 
by a single reduction gearing from the main crank shaft ; 
one cam shaft being located on either side of the engine. 
The pistons are of the trunk type fitted with five cast iron 
rings. The lighting of the car is not dependent upon the 
main generator, a combined air compressor and lighting 
dynamo being included in the equipment for that purpose. 
The air compressor provides an initial charge for starting 
the main engine. This compressor has a displacement of 
45 cubic feet of free air per minute, and the lighting gen
erator has an output of kilowatts at 125 volts. A cen
trifugal governor is provided to insure a constant speed from 
the engine, of 600 r.p.m.

The forward truck of the car is provided with two 
standard-6oo-volt railway motors; these are of box framed, 
oil-lubricated, commutating pole type, and are mounted 
directly on the axles, and equipped with standard gears and 
gear cases.

The electrical control of these motors differs to a con
siderable extent from the method employed on an ordinary 
street car. By means of a special controller the driving 
motors are placed progressively in series and parallel ; the 
voltage is governed by varying the strength of the generator 
field. This is accomplished by the movement of a single 
handle on the controller box. Separate handles are provided 
for reversing the car and for throttling the engine.

The car provides seating capacity for about seventy- 
five persons when the seats are arranged in a similar order 
to that of a steam railway carriage, and was built by the 
General Electric Company, at Schnectady. The Canadian 
General Electric, however, will build these cars for the 
Canadian market.
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dailyThe latter at an averagethe thermal expansion.
variation of the atmospheric temperature of 30 degrees 
would amount to about o. 1 ft. in 800 ft. of pine timl>er' 
Since the daily variation of temperature of the flume tin1*-1® 
was about the same as that of the water which was nea^e 
constant through the day, the thermal expansion can

F-

neglected.
One of the forces opposing the free expansion of 1 

the resistance of the mud sills at either end 5 
about 2 ft. below the surface of the SI0U^s 

with a ret ning power of about 2 tons per sq. ft. ", 
would create a compressive stress in the flume box of a 
75 lbs. per sq. in. Another opposing force was the t651^ 

longitudinal movement offered by the flume ben

flume was 
in firm so

ance to
These were built of square, sawed timbers, set on 
without anchors and without longitudinal diagonal brad”^ 
On these bents the flume box was spiked. After expand e 
these bents, near the ends of the flume, leaned to war 
flume ends visibly. These bents offered iperhaps

the expansion than that offered by the mu^jjng 
at either end. The total force generated by the expan ^ 
wood it is impossible to ascertain closely. It was certa^ 
greater than the sum of these two opposing forces an ^
tinued to increase up to the saturation point. If we •„
an analogy between the compressive stresses generate ^ 
a block of wood with its ends held fixed, and teIJ 
expand, due to added moisture, to a block of wood u ^ 
compression, we can assume that the attempted de 0 ’ 
tion due to moisture is proportional to unit stress Sen^ ~gCt 

Taking 1,060,000 as the elastic modulas ( Tremann, 
of Moisture on Wood,” Forestry Bulletin No. 70)

siU5

less re‘
■sill5

sistance to

for *'

S e«lbs. P= 1,060,000. S = 870soaked pine wood,
o. 00083 si*the maximum unit compreSsq. in., this would represent 

stress due to resoaking to the saturation point.
The main flume, 4,700 ft. long, was built during" jt 

tember 1910, of similar material to the small flu®e^ ^
and waterwas also subjected to the same exposure

turned in at the same time.
The movement of the mud sills at either end 

flume did not appear more marked than that of the 
flume. Being built partly in curves, the compressive 
in the flume box due to soaking had the effect of ü tin ^eSe 
inner posts of bents on curves and actually did b 
posts from the sills on curves of the lower part of the 
Bents as high as 36 ft. were observed in that c°n 
carrying the entire load on the outer posts of the 

The dead load per bent of 16 ft. calculated from 
taken from dimensions of the flume was 3,600 lbs- ^ 
live load of 10 second ft., the capacity of the flume ^ ^ 
cross-sectional area of 2.67 sq. ft., or 2,665 lbs. Per 
bent. The total dead and live load was 6,265 lbs-

foot of Post

of thi; 

■simrte 
force

bent5" 
vVeigbtS

theand
;>ith

The distance from centre of bent to 
36-ft. bent was 8.5 ft. Then by resolution let P 
radial force acting at each bent at the flume 

6265 x 8.5

box

P°:= 1,480 lbs. sufficient to lift innerP =
36

thea 36-ft. bent. ;
The radius of the curve at this point was 42$ jeflec' 

central angle for a 16-ft. bent was 2° to', tangentin 
tion was i° 5'; therefore, the compressive stress in

F if
box necessary to create this force P is S = i° 4

Cos.
1480 lbs.

- 78,200 lbs.
.0184

This car was recently given one or two practical work
ing tests on the lines of the Canadian Northern Railway. 
The first trip was made from Toronto to Richmond Hill 
and the car was under the personal supervision of import- 

officials of this railway. A second and longer trip wasant
made on the following day; the line of travel was from To
ronto to Trenton, a distance of 115 miles, 
latter trip about fifty gallons of gasoline were consumed and

about 18 cents per car mile.

During the

the operating expenses were
At times this car reached a speed of 50 miles per hour, 

but it is declared by the manufacturers that under extra
ordinary conditions of roadbed the car can attain a speed of

75 miles per hour.
Owing to the success of this car it is probable that it 

will be the forerunner of others of a similar type.

TIMBER EXPANSION IN FLUMES ; CAUSES AND 
REMEDIES.

By Godfrey Sperling.*

Several well-defined cases showing longitudinal ex

pansion of
the year 1910 by the Centerville Mining & Milling Co., in 
Boise basin, Idaho. These flumes were built by contractors 
who had erected many similar structures in these placer
mining districts and it is particularly interesting that those 
built by the Centerville Co. were the first recalled wherein 
the expansion in a direction parallel to the grain was so 
marked as to be measurable and productive of such large 
stresses as to be more or less directly traceable to the failure 
of the higher portion of a long flume.

Experiments by the Forest Service at its various timber
testing stations indicate that the shrinkage of wood in a 
direction parallel to the grain is very small, and seems to 
be considered negligible, 
estry, Bulletin No. 10) “Since only an insignificant longi
tudinal shrinkage takes place (being commonly less than 
0.1 in. per too), the change in volume in drying is about 
equal to the sum of the radial and tangential shrinkage.” 
That the shrinkage was appreciable in certain species of 
western soft woods has been brought to the writer’s atten
tion at various times by timber constructors, 
referred to here, however, are the most marked" and measur
able expansion rather than shrinkage was here manifested.

A smaller straight flume 800 ft. in length showed an 
expansion of 0.75 ft., as measured from the movement of 
the mud sills at both ends, to which the last length of flume 
boards were spiked. This gives 0.083 per cent, expansion.

The timber for the flume box was logged and sawed 
during the months of July and August, 1910, from mature 
western yellow pine, and piled with drying strips in the sun. 
The timber selected was reasonably free from knots and 
sap-wood and contained little pitch wood. The flume was 
built about September 1 ; rains occurred in October and 
heavy snow fall, thawing and freezing, drying and soaking 
alternated during the winter until water was turned into 
the flume April 1. The expansion was measured after water 
had been in the flume one week and did not change appreci
ably thereafter.

The boards in the flume box were laid while dry, longi
tudinally, fitting tightly, end to end, and it can be assumed 
that the measured expansion very nearly represents that due 
to soaking and resoaking from air-seasoned condition to 
the saturation point. Had there been no opposing force to 
the free expansion of the timber, the measured expansion 
would represent the sum of expansion due to soaking and

timber occurred in flumes constructed during

F. Roth writes: (Timber For-

The cases

* Transactions American Metallurgical. Society.
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. The cross sectional area of the flume box is 80 sq. ins., 
Vtog a unit compressive stress of 980 lbs. per sq. in., or

Per cent, of the unit stress arrived at in the smaller 
fluIne, and is, therefore, in close agreement therewith. The 
®ctual stress in the flume box, allowing for resistance caused
bV the
eithe
buck];'
either

bents which had no longitudinal diagonal bracing
Somer> did not likely exceed 1,100 lbs. per sq. in. 

ngT, but no rupture was observed in the flume box of 
large or small flume.

lo relatrve small expansion noted at the ends of this
^n8f flume is accounted, for as being thrown into the curves, 
tj ;|PPears here that the stresses generated by expanding 
l)e er, due to moisture approximate those created in tim- 

Under compression.
the ^*le ®umes were built for placermining purposes where 
w-t COrnParatively short life required and the lower first cost 

higher maintenance was an economy and therefore 
1Ver' e<l the type of construction used. While these features 
fr_ e. “htained, criticism might be made of the details of 
in Used. For instance, no longitudinal diagonal brac- 
heilt'vas employed—only longitudinal ties and struts from 
sigh \t0 bent were usecb ln the latter (apparently an over- 
°f n, t'16y were discontinued at one bent joint near the end 
lhc 6 ^hest part of the flume. It was at this point where 
ana °Uter post buckled in the direction of the missing strut 

3,1 the joints
gj j-j. Erection, wrecking about 800 ft. of flume from 60 to 
dro ' high. The upper joints of bents, with flume box, 

veTtically and were pushed from 6 to 8 ft. into the

Caflse^] a'Pl?ears then that the wrecking of the flume was 
s°aki Primarily h the expansion of the wood box due to 
»ere ng' The maximum forces possible from that source

on same level buckled and failed in thesaiue

desigI|lCt'n®: an’d failure occurred at the weak point in the 
exParis' experience shows that suitable provision for
With n timber should be made where expansion parallel 

s K- might be of material effect. More data on
Wo0(j Ject of longitudinal expansion of various species of 
c°Hie °U^ he of help to engineers ; nothing definite having 

0 the writer’s attention.
®ineer c Wl‘ter is indebted to Walter C. Locke, civil en- 

the’ ®°*se, Idaho, who had charge of the rebuilding 
c°ncein^reched portion of the flume, the most of the data
aQ çvv, ^ '■he flumes above described.W JXpansio 

s Psed

thg

The

In the rebuilding, 
n joint allowing 6 ins. of longitudinal movement 

Wa at tbe enc*s of curves, also a space of one-half 
c‘t between the ends of boards in the flume boxes.

pUBLlc UTILITIES IN EDMONTON.
The

aPpeara ebruary report of these utilities presents a better 
® than that of January for the same civic depart- 

g he municipal telephone system showed a surplus 
°flg " The telephone rentals amounted to $7,417.6#; 
aflk ime‘lnCe tohs, $3.10; rental of buildings, $95, and 

<hlSc°tints r°St’ $u9-°7, making a total of $7,634.77, and less
amounted to $274.54, the revenue totalled 

ati0n ' maintenance expenditure amounted to $1,300.89; 
^"hitig ’ "^2,496.09, and interest and redemption, $2,650.44, 
Per-dittlra „total expenditure of $6,447.42. Deducting the ex

iting. F K0rn tbe Avenue, a net surplus of $912.81 is shown. 
aVetag,e ruary there were iog services installed, and the 
e"atice Cnt Per ’phone was $2.06, and the cost and main- 
eflts pePP,r Phone $1.80, thus leaving a net revenue of 26 

The Pb°ne.

reve^atCrw<)rhs department showed a surplus of $459-45- 
l4,548.43 R> Jess discounts amounting to $1,233.43, was

'3f>0. The

The total expenditure for the month amounted

to $13,888.98, which included a pumping plant charge of 
$6,373.78; operating and administration, $1,400; mainten
ance, $1,965.53; and interest and redemption, $4,249.47. 
The capital expenditure for the month amounted to $14,- 
307.75, leaving a balance of capital account of $253,108.12.

The water pumped through the distribution system was 
99,083,240 gallons, at a cost for pumping of 6.42 cents per 
1,000 gallons. The revenue for sale of water was $9,527.48, 
and for frontage tax and miscellaneous $4,820.95, giving a 
total revenue per 1,000 gallons of 14.51 cents. There were 
40,500,000 gallons of water supplied through meters and 
58,583,240 supplied otherwise, 
services amounted to $4,775.94, and unmetered services 
$4,751-54-
profits from the operation of the electric light department. 
The total revenue for the month was $31,103.25, after dis
counts amounting to $1,120.82 had been deducted. The ex
penditure in this department amounted to $17,117.63.

The capital expenditure in the engineering department 
amounted to $819.85, and the capital expenditure on con
struction $52,108.57. The sum of $5,883.58 was expended 
on maintenance of boulevards, bridges, and sidewalks and 
sewers. The operating expenses amounted to $317.18, and 
the administration $3,166.42. The sum of $580.49 was net
ted from sundry items.

There were 6,957 tons of coal used at the power plant; 
the electric power plant boiler consumed 4,512 tons; pump
ing plants, 493; gas power plant, 383; and stocked, 1,569. 
The cost of alternating current amounted to $15,007.29, and 
the total output of alternating current was 544,339 kw.h. at 
2.76 cents per kw.h. The gas plant alternating current cost 
$3,908.78. The direct current, steam driven, cost $5,995-73, 
covering a total output -of 199,400 kw.h. at a cost of 3 
cents per kw.h. 
with $8,634.51 worth of power, which covers 119,424,310 
imperial gallons pumped at a cost of 7.23 cents per 1,000 
gallons.
$28,231.22 on the north side, and $3,613.31 on the south 
side.

The revenue from metered

The sum of $15,106.44 represents the month’s

The water pumping plant was supplied

The total power-house expenses amounted to

All these foregoing departments were operated on a 
paying system ; such was not the case with the street rail
way, as an examination of the following will show.

The total revenue for the month was $26,033.76, which 
amount is made up as follows: Passenger receipts, $25,- 
101.93; special cars, $207.75; hauling freight cars, $123, 
and advertising, $315.26.

The expenditure amounted to $28,111.67, out of which 
there was $3,027.32 expended on maintenance, $10,854 on 
operation, $8,856.93 for power charges, and $5,372.54 for 
capital charges. The total car mileage for the month 
amounted to 86,342.33 miles.

The deficit came to $2,077.91.

TOUR OF BRITISH ENGINEERS.

A party of engineers and engineering students from the 
universities, polytechnics and great works throughout Great 
Britain have left England on a tour of the United States 
and Canada. Landing at Quebec, they will cross the con
tinent to Vancouver. They will then make their way through 
Washington, Oregon, and California, will visit all the chief 
attractions of the Southwest and return east through 
Colorado and the middle west, ending the tour with visits 
to New York, Washington and Boston.

The great railways, bridges, tunnels, steel works and 
latest buildings will all receive attention from the en
gineers, while other experts will examine financial and 
banking arrangements.
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really chargeable against the forestry work. If t*1® 
land were bare, and kept bare, the water companies would 
still have to pay taxes on it in order to protect the quality 
of the water. Such large stable public service concern5 
can borrow money at an interest rate that is far more fav°r" 
able than that of any other forest owner except the State- 
You must also maintain patroleum to keep your watershed5 

from pollution These men can serve without addition 
expense as a fire patrol, to detect, report, and extinguish 
forest fires. You have men on your summer pay-roll whoi° 
you want to keep with you. By giving them a job of cutting 
cordwood, by the cord, you can help them without raising 
the cost of improving your woodland. Your holdings must 
be relatively near large cities. That means abundant labor’ 
cheap transportation, and an unlimited market for y°u 

There is no owner better situated to practicJ 

forestry than the water companies and the municipally own 
waterworks.

PRACTICAL FORESTRY FOR WATERWORKS.* rate are

Most of the land on the protective areas which you con
trol may be classed as agricultural land, brush land, sprout 
land, woodland, marsh land, and newly made land.

I believe most of you do not favor agriculture on your 
lands, as the plowed land is apt to be badly washed in the 
spring of the year. The snow, and the surface layers of the 
soil, melt under the spring rains before the frost has left 
the lower layers of the soil. This brings an objectionable 
amount of sediment into your reservoirs—-and this is especi
ally true where the land is heavily manured, as it must be 
to carry on successful agriculture. Therefore, the only 
agriculture possible for most of you is the annual cutting 
of hay lands. As the hay lands run out, their only agri
cultural use is for pasture, and finally, as they gradually 
deteriorate, they are reduced to brush land.

All of your brush land and any pastures which are 
yielding poor feed and small returns can probably be put 
to more profitable use by planting them to White pine.

products.

soft'Hardwood land does not retain water so well as . 
wood land. The softwood trees, by shading the giound a 
winter, retain the snow better. Their foliage keeps 1 
warm air under them from cooling as quickly or as 11111 
as it does in the hardwood land. The mat of fallen nee<HeS 
on the ground keeps the frost out of the soil. Their dei^® 
foliage keeps the wind and sun from drying off the winter 
accumulation of snow at the top. When a rain or wa® 
thaw comes, the snow melts off at the bottom and the wate^ 
sinks into the soil gradually, to be slowly added to 7° 
water supply through springs instead of rushing down °v 

the surface all at once in spring, at the very time when 
reservoirs are already overtaxed by flood waters from
cultural lands farther upstream. Hardwood trees evaPora

than

Probably, in the case of those of you who control the 
largest protective areas, a large proportion of your territory 
is sprout land. Often such land has been bought by your 
companies with the privilege of cutting the timber reserved 
to the owner. For this land there is no treatment practicable 
except to let it grow up with perhaps the addition of a few 
hundred white pine trees per acre scattered in the openings 
between the bunches of sprouts.

1 understand that the best practice to-day for the pro
tection of watersheds involves the drainage of all 
so that where these are wooded they are converted into what 
I have termed woodland. Where there are open meadows, 
the draining practically puts them in the same class as 

By this term I mean to designate the 
land which you have made by excavating peat and mud from 
the beds of your reservoirs and piling it on the adjacent 
low lands. All of this newly made land, if well drained, is 
suitable for planting with white pine.

Woodland that is found in the protective

yCUf 

a g11'swamps

from their foliage far more water during the summer 
a similar area of softwood trees.

Of all the softwoods, white pine is the most profita 
to grow in this region. From the time that a plantati 

first reaches a commercially marketable size at from 
to twenty-five years of age it does not cease to yiel-d 

annual increase in its money value over that of the year 
fore of over eight per cent, until it is fifty years old- ^

For this reason it is desirable to plant white Pin® -s 
much as possible wherever planting is advisable. î^ly 

also desirable to replace the hardwoods by pine as QU1 . ^
as possible ; all the more so, as the white pine is not su 1

stano*

newly made land.

areas of the
waterworks of New England cities and towns consists large
ly of sprout hardwoods often reinforced in the older stands,
to some extent, by a natural understory of hemlock or of 
mountain laurel.

. In many cases the prevailing popular impression 
it is a good thing to burn over, every year, hardwood land, 
and even pine land, has been further strengthened in the 
minds of waterworks men in their effort to keep the hard
wood leaves out of the reservoirs. The damage that burn
ing over the woods

that
to attack at all by the browntail moth and in pure 
it is not damaged by the gypsy -moth.

It will pay you to market much of the smaller maier , 

as thinnings, and concentrate the growth of y°ur ‘ pe 
woods in the best specimens until they are ready t0 

made into saw timber.

ial

every year causes is not readily apparent 
to men whose chief interest is not in the woods. They fail 
to notice that the quality of the woods as a timber-producing 
machine is lowered each year, and that the water

row1*1
of ye®r5 

VVlie®

Then underplant the open S 
of hardwood with white pine seedlings a couple 
before making the final cutting of the old hardwood, 
the old hardwood is removed you have a pine plant8 

already started which only needs the filling of a few u0t 
wlffere the small pines have been killed and a small anjater, 
of brush cutting in about three years, and six years 5 
to leave it in good condition to grow until it is thirty / 
old.

runs off
quicker, year by year, bringing a larger and larger amount 
of silt into the reservoirs. The proper solution of the leaf 
nuisance lies not in annually burning the leaves, but in 
cutting away some of the hardwood trees along the edge of 
the reservoirs and planting white pine, Douglas spruce, and 
hemlock to catch the leaves.

tie®

The softwood trees do not 
make an objectionable amount of litter in the water and 
their dense evergreen foliage serves to keep the hardwood 
leaves from blowing into the reservoirs.

In managing your woodlands on forestry principles you 
have the advantage over all other forms of ownership in the 
fact that neither the taxes on the land nor a high interest

1 at ^
There is only one spacing of white pine trees aft 

commercially practicable 'and that is about six feet *q0q 
each way. If they are planted closer than that , e>'wi1icb 
become too crowded, and long before the material 1 {
must be removed in a thinning has any commercial bj„ 
they become too spindly and stunted to grow at a Pr° _ If 
rate. The expense of close planting is also enorm°u^oUt 
white pine is planted at a greater distance apart than at 
six feet it grows limby and bushy and is subject-t0 ^et 
damage by the pine weevil. Plantations set out s1' ^ 3 
apart each way grow straight and with small kn°ts

* A paper read by Ed. S. Bryant, Consulting Forester, 
Boston, Mass., before the Boston Society of Civil Engineers, 
and printed in the Journal of the Association of Engineering 
Societies for June, 1911.
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rnaximum 
‘hey begin
which
Cordwood 
fi To"‘
fire from 
reservoirs 
Wooj

yieldi an^ t0 P^ant up with pine all open areas that are not 
in a Eiir return. You can both make money bv grow-

« timber 
areas.

rate until they are about thirty years old, when The trestle supporting the sluice through which the 
debris is conducted to the lake also supports two 18-inch 
pipes carrying the water pumped from the same lake. Fig. 
1 is a general view of the site, showing how far the work 
had progressed by April 27th, 1910. The trestle is shown 
extending through the old Lewis and Clark Exposition 
grounds to Guild’s Lake, where the fill is being made.

to be crowded. At that age, however, the trees
must be removed are large enough to make saleable

sum up, therefore, I would advise you—to keep out 
your lands, to plant pine along the shores of your
and streams, to thin your older stands of hard- 

and underplant them with pine before finally cutting

and at the same time improve your catchment

PORTLAND REGRADE OPERATION.
East,

Sisters for
It is

ern cities may well look to some of their westelrn
Progressive ideas in civic improvement, 

well known that Seattle, Washington, has in recent 
veritably remodeled itself. From a city of steep 

she has been changed to one of gentle grades. This 
Project was eminently successful, largely because of 

°f high-grade modern electrical and mechanical

years
hills 
Sreat 
the use 

raulichyd
p apparatus. 

notice; ancE Oregon, two hundred miles to the south, 
folio- ' miracles being worked in Seattle and is now 
6uCe g suit by hydraulically reducing an abrupt promin- 
cauSeWlt^‘n her limits, known as Goldsmith’s Hill. Be- 
the _ me satisfaction given by the motors used to operate
these Urn'Ps which washed the hills of Seattle into the sea, 

e sanie
n°w bein 

fr " Th 
r°m the

Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 shows Goldsmith’s Hill from the corner of 
Raleigh and Twenty-ninth Streets on March 16th, 1910, be
fore operations on it began. By November 3rd following, 
work was well under way, as is shown by Fig. 1. 
might be mentioned that in some places the height of the 
bank to be reduced was 140 feet.

motors were later taken to Portland, where they 
g used to drive the pumps in the regrading 

e same successful performance obtained in Seattle 
motors is being experienced in Portland.

ate
'here.

It

The pump house, a temporary structure, of course, is 
located near the lower end of the trestle. Its foundations
were laid in the bottom of the lake at low water before any 
filling had been done. Now, however, the pump house is 
in the middle of a filled tract of several acres.

The contractors, the Lewis-Wiley Company, are carry
ing on the work day and night with no interruption except 
for Sundays.

It is expected that by the spring of 1913 the so-called 
Goldsmith’s Hill will be no more and that its site will be 
suitable for no less than 300 residences, while the operation 
will reclaim to the city several acres of land from Guild’s 
Lake, half a mile away. The project is, therefore, serving 
a two-fold purpose.

The motors are of Westinghouse make and rated at 
650 h.p., 690 r.p.m., 2,300 volts, 2 phase, 60 cycles. Each 
is direct connected to two Worthington five-stage turbine 
pumps. The pumping service is amplified by the addition 
of a booster unit consisting of a Worthington volute pump 
directly connected to a 900 h.p. Westinghouse induction 
motor.

m mstv, ; If ;

>■
. v<- ■ ■

-
Ci,

»v

Fig. 1.
i> "*uke ,.
^rading. ^ Properly engineered projects, the Portland re- 
,ePts. rati0ns have gone through without disappoint- 

p,.6 ^ork ^ otalng has been left to chance ; every detail of 
ra<^tiCajj fully considered before operations began,

j^Ping lasuring the success of the undertaking. The 
g^Pse th<yltS’ ancIuding pumps and motors, were selected 

ated at ,lr fitness for the work had already been demon-
8, VcSeattle;.
homily. Position of Goldsmith’s Hill is especially

so 16 streams, therefore, are directed by huge 
^'ttht of t0 Un<^ermIne lower part of the bank, and 

IroIr|0 ,t'lc material above brings down the sand and 
the working face.

The pumping plant is capable of supplying 500,000 
gallons of water an hour at a pressure varying between 200 
and 300 lbs. per square inch, according to the demand.

Electric energy is supplied by the Portland Railway 
Light & Power Company’s plant.

A NEW USE FOR SEWAGE WASTE.

Distillation of dried sediment from sewer water has 
been found by Prof. Honig to yield gas, as with coal or 
peat, and Brunn, Austria, is about to try this novel method 
for obtaining a supply of illuminating gas for the town. 
The heating value is claimed to be even greater than that 
of coal gas.

the

th"lk. c
From here it is washed 

way into Guild’s Lake, as shown insluice

I

.

if re
»

8
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Steam hammers are not as efficient or desirable f°r 
driving concrete piles as are drop-hammers. This last has 
been shown in a test made between a No. 2 Vulcan -steam

con-

THE DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE OF 
CONCRETE PILES.

hammer and a heavy drop-hammer, under the same 
ditions, using the same kind and size of concrete pile. Tbe 
heavy drop-hammer did not break a single pile, whereas 
the steam-hammer broke several below the cushion. Fut 
ther, the steam-hammer did not drive as many piles in a 

given time as did the drop-hammer.
The following explanation is offered by the author, aS 

it applies also to the driving of the heavy steel casings 0 
cores used in the making of the cast-in-place type of P1 
He states that the limited fall (3 ft.) and light ram (3°°° 
lb.) of the steam hammer, while delivering twice as ma 
blows per minute as the drop-hammer, loses a large Pf^ 
of its energy in overcoming the proportionately greater 1 
ertia of the pile, steel casing or core. He states that a 
analytical treatment by Mr. Barton H. Coffer, M.E., of N® 
York, confirms and justifies the practice of using hamm6^ 
as heavy as 12,000 lb. for driving concrete piles, and, 1 
his opinion, if penetration is to be the gauge for meaS 
ing the supporting power of a pile, the ratio of the weiB 
of the hammer to the weight of the pile or core that 

driven must be taken into consideration.

In a paper1 presented at the eighth annual convention 
of the National Association of Cement Users, Mr. Robert 
A. Cummings stated that all concrete piles of the cast-and- 
driven type must be reinforced with longitudinal rods, on 
account of the method of handling them by a line from the 
pile-driver fastened at or near the butt. Consequently, the 
pile has to sustain its own dead weight by being raised, as 
well as shocks and impact against obstacles, before reach
ing its position in the leads of the pile-driving machine. 
For this reason the pile must act and be designed as a beam 
capable of supporting its own dead weight and resisting 
outside shocks. The ratio of the depth or thickness of the 
pile to the unsupported beam length determines the tensile 
and compressive stresses and deflection that result from 
such handling.

It has been observed that when handling a pile of this 
type it rarely fails from compression in the concrete, but 
cracks are usually discovered on the tension side. These 
cracks may be accounted for, Mr. Cummings said, by the 
slipping of the usual longitudinal rods used in the con
crete while the pile is being hoisted. While such cracks 
are not sufficiently serious to condemn the pile, they may 
affect the permanency of the reinforcement. In order to 
overcome this defect the author recommends that all longi
tudinal rods should be anchored at the ends, those at the 
butt opposite each other being bent over into a loop and 
welded together, while those at the point should be all 
brought together and electrically welded into one piece. 
Twisted and deformed rods are advantageous for longitud
inal reinforcing, as their allowable bond stress is higher 
than that of plain rods.

The uniform circumferential spacing of longitudinal 
rods is very important, in Mr. Cumming’s opinion, because 
any side of the pile may be subjected to tensile stresses, 
and whichever side is in tension, there must be sufficient 
steel in position to take the strain. The circumferential 
spacing of the longitudinal rods may be secured by means 
of a special spacing device placed at intervals of about 5 
ft. throughout the length of the pile. The hooping of the 
concrete adds greatly to its ability to resist axial loads. 
Therefore, longitudinal reinforcing should have a helical 
wrapping of wire throughout the length of the pile, the 
pitch of which must not exceed 3 in. This wire wrapping 
assists in taking care of diagonal stresses resulting from 
the handling of the piles

Practical experience has shown that the butt end of the 
pile which receives the impact of the hammer should be 
especially reinforced. This has been done by means of a 
special reinforcement consisting of a unit cage of flat 
bands, held 2 in. on centres by a spacing bar for a distance 
of 2 ft. In the plane of each band a flat wire spiral is fas
tened to the cage. The embedment of this unit cage in the 
butt of the pile forms a resilient cushion to receive the im
pact of the hammer. In no case, in the driving of thous
ands of piles with this cushion, has the butt itself been 
broken.

n<FManufacture.—The procédure in constructing cast-a 
driven piles commences with the preparation of the _ . 
ing bed. This, of course, will vary with the site, but 3t^e 

desirable to select a flat and convenient location near 
place of driving. It is very important that the bed 
be stable, so that the settlement due to he weight of ^ 
piles may be avoided. Where the ground is soft and 
ing 2 x 4-in. pine stakes 3 ft. long, pointed at the e3 ^ 
are driven to a solid bearing. These stakes are locate 
intervals of about 4 ft. in each direction and the topsje<J 
to a uniform level. Then 4 x 4-p. pine sills are toe-n ^ 
to the top of the stakes in longitudinal rows about 4 tt- jg 
centres. -Upon these sills a 2-in. solid wooden ^o0^at 
placed, which forms the moulding bed. It is desirable 
this bed shall be uniformly level to receive the forms

mold"

shad

the piles. ed
The forms are made of two pieces of 2 x 8-in. 16 ^ 

pine battened together and placed on edge to forc3 0r 
sides of the pile. The bevels or angles for taper® ^ 
octagonal piles are made by placing loose pieces of ^eV jj,, 
wooden strips at each end of the form. The steel ^
forcement is delivered on the work in factory-made-u

a r 
coD'

When.so that it can be placed in the forms at once, 
inforcing unit is suspended and centred in position. 
Crete of a wet consistency is depositeed and carefully 
died. As soon as the concrete of a pile has solidifie > 
forms are stripped and used for making other pile5, .

the quantity
into

O'

of
number of forms required will vary with 
piles to be made and the prospective salvage in the:

b et-

r deW5
The curing of concrete in the normal mannei 

the driving of the piles for a period of not less than 
weeks, although a greater length of time is d6®1 ^ a 
especially in cold and damp weather. Therefore, un 
stock of cured piles is always on hand it frequently 
that this type of pile cannot be used at all, and re 
had to the use of the cast-in-place type. This PraC. 
open to question on account of the inability of P ll ^ 
Crete to resist even moderate tension. In fact, it i® gyeri 
axiomatic that all concrete piles must be reinforce • ser- 
concrete pile is subjected to strains that induce vt re5ult 
ious tensile stresses in the pile. Such stresses 11350H' 
from superimposed loads or a lateral strain from ^ yse 
Further, the making and storing of concrete pües 
at any time necessitates a large financial investment-

sort g

tice
Methods of Driving__ Piles of the cast-and-driven type

are handled and driven by means of an ordinary pile driver. 
The ability to vary the fall of the drop-hammer is of great 
utility in overcoming the variable resistances to be met with 
in the driving. It has been found advisable to increase the 
weight of the ordinary drop-hammer as compared with the 
weight of the pile in the ratio of 2 or 3 to 1, so that the 
weight of the drop-hammer for driving the concrete piles 
will vary from 7000 to 12000 pounds.

coo-
ost



F?aryAibruary
March '

Buîlding Permits, 1912.
Number of 

permits.

T°tal for the three months 30

Total value 
of permits 

issued.
$ 7,735 oo

8,61500
34,870.00

$51,220.00

In order to avoid the above-mentioned objections, the 
Writer has adopted the method of steam curing cast-and- 
driven piles. This enables such piles to be made and 
driven within 4 days and places the speed of driving 
Cn the same basis as that of the cast-in-place type.

The means used for steam curing will vary with cir
cumstances, location of the work, speed required for de
livery of the piles, the number needed, etc. During the 
Past winter the writer has used concrete piles made and 
driven within 10 days, and as a result of this experience 
confidently recommends that such piles can be made, cur
ed and driven immediately.

On this work the piles were 
manner for 5 or 6 days, and were then gently hoisted from 
tlm moulding bed by a derrick, using an equalizing 
sPreader and bridle, the chains of the bridle being fasten
ed so that the pile was balanced. They were then placed 
ln stacks of 25 or 30 and separated from one another by 
"°°den blocks, particular attention being given to securing 
a solid bearing for each pile.

A light wooden shed, practically steam tight, was built 
entirely around the stack of piles. The steam was conduct
ed direct from a boiler through a t-in. pipe to three branch 
openings inside the shed. The steam pipe valve was open
ed and the piles were exposed to live steam for two 01 

a7s> when they were found to be ready for driving. e 
emg first exposed to steam, the moisture condensed on the 

surface of the piles and remained until absorbed by the 
Concrete when the temperature of the steam was reached.

m steam treatment should be distinguished from heat 
aPPlied indirectly or baking, in accelerating the set and 
ardening the concrete. The writer sees no reason why 
oiling water should not be used for the same purpose if

the conditions
cautions should be exercised in making sure that the con- 
j"rete has solidified and that it has received its initial set 

6 °re its exposure to steam treatment. 
f Attention is directed by the author to the publication 

0- the tests of the Structural Materials Laboratory of the 
cited States Geological Survey, an 
^ lished in the Engineering Record of March 16, 1912, 

therein it is conclusively shown “that a compressive ’
strength

3 or

allowed to set in a normal

On

favorable for adopting this method. Pre-are

abstract of which is

cent. )considerably (in some cases over too per 
excess of that obtained normally after aging for six 

emths may be obtained in two days by using steam prés
ure for

in

curing cement mortar.”

Gilding and municipal work in wel-

LAND, ONTARIO.

WATER METERS FOR REDUCING WATER 
WASTE.*

By F. H. Ruthrauff.

As to the effect of installing water meters at Decatur, 
111., I simply state the facts as I have found them during 
my 22 years’ experience in the Water Department in Decatur.

The first five years I served as water inspector and 
worked faithfully; in an effort to stop the waste, which was 
enormous, due to carelessness on the part of the consumers 
and to defective plumbing. In 1896 I employed four assist- 

with the avowed intention of stopping all leaks. Iants,
again went over the city in 1898 with four assistants, 
had citizens by the score brought into our police courts and

I

prosecuted them for wilful waste.
After about five years’ labor along this line I began to 

get discouraged. I found that a great many of our citizens 
believed we had an inexhaustible supply of water, and could 
not see any good reason why I should be so extremely 
anxious about this matter.

■Consequently, I began to look for some other plan, be
lieving that if this waste were allowed to continue, taking 
into consideration our rapid increase in population, we 
would in a short time find our supply short, or be at an 

for additional machinery, mains andunnecessary expense 
enlargement of our reservoir and filter plant in handling 
water merely to be wasted.

In 1901, I recommended to the council the adoption of 
the water meter on all services, but no action was taken. 
Again in 1902 I urgently recommended the same plan, and 
was then ordered to have all livery stables, hotels and 
laundries install meters. In the spring of 1908, the council 
ordered all services metered by July 1, 1908. The results
are as follows :

April 31, 1904, the end of our fiscal year, we had 2,112 
services recorded ; five consumers for each service gave us 
10,560 consumers ; 987 of these services were metered.
(There was no record kept of water pumped prior to 1903.)

of them metered, 
,023,180 gal., which

However, with 10,560 consumers, 4,935 
there was pumped for this year 1 
gave us a per capita consumption of 266 gal.

For the fiscal year ending April 30, 1911, we had 4,939
(The sixservices in use ; 4,933 of them being metered, 

services unmetered are large consumers. ) This gives us, on 
a basis of five consumers to the service, 24,695 consumers. 
There was pumped during this year 1,124,212,338 gal., which 
is 100,749,158 gal. in excess of that for 1904.

With an addition of 14,135 consumers, we now have a 
per capita consumption of less than 125 gal. (as against 266 

It is my belief that if the six consumersgal. in 1904).
previously mentioned were metered, this consumption would
be less than 100 gal.

We have accomplished by the enforced use of meters at 
least a 30 per cent, reduction in the average householder’s 
bill. Under the old flat-rate system a seven-room modern 
house would cost him $17 per year, and under our present 
system the yearly bill should not exceed $12. We have also 
cut the per capita consumption from 265 gal. to 125 gal., 
saving an unnecessary pumpage of 1,270,928,175 gal. each
year.

he building conditions and general trade prospects 
s*gns of great activity for this year. During this 

tnai the council let contract to pave two miles of the 
strçn streets, work to commence on the first of May. The 
On yu railway are making preparations to extend their lines 
zne<j. Cst Main, North Main, East Main and South Main im- 
eXce the weather is suitable. These extensions will 

ec t°UT miles of new track.

* Abstract of a paper read at the annual meeting of the 
Illinois Water Supply Association, March 5-6.

*how
tûonth

In describing the Dionic Water Tester in last week’s 
issue of The Canadian Engineer we omitted to mention the 
fact that the agents in Canada for this instrument are 
Messrs. Vandeleur & Nichols, Dineen Building, Toronto.
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Any book reviewed in these columns may be obtained through the Book Department of

The Canadian Engineer.

BOOK REVIEWS. In the investigation described, tests were made on uncon- 
creted steel columns of various lengths to determine the 
strength of the steel columns and the effect of length upon 
strength. Tests were then made on similar columns filled 
with concrete. This enabled the action of the steel and of 
the concrete to be compared. The breaking loads were de
termined and the shortening of the concrete and of the steel 
was carefully measured, 
columns having a fireproofing shell and upon columns rein
forced with spiral hooping. It was found that the column 
strength is approximately equal to the ultimate strength of 
the steel column of the same length plus the strength of a 
short concrete column of the same quality of concrete. For 
loads approaching the ultimate, the shell of fireproofing’ 
concrete clung to the column without spalling. The columns 
tested possessed the qualities of a good structural member

The American Transportation Question.
Dunn, editor of the Railway Age Gazette.
by D. Appleton & Co., New York. Cloth ; size, 5x7^;
209 pages. Price, $1.50 net.
This volume is a compilation of a number of recent 

addresses by the author in his course on Transportation at 
Northwestern University, and includes additional chapters 
on the regulation of railways and inland waterways in their 
relation to rail transportation. The first two chapters cover 
the fundamental principles of rate making. Railway valua
tion and profits occupy two chapters, and embody a sane 
and sound exposition of this phase. Throughout the volume 
the three important factors of the transportation problem, 
namely, rates, service and financial return, are not con
sidered as separate and unrelated elements, but as closely 
inter-related problems. One would gather from the volume 
that the author thinks it highly desirable that the Inter
state Commerce Commission should confine their activities 
to rate regulation.

By Samuel O. 
Published

Tests were also made upon

and seem adapted to more general use in building construc
tion. Copies of Bulletin No. 56 may be obtained from the 
European sales agents, Chapman & Hall, Ltd., 11 Henrietta 
Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C., England.

Starting Currents of Transformers, with special reference 
to transformers with silicon steel cores, by Trygve D- 
Yensen, has just been issued as Bulletin No. 55 of the 
Engineering Experiment Station of the University 
Illinois. Price, 25c.

This bulletin gives the results of tests upon five com' 
mercial transformers, showing the rush of current upon 
closing the primary switch, at various points of the im
pressed e.m.f. wave, and with a residual magnetism 
various magnitudes, with the secondary open-circuited. The 
phenomenon is illustrated by means of oscillograms. Three 
of the transformers tested are of recent manufacture, with 
silicon steel cores, and the other two are old types, 
test shows that the starting current for the silicon steel cores 
may rise to more than seven times the full load current» 
while for the old types the maximum rise is not above f°ur 
times the full load current. The complete theory is given 
for calculating the starting currents, also for calculating 
resistance or aircore inductance for limiting the starting' 
current to safe values. In the appendix is recorded a series 
of tests on the permanence of the residual magnetism oi 
transformers, and it is shown that under ordinary conditions 
the residual magnetism does not decrease with time, whils 
the decrease due to severe shocks is very small. Copies ot 
this bulletin may be obtained from the European saleS 
agents, Chapman & Hall, Ltd., n Henrietta Street, Covent 
Garden, London, W.C., England.

Applied Methods of Scientific Management. By Frederick
A. Parkhurst. Published by John Wiley & Sons, New 
York ; Canadian agents, Renouf Publishing Co., Mont
real. First edition. Cloth ; 6x9. 326 pages, including 
index. Price, $2.00.
The main portion of this work appeared in a series of 

articles in- Industrial Engineering during the year 1911. An 
appendix contains much new matter which was not included 
in the original. Many instructions and forms, which show 
substantially the medium employed to incorporate the prin
ciples of the science of management, into an efficient or
ganization suitable for plant under the specific conditions 
illustrated, are given, 
in adapting all details to meet each existing condition as 
found, and that an existing plant should be developed to its 
highest possible efficiency before making large outlays for 
extensive alterations or additions. This volume is a decided 
addition to the already extensive list of books dealing with 
scientific management, for theories and generalities have 
been avoided and the subject treated from a practical point 
of view, intensified by the many years of experience of the 
author along these lines.

The

The author states that he believes

a

Tests of Columns. An Investigation of the Value of Con
crete as Reinforcement for Structural Steel Columns, 
by Arthur N. Talbot and Arthur R. Lord, has just been 
issued as Bulletin No. 56 of the Engineering Experi
ment Station of the University of Illinois. Price 25c.

The bulletin gives an account of the investigation of the 
strength of a type of column which has been used recently in 
the construction of reinforced concrete buildings. Structural 
steel angles are tied together by bent plates, making a form 
known as the Gray column, and this steel structure is itself 
filled with concrete and covered with a shell of concrete for 
fireproofing purposes. Such a column requires less space 
than the ordinary reinforced concrete column, 
such a column the steel and the concrete act together to 
give a strong stiff column has been a matter of some doubt.

Constructing Concrete Porches. By A. A. Houghton. Pub
lished by the Norman W. Henley Publishing Comp3-0^ 
New York. Paper; 5 x 7 ; 60 pages. Price, 50c.
This book forms No. 9 of the Concrete Worker * 

reference books, and is explanatory of the construction 0 
monolithic concrete and concrete block porches together 
with the moulding of columns, balusters, lattice and,,ral 
ings, as well as plain and reinforced types of porch floors-
Many details of moulds and ideas that are not covered J

cted,
Whether in

patents, such as may be easily and cheaply constru 
are given.
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Practical Chemistry for Engineering Students.
Hale ; published by Messrs. Longmans, Green & Co., 
London. Canadian agents, Renouf Publishing Company, 
Montreal. Size, 5% x 7%! ; 192 pages, including index, 
many tables and figures. Price 90c.

_ This treatise is intended for the use of students in the 
Vari°us branches of engineering. The program of practical 
exercises makes no claim to have introduced any funda
mentally new principle. Its distinctive feature is the teach- 

8 of the subject with a bias towards the use of materials 
rmliar in constructive industry. This is entirely proper 

and will be much more successful in arousing the interest 
and fixing the attention of the students.

ended to give a little broader outlook on chemistry for the 
Sineer than the mere dexterity in making analyses.

^fficise Calculations
By- C. E. Housden.
Green & Co., London, 
fishing Company, Montreal.
Price, 75c.

g This little volume is called the “Precise and Therefore 
n°mic Calculation of Pipe Drain and Sewer Dimensions 

0j Use in Water Supply, Drainage, etc.,” and is a collection 
tables based on the author’s experience in this subject. 

tl^6 the tables have been framed and are applied cn 
Tah1Same -Principles as the author’s “Practical Hydraulic 
mde 6S an<^ Diagrams,” to which they are a self-contained, 
th/^dent supplement. The tables are of special use in 

precise and economic determination of drain and 
sittie!1Si°nS’ tBe calculation of which is by no means a 
qUir^ ® matter, when, as is usually the case, only the re- 
fa^6 discharge and the available slope in the 
and tre known" Numerous working examples are given 
tables G WOr^- concludes with a collection of useful hydraulic 
aCcu ‘ The simplicity of the formulae used, with their 
to „^aCy’ wüi be a strong factor in recommending this book 

engineers.

C°ncrete

Collection and Disposal of City Waste in Ohio. Being 
a supplement to the 25th annual report of the State Board 
of Health of Ohio, and including a report of a study of the 
collection and disposal of city wastes in Ohio.

Statistics of Railways in the United States. 23rd annual 
report of the Interstate Commerce Commission, for the year 
ending June 30th, 1910. Prepared by the Division of Sta
tistics, Washington.

25th Annual Report of the Interstate Commerce Com
mission. Dated December 20th, 1911.

Department of Public Works, Saskatchewan. The annual 
report of the Department of Public Works of the Province 
of Saskatchewan, for the year ending February 28th, 1911.

A report on the James Bay sur
veys, exploration Cochrane to James Bay, June 9th to Sept. 
12th, 1911, by Sydney C. Ells, for the Temiskaming and 
Northern Ontario Railway Commission.

By A. J.

This manual is

James Bay Surveys.

of Pipe Drain and Sewer Dimensions.
Published by Messrs. Longmans, 

Canadian agents, Renouf Pub- 
Size, 5x7%; S3 pages.

A preliminaryThe Smoke Problem at Boiler Plants.
report by D. T. Randall, for the Department of the Interior, 
Bureau of Mines, U.S. A reprint of the United States Geo
logical Survey, Bulletin 334. Revised by S. B. Flagg.

Highway Bridges and Culverts. By Chas H. Hoit and 
Wm. H. Burr. Bulletin No. 43, of the Office of Public 
Roads, U.S. Department of Agriculture. Being a revision 
of Office of Public Roads, Bulletin No. 39.

The Principles of Specification and Agreement Writing. 
By C. R. Young, being a reprint of a series of articles in 
The Canadian Engineer. Copies may be obtained from The 
Canadian Engineer, Toronto. Price 25c.

for

sewer
Bulletin No. 127, of the GeneralSignal Installation.

Railway Signal Company, Rochester, N.Y., describing the 
signal installation on the Chicago and Northwestern Rail
way terminal, by J. A. Peabody.

water sur-

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.

Lead Wool. The lead wool method of jointing, a pam
phlet by The Lead Wool Company, Ltd., Snodland, Kent.

The Prescot Welder. A pamphlet describing electrical 
spot and seam welding, issued by the British Insulated and 
Helsby Cables, Ltd., Prescot, Lancashire.

Sewerage, Water and Sewage Disposal. Pamphlet issued 
by The Adams Hydraulics, Limited, York and London. 
Canadian agents, Francis Hankin & Company, 231 Coris- 
tine Building, Montreal.

Bridges, Culverts and Sewers.
ç?11- Published by the Norman W. Henley Publishing 

°-> New York. Paper ; 5x7; 58 pages. Price, 50c. 
This is No.

By A. A. Hough-

8 of the series of Concrete Worker’s Refer- 
. ®°Ls, and illustrates and explains the various types 

- and reinforced arches, -slab and girder concrete

eHce -
°f solid
Grid
c0ncrCS’ notes on construction ; also the moulding of
Ooust- 6 culverts, drains, and sewers, and forms for their 
intenjUCt*011, This little book, with the preceding one, is 

ed for the small contractor or builder.
Block System. A pamphlet describing the A. P. Block 

system for single track steam railroad, by F. L. Dodgson. 
Issued by the General Railway Signal Company, Rochester, 
N.Y., being their bulletin No. 128.

Tarvia. A pamphlet illustrating different installations 
of tarvia pavement, issued by The Barrett Manufacturing 
Company, New York. x

Ber,tary Principles of Reinforced Concrete Construction.
y Ewart S. Andrews. Published by Scott, Greenwood 

Sons, London. Size, 4% x 7% ; 196 pages ; 57 illus- 
ratK>ns ; numerous tables.

E Thi
Price, $1.00.

Ugin S • Vo*Ume forms No. 1 of the Broadway series of 
expen eeT’ng Handbooks, and is intended to furnish an in- 
frouj 'Ve treatise on reinforced concrete.

With

Pamphlet describing Foden steam 
wagons, manufactured by Fodens, Limited, Sandbach, Eng
land.
Building, Montreal.

Products of the Damascus Bronze Company.
handsome catalogue issued by the Damascus Bronze Co., of 
Pittsburg, describing the uses of their product.

Steam Wagons.

It is written
an elementary standpoint in an explanatory method,

e j tae use of advanced mathematics, and is -at the same
treattnn acc°rdancc with modern theory. The theoretical
the r„ , 18 illustrated by numerous examples which enable 

fl-ader
B-i&h

Canadian agents, Jones & Glassco, 201 St. Nicholas

tim A very

to follow the reasoning easily. The notation of 
Concrete Institute is used throughout. Catalogue No. 39, of the HaywardHayward Buckets.

Company, New York.
Gasolene Tractors. The International Harvester Co., of 

Canada, forward catalogue illustrating their Titan kerosene- 
gasolene tractors.

Steam Turbines.

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.
ing R®BOrt
f . the 

Ulubus,

The DeLaval Steam Turbine Co., 
Trenton, N.J., forward advance copy of Catalogue D, illus
trating their multi-stage type of steam turbines.

°f the Ohio State Board of Health, 1910. Be-
25th annual report. C. O. Probst, secretary, 

Ohio.
Cr,]
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as these are rich in the humus bodies which yield most of 
the diluting gas and but little tar or rich hydrocarbon gases, 
they cannot give the high result of a coal in which the 
oxygen content is about 10 per cent., or rather lower, and 
which contains a large percentage of resin bodies. Observers 
have differed as to the nature of the binding material in 
coke, some holding that it was the residuum of the semi-, 
fused constituents of coal, whilst others, chief amongst 
whom was Wedding, consider that it is carbon shed off by 
the decomposition of heavy hydrocarbon vapors, which is 
undoubtedly the cause of the carbon hairs found in coking- 
My own opinion is that the cementing material is due to 
liquid products, the most volatile of which go off as vapors, 
leaving pitch, which carbonizes and binds the mass into 
coke, and in considering the actions taking place during 
carbonization ample proof of this will be adduced, 
clear that the binding material is formed below 450 deg. C-> 
as if we take a good coking coal and carbonize it at 45° 
deg. C. we obtain coke which, although not strong, is per
fectly luted together ; but if we now powder this low-tem
perature coke and again carbonize it, a large yield of poor 
gas is evolved, but no coking of the residue takes place. 
There is no doubt in my mind that it is the resin bodies 
and their derivatives, the hydrocarbons in the coal, that form 
the tar, which yields the pitch which lutes the coke, and 
also that the resin bodies play a very important, if not the 
chief, part in the weathering of coal.

Metallurgical Comment
T. R. LOUDON, B.A. Sc.

Correspondence and Discussion Invited

THE CARBONIZATION OF COAL.*

Professor V. B. Lewes.

The whole end and aim of carbonization is to obtain as 
much as possible of the energy stored in coal in the condi
tion most applicable to uses for which it is to be employed, 
and as these vary over a wide range, practical experience 
has led to the destructive distillation of coal being carried 
out mostly under two distinct sets of conditions—the first 
aiming at obtaining the maximum result from the gaseous 
products, the second at obtaining the best possible coke, 
whilst in a third, applied chiefly to shales, it is the liquid 
products to which most attention is paid.

It is

Of late years
many attempts have been made to bring the two great in
dustries of gas making and furnace coke production, both 
dealing w'ith the destructive distillation of much the same 
class of coal, into line, but in most cases a lack of apprecia
tion of the principles underlying the complex actions taking 
place during carbonization has proved an obstacle to any 
important advance, each industry viewing the problem 

. from its own particular standpoint, and failing to grasp the 
wide differences which exist between substances made as

Experience shows that the weathering of coal is a phe
nomenon which is dependent upon the absorption of oxygeD 
from the air, and this weathering is fatal to the coking of 
some coals, the slacks of which are so susceptible to oxida
tion that a few days’ or weeks’ exposure, destroys their cok
ing power. Now, the avidity of oxygen for some vegetable 
resins is well known, the rapidity with which copal will 
absorb oxygen from the air may be taken as an example, 
common resin has itself been formed by the oxidation °* 
turpentine, and countless ages under conditions tending t0

the resinic appetite

the result of a process designed for their special production 
and the same bodies when made as a by-product. Furnace 
coke, as an example, must have certain characteristics to 
fit it for metallurgical work, which cannot be obtained in 
the ordinary processes of making good illuminating 
whilst if the gas is to satisfy the parliamentary require
ments laid down for most large town supplies, it is useless 
to expect to obtain the same volume of it from a coke oven 
that one would from a gas retort, so that whilst the gas 
manager hankers after the economies incidental 
bonization in bulk, he is constrained to work with much 
smaller charges in order to obtain the necessary quality and 
quantity of gas, and although he uses temperatures quite 
as high as the coke-oven manager, he misses the factors 
that are necessary for a good furnace coke.

gas,
reduction may well have whetted 
for oxygen. In any case the resin bodies are the compound5 
present in the coal most likely to possess this property, and 
it is the chemical actions so caused which lead to slow com
bustion and, when accelerated by any rise in the surround
ing temperature, is capable of generating sufficient heat to 
lead to the spontaneous ignition of masses of broken c0° 
large enough to prevent the escape of the heat as it is de
veloped. Coal exhibits to a lesser extent the same prQpert^ 
of absorbing gases that charcoal does, and the least absorb
ent will take up one and a quarter times its own volume 
oxygen, whilst many bituminous coals will absorb ©®re 
than three times their volume of gas. This action, at first 
largely physical, presents the oxygen in a probably actjve 
condition to the resin bodies in the coal, and leads to the 
rapid “weathering” and destruction of the coking properti®5 
found in some kinds of coal.

anew

to 'Car

otin regard to the composition of coal, twenty years ago 
I came to the conclusion that the most satisfactory view to 
lake of the composition of coal was that it consisted of an 
agglomerate of the solid degradation products of vegetable 
decay, together with such of the original bodies as had re
sisted to a greater extent the actions to which it had been 
subjected, and all the experience of wood, peat and coal 
carbonization which I have had since confirms me in the 
opinion th’at this is in the main 
seems to point to the presence in all bituminous forms of 
coal of degradation products of the original vegetation of 
a humus or ulmic character, and which is probably the 
tion carrying the nitrogen.

It has been shown by Muck and other observers that it 
is not always the coal containing the largest amount of 
volatile matter that evolves gas most rapidly, or is the 
richest in hydrocarbons, and this naturally follows from the 
fact that those coals which have the highest 
centage are mostly those giving high volatile matter, and

theThe lines of research intended to throw light on 
composition of coal have been either to distil the coal at 
various temperatures and to draw inferences from the Pr° 
ducts of the nature of the original substance, or, to direct. 
attack the coal by means of solvents. The eariv atternP1

none

The evidence.correct.

por-
• to isolate definite bodies from coal by solvents were 

of them very successful, but Bedson made a great advan*-® 
in this line of research when in 1899 he pointed out 1 
solvent power of pyridine bases, extracted from coal ta ^
which dissolved 16 to 18 per cent, of a Durham coal, bu

nteo
found 
could

had no action on anthracite. In 1901 Baker experime 
upon the action of this solvent

-oxygen per
sévérai coals, andon

that from Durham coal (Hutton seam) 
be extracted with pyridine, and that after extraction 
residue had lost the coking properties of the original

cent.20.4 per the
* Abstract of a paper read before the Royal Society of coal-Arts.
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This observation was confirmed by Anderson and Hender- 
s°n in 1902, who tried the action of pyridine in a research 
uPon the coals of Bengal and Japan, and also upon some 
Scotch coals, the coking powers of which were known. They 
*°und that the extraction of a strongly coking coal by 
Pyridine weakened the coke, whilst with inferior coking coal 
lhe property is entirely destroyed. In 1908 Professor Bed- 
s°n read a paper before the society of Chemical Industry, 
ln which he gave the results of experi nents upon six coals 
°htained from the Redhaugh gasworks, which 
show that with some gas coals an amount equal to practic- 
ahy the whole of the volatile matter capable of being driven 
°ff by heat can be extracted by pyridine.
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after extraction the residue contains as much volatile matter 
as the original coal, and sometimes more, in spite of repeated 
washings with acid, drying in vacuo and other forms of 
treatment intended to eliminate all pyridine, whilst the com
position of the extract also shows anamalous results, and 
after the most careful measures have been taken to free it
from pyridine, it will sometimes still contain more nitrogen 
than did the original coal.

' Coal always contains a certain proportion of water which 
appears to be partly mechanically held and partly in some 
form of combination.

seem to
In this it resembles wood, which

after long air-drying still retains an average of 20 per 
cent, of moisture, which, if got rid of at an elevated tem
perature is reabsorbed from the air. The mechanically-held 
portion in coal is generally known as “pit-water,” and re
presents ordinary wetting, which can be got rid of by air
drying, but the so-called “hygroscopic water” is driven out 
only by drying at 103 deg. C., and as this heating for some 
hours causes oxidation of the resin bodies, it also tends to 
destroy the coking properties of the sample, 
has led some observers to conclude that hygroscopic 
is essential to coking, which is manifestly incorrect, as the 
tertiary coals, which contain the largest quantity of hygro
scopic moisture, will not coke owing to the proportion of 
humus derivatives being largely in 
bodies.

Candle
power.

Pyridine Gasworks 
extract. yield.
Per cent. Per ton.
32.36 
33.39 
24.58 
22.81 
29.77 
22.63

Now, from these figures the inference is that in a coal 
,ke II., everything beside the fixed carbon and ash has 

een dissolved—that is, humus, resin and hydrocarbon bodies 
~~and it would have been of the greatest interest had Professor 

edson made an analysis of the residue, or at any rate had 
5 °Wn that no volatile matter was left in it.

Volatile 
matter. 

Per cent.
34.10
33.28
31.91
31.7
33.66
30.87

I. 16.63
16.30
16.40
16.00
16.39
16.76

11,381
11,392
11,646
11,108
10,913
10,730

II.
Hi.
IV.
V.
Vi.

This result 
water

excess of the resin

Many classifications of coal have been suggested, 
based on their chemical, some on their physical, and' others 
on their coking properties, and of the latter the most gen
erally adopted is that suggested by Gruner, in which he 
tabulates bituminous coals into five classes ; although 
Schondorff, Muck and others have shown that it is not 
applicable to all kinds of coal, still this criticism applies to 
all classifications that have been proposed.

It appears probable that in a feebly coking coal the 
taking property is due almost entirely to the soluble form 

resin constituent, and can therefore be entirely removed 
extracting the coal with pyridine ; whilst on the other 

^and, in strongly coking coals the property is due partly to 
, ttble resin bodies, but to an even greater extent to other 

’ r°carbons of resinic origin, which resist the solvent 
act'on of the pyridine, so that the coking property is weak- 

ed but not destroyed by extraction. A similar conclusion 
* arrived at by Anderson and Roberts in 1898, from an
lrely different point of view. Dr. Percy, more than fifty

years
Certai
c°kin 
a few

some

by

Carbon. Hydrogen. 
Per cent- Per cent.

4.5—5.5 
5.0—5.8 
5.0—5.5

Oxygen. 
Per cent. 
15.0—18.5 
10.0—13.2 
5.5—10.0

1. Dry Coal..........Long flame and non-coking 75—80
2. Fat gas coal .. Coke porous and brittle .. 80—85
3. Semi-fat or Good coke but porous.......... 84—89

furnace coal
4. Coking coal .. Best coke
5. Lean Coals and Non-coking

anthracite

ago pointed out the fatal effect of weathering upon 89- 91
90— 93

4.5—5.5 
3.0—4.5

4.5— 5.5 
3.0— 4.5n coals and slacks, and showed that if a fairly good 

g coal was kept at a temperature of 300 deg. C. for 
hot hours, and is afterwards heated to redness, it does 
WithS-ll and coke. Anderson and Roberts, in trying this 
f Various Scotch coals, found that, although it was true 
Co °°hing coal of medium power, a really strongly coking 
t^e the power only weakened, and they found also that
, same phenomenon could be brought about by treating 
,e two 

altho

This arrangement show's not only the coking properties, 
but also the changes in composition which the coal under
goes—the concentration of carbon and reduction in highly 
oxidized bodies. In the first class we have the dry coals, 
yielding large volumes of gas and liquid products on distil
lation, and these coals—as might be expected—most re
semble the lignites, and share with them the property of 
non-coking or binding together of the residue on carboniza
tion. This is due to the fact that the humus-like bodies are 
still present in much larger quantities than the resinic com
pounds and hydrocarbons, and as on disillation they leave 
no binding material in the residue the resinic bodies cannot 
supply enough to give more than a friable mass. In the 
second class of coals altered conditions of temperature, 
pressure and time have led to further decompositions of the 
humus bodies, and the resinic constituents and hydrocarbons 
having increased in ratio by concentration, a point is reached 
at which coking takes place, although not of a satisfactory 
character. In the third class the action still has continued 
with further concentration of the resin bodies, hydrocarbons 
and residuum, with the result that the former bodies are so 
increased in comparison to the humus and residuum that a 
good coke results. In the fourth class the proportion of 
resin and hydrocarbon bodies has reached the right ratio 
as compared with the humus and residuum, and the best 
coking coal is obtained. Bituminous coals of the kind 
classified by Gruner may, therefore, be looked upon 
agglomerate of humus and the degredation products of 
these bodies down to carbon, luted and protected by resin

coals with sodium hydrate. The conclusion is that
Con resinous bodies which can be saponified or oxidized 
n0n 1 ute largely to the coking, yet there are also present 
fluenSap0n^al>le bodies which in breaking up under the in- 
tjle Ce heat, yield enough luting to form coke. I think 
hodie^*011 Pyridine shows that these non-saponifiable 
foUn ,s, consist of substances very probably akin to those 
a n ln shale and some cannels. Burgess and Wheeler, in 
Silk 6r read before the Chemical Society this year, took a 
a6j t0ne coal containing 33.4 per cent, of volatile matter, 
dine SPcceeded in extracting 30 per cent, by means of pyri- 
9oq h| eaving' a cokelike residue, which on distillation at 
v',Ou]cl C. yielded hydrogen and oxides of carbon—they 
-~-.Wff-i aVe l°und methane as well if they had looked for it 
*" lhe extract on destructive distillation yielded a mix-
sl&ht i,.1*16 Paraffin hydrocarbons and hydrogen. At first 
ttsççj 15 looks as if pyridine was a solvent which could be 
MeSSrs° seParate the humus and resin constituents, but 
they f' jhirgess and Wheeler are careful to point out that 
Constit Sltate to identify absolutely the paraffin-yielding 
aM tl|Ul coal "'ll!1 that portion extracted by pyridine,
an°*allys

ture

as an
are wise in being cautious, as there are several 
to be cleared up. I have found several times that
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It has long been known that by dipping clean iron into 
solutions of suitable composition and concentration thin 
coatings of gold, silver, platinum, copper, and several other 
metals may be deposited on the iron. It is generally con
ceded that such coatings are not sufficiently continuous and 
impervious to protect the underlying metal from corrosion, 
even though the metal forming the coating may itself be 
thoroughly resistant to the corrosive agent. Instead of 
being a protection, such coatings are usually considered 
to be stimulators of corrosion.

Since all metals which thus deposit upon ' iron when it 
is immersed in a solution of the metallic salt are electro
negative to iron, a short-circuited voltaic cell is formed, of 
which the iron is anode and the metal deposit is the cathode. 
So long as any iron remains in contact with the electrolyte, 
it would seem, except for certain considerations which will 
be presented later, that the corrosion of the iron ought to 
be stimulated by this condition, and that the only way iu 
which such a coating could afford good protection would be 
by covering the iron completely, so that no electrolyte could 
come in contact with it.

Speaking of the effect of other metals in contact with 
iron, W. H. Walker says : “Tin is a metal which, like cop
per, accelerates the corrosion of iron by aiding in the oxida
tion of the hydrogen set free by the reaction.” M. P- 
Wood calls attention to the injurious action of metals, “The 
use of anti-corrosive, or anti-fouling paints, containing salts 
of any metal, is attended with the greatest danger to the 
coated (iron or steel) structure. These pigments are 
tremely sensitive to the presence of saline elements in moi5- 
ture, their action being to rapidly dissolve portions of the 
iron, and to deposit the metal which they contain upon the 
surface of the plates, and these deposits, exciting energetic

with

bodies and their derivatives ; steam coal and anthracite as 
the degradation products of humus which has nearly com
pleted its decomposition owing to the small quantity of 
resin bodies in the original vegetation ; and cannel coal as 
consisting mainly of resin bodies, which having been in a 
semi-fluid condition, have mingled with the earthly matter 
in contact with it, so obtaining the high ash found in many 
kinds. In putting forward this theory as to the composi
tion of coal, I wish it distinctly understood that by the 
terms “humus” or “resin” bodies, I do not imply any one 
definite compound, but merely bodies of this character, the 
humus bodies all containing a percentage of hydrogen from 
5 per cent, downwards, whilst the resin bodies all contain 
a percentage of hydrogen above 5 per cent. If it is once 
admitted that coal is a conglomerate of the kind I have in
dicated, it explains all those obscure points which no other 
theory touches—such as why with two coals of almost iden
tical composition and of high oxygen content, one should 
be a coking and the other a non-coking coal ; the reason 
being that in the one the high oxygen content is due to 
humus bodies, which will not coke owing to the low pitch
forming nature of the hydrocarbons, whilst with the other 
the oxygen is due to resin bodies, which are essential to 
good coking.

All the evidence that can be adduced shown that when 
a coal undergoes destructive distillation all the hydrocarbons, 
together with the resin and humus constituents, undergo 
decomposition at a temperature certainly well below 700 deg. 
C., and that as the liquid and gaseous products distil out 
they leave behind their less volatile residues as a pitch, 
which lutes together the carbon particles and forms soft 
coke, whilst as the temperature rises above 750 deg. C., 
he pitch residue decomposes, yielding hydrogen, carbon 
monoxide and methane as gases. The carbon residue from 
the pitch binds the residual mass into coke, and it is this 
residual pitch that Burgess and Wheeler have mistaken for 
a primary constituent of coal.
(putting detail on one side until our knowledge has been 
Broadened by experience) the answer to the question as to 
what is the composition of coal—whether the answer is de
rived from a consideration of the actions taking place during 
its formation and of the substances from which it was de
rived, or is obtained from analytical data, as was done by 
Anderson and Roberts, or from the products of distillation 
as has been attempted by Burgess and Wheeler—must be 
that coal is a conglomerate of humus and its degradation 
products with the resinic bodies and their derivatives.

ex-

galvanic action, cause corrosion and pitting to go on
Both mercury and copper salts are of-alarming rapidity, 

fenders in this way.”
It appears then, that arsenic is unique among the 

metals which precipitate themselves 
tion, for arsenic protects iron almost completely fro10 
powerful corrosive agents, while the other metals are Sea~ 
erally considered to aggravate corrosion and rusting, 
protective action of arsenic cannot be due to 
power of resisting attack by sulphuric acid, for silver, 
platinum and gold are even more resistant, and yet acceler
ate the corrosion of iron. It is evident that these other 
metals do not form continuous and impervious coating5 
over the iron, else they would protect it. It is difficult, Per" 
haps even impossible, even with the aid of the electric cur
rent, to deposit from solution a thin coating of one meta 
upon another, so perfectly as to protect the underlying metal 
from corrosion by an acid ordinarily capable of attacking 
it. It is almost incredible that a thin yet perfect and non 
porous metallic coating should be deposited by a process 
which depends for its operation upon the dissolving of th® 
underlying metal. The protective action of coatings ot 
copper, silver, etc., thus deposited on iron is about as 
fective as would be expected from a knowledge of their 
method of formation. They are continually being under 
mined by the corroding of the iron anode at points not yet 
covered, until the copper or silver becomes detached, to have 
its place taken by a new coating, and so on, as long as aB^ 
of the salt of the depositing metal remains in the solution 
If the coated metal be removed to am acid, the corrosiv6 
action is similar, except that the renewal of the coating cf3 
take place only at a rate not greater than that at which 1 6 
detached metal redissolves in the acid.

iron from solu-It is clear, however, that upon

The
superiorany

THE EFFECT OF VARIOUS SUBSTANCES ON 
THE RATE OF CORROSION OF IRON 

BY SULPHURIC ACID.*

ef-By Oliver P. Watts.

In Vol. 8 of the transactions of this society, C. F. Bur
gess called attention to the remarkable reduction in the 
corrosion of iron by sulphuric acid, brought about by the 
addition of a small amount of arsemious oxide to the acid. 
Later he explained the protective action as follows : “The 
explanation which has been offered for this phenomenon is 
that the iron receives, by contact with the solution, an ex
tremely thin coat of arsenic which resists the action of the 
acid and protects the underlying metals.” He also gave 
experimental proof that the iron was coated with arsenic. so porous and imperfcCt 

the action of acids shows the coating of copper, f°r 
ample, to be, how can the arsenic protect the iron any bete%. 
than copper does ? It occurred to the writer that the

If the coating of arsenic is

* Abstracted from a paper read before the Am. Electro- 
Chem. Soc., April 20th, 1912.



Table I.
Overvoltage in normal 

sulphutic acid 

Caspar!4 (Foerster5 Harkins6

in 5 per 
cent. KOHf 

Nutton 
and Law7

Single
Potential
—0.98 0.78 0.43
+0.524 0.70
—0.095 0.64 0.35
—0.085 0.53
+0.162 0.48 0.48

0.74
0.71
0.62

0.70
0.57
0.61
0.52

0.43 0.55

—0.550 0.39
0.38—O.4QO 

+0.093 0.15
0.41—0.515 0.2$ 0.10 0.25

0.22

o. 10 0.15
0.13

0.07 0.07
0.055

---0.019
----0.022 0.21

0.15
---1.140 O.Og
---1.356 0.02

0-37
—0.947

arsen-n !he theory that the protection of iron by a deposit of 
latt^’1?,is ^Ue t0 high overvoltage of hydrogen on the 

6 action would be as follows : Iron dissolves and by 
SiQCe ST deposits arsenic upon the surface of the iron. 
s°lvin 6 arsenic is deposited simultaneously with the dis- 
Ù is the iron,, and only as a result of this dissolving,

by ardly possible that the iron should be perfectly cover- 
iro^rsentc, but here and there holes will exist, allowing 
thus t0 mahe contact with the electrolyte. Voltaic cells 

arsenjçS *ortne<h From the single potentials of iron and of 
®lectro ’ O,093 and —0.550, these cells should have an
hoy °*lve fc’fCe of 0.64 volts, and the corrosion of the 
v°ltagee 1 to he very vigorous. It is here that the over- 
*he arsen" ^y<Irogen coAes in play. The iron is anode and 
''hth Sllj *c cathode, and, just as in any other primary cell 

cattyL^^0 ac^ as electrolyte, hydrogen is deposited on 
p0. e" But when hydrogen is liberated on arsenic 

'a* of the latter is raised 0.39 volts higher than 
lhe potential at which hydrogen is liberated on

So

thy
arc

an electrode of platinum coated with platinum-black
e immersed in. normal sulphuric acid the electrode will be 

electro 
Dow -negative to the solution by about 1.14 volts. If 

a small but slowly increasing electromotive force be 
applied between this electrode and an insoluble anode it 
Wlll be found 
sivel that the platinized cathode becomes progres- 

7 electronegative with regard to the solution. When a 
^rtain difference
0nUtl°n is reached, bubbles of hydrogen begin to appear 
hydr^G cathocie- If a cathode of smooth platinum is used, 
voi r°^en wih not appear on this until it has become 0.09 

1110re positive than the, other cathode was when hydro- 
rn^. ^rst aPPeared on it. Similarity zinc must be 0.70 and 
^Ury °-78 volts more positive than the platinum-black 
ya. re hydrogen appears upon them. This excess of poten- 
a c r,<:ciu*rc<:l to cause a visible liberation of hydrogen upon 
ç<] no<:‘c of any particular metal, over the potential requir- 
pjat°r ’•he liberation of hydrogen upon platinum coated with 
r,p0^nutn'hlack, is known as the overvoltage of hydrogen 

metal. In Table I. axe given the single poten- 
ln n<3rmal solutions of the sulphates of the metals, and 

overvoltage of hydrogen as stated by different observers.

of potential between the cathode and the

the

If thg above explanation is correct, protection should be 
afforded by those metals which plate out on iron by im
mersion, and whose overvoltage for hydrogen is great 
enough to raise their potentials to at least equal the single 
potential of iron. The potentials of the following metals 
are far enough below that of iron to expect that they will 
deposit on iron even in moderately strong sulphuric acid : 
antimony, arsenic, bismuth, gold, lead, mercury, platinum, 
silver and tin. Potential measurements made by students 
in the writer’s laboratory indicate that chromium should be 
included in the list. Omitting lead, on account of the in
solubility of its sulphate, mercury, tin, and arsenic show 
the highest overvoltage ; compounds of these metals 
therefore used in a preliminary experiment, by A. C. Shape.

From the experiments certain definite conclusions 
be drawn and other generalizations now appear profitable, 
but may require revision or rejection in the light of future 
experiments.

were

can

The writer’s hypothesis, that the protective action of 
arsenic is due to its high overvoltage, has been in 
eral way confirmed. Other metals of high overvoltage have 
had a protective influence, while all metals of low overvolt
age which deposits on iron are accelerators of its corrosion. 
So far as overvoltages are known, bismuth alone fails to con
form to the hypothesis. Theoretically it should retard 
rosion ; actually it is an accelerator, 
tiens of the overvoltage of bismuth and the single potential 
of iron shall reconcile theory with fact, the writer’s hypo
thesis fails.

a gen-

cor-
Unless redetermina-

The overvoltage of bismuth was presumably 
measured on a solid electrode. Bismuth deposited as a 
powder. If there is the same difference in overvoltage for 
bismuth as between smooth and spongy platinum, this 
rection would put bismuth in the list of accelerators.

cor-

The statements which follow are intended to apply only 
to the corrosion of iron by sulphuric acid.

Tin, chromium and mercury retard corrosion; of these, 
tin alone is as effective as arsenic, 
of mercury is Very slight.

In studying the effect of different reagents on corrosion 
it is necessary to consider both the metal and the non-metal 
or acid radical, since each may have an effect of its own.

The binary salts and acids of the halogens 
good protective agents when used in considerable 
To combine most effectively the protective effects of a metal 
and a halogen, e.g., tin and chlorine, much stannous chloride 
should not be added, for a large amount of the salt of any 
metal which precipitates on iron in an acid solution is likely 
to act as a corrosive agent ; only a small amount of stannous 
chloride should be added, and the extra chloride added as 
sodium chloride. ,

Oxidizing agents are in themselves accelerators of 
rosion by acids, although in dilute solution this may be 
masked by a protective action which supervenes when the 
oxygen has been used up, as might happen with chromates.

Reducing agents should show more or less protective 
action, but this fact remains to be confirmed by further ex
periment.

The protective action

are very 
amounts.

cor-

In general, the whole subject as here presented is but 
a preliminary study which opens many possibilities for 
future investigation. It is hoped that the data appended
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Planation lay in a high overvoltage or excess potential of 
ydrogen on arsenic, and the experiments which follow were 

undertaken to discover whether this is the explanation of 
ne singular and mysterious protective action of arsenic. 
1 the above explanation is correct, among the metals which 

Posit upon iron when it is immersed in a solution of their
fults those having overvoltage for hydrogen should 
iron,
c°rrosion.

platinum-black. This would rise the potential of the arsenic 
to +0.113 volts, or higher than the potential of the iron 
anode.
be no visible evolution of hydrogen on the arsenic, for be
fore this can occur the potential of the cathode has become 
equal to that of the anode, and corrosion of the iron ceases, 
in other words, this particular primary cell polarizes so 
badly that after a few seconds of action its electromotive 
force has fallen to zero.

This means that in our iron-arsenic cell there can

protect
and those of very low overvoltage should aggregate

ê#
î#

îf
: 

3 :
: B
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Since the erection of the plant by the San Joaquin Light 

& Power Corporation Western red cedar has been treated. 
The butts only are treated by the open tank process. There 
is no .necessity for treating the top, since the top is not 
subject to decay. With this process it is attempted only to 
fill the outer ring of sapwood with creosote, and if the tim
ber is thoroughly seasoned there is little difficulty in ac
complishing this. The penetration varies with the width 
of the sapwood from in. to 1 in. with an absorption of 
from 7 to q lb. to the cubic foot. There are treated and un
treated cedar poles in the lines which have been set for four 
years. The creosoted ipoles are still perfectly sound, while 
the poles set untreated have decayed through the sapwood 
and into the heart.

may prove of service to those wishing to pursue the subject, 
and that the writer’s conclusions may meet with confirma
tion from independent sources.

For convenience in comparing the effects of different 
reagents, an index is appended.

Retarders ot Corrosion.—Acid, hydrobromic ; acid, hy
drochloric ; acid, hydrofluoric ; arsenate of sodium ; arsenic 
sulphate ; bromide of potassium ; chloride of ammonium ; 
chloride of manganese ; chloride of mercury ; chloride of 
sodium ; chloride of tin ; chrome alum ; chromium sulphate ; 
fluoride of potassium ; hydroquinone ; iodide of potassium ; 
mercury chloride ; mercury sulphate ; resorcine ; stannate of 
sodium.

Accelerators of Corrosion.—Acid, chromic; bismuth sul
phate ; chromium chloride ; copper sulphate ; gold chloride ; 
mercurous nitrate ; platinum chloride ; potassium chlorate ; 
potassium chromate ; potassium dichromate ; potassium 
nitrate ; potassium permanganate ; silver nitrate ; silver sul
phate.

Creosote is used in preference to chloride of zinc or 
other treatment which might be effective in an arid climate 
because after the installation of the irrigation systems the 
poles are often in the middle of irrigated fields, where zin6 
is washed out of them, so that they have to be replaced 
after a brief service. A 50-ft. creosoted pole placed in the 
line means an investment of about $25, while the use °f 
chloride of zinc would cut this cost to about $24.25. 
saving is too small to be considered against the possibility 
of the loss of the preservative in one or two years.

Of no Effect or Doubtful.—Ammonium sulphate, anti
mony, sulphate, boric acid, citric acid, potassium sulphate.

The

THE PRESERVATION OF POWER TRANS
MISSION POLES.*

By W. R. Wheaton. LIGNO-CONCRETE.*
The following account deals with an experiment which 

is complete and covers a long period :—
By Gerald 0. Case (Member).

In the introductory remarks, the author refers to tbe 
use in America and Australia of concrete in combination 
with timber, and) points out that, while the concrete 
lively preserves the timber, it is not used to the greatest 
advantage. The object of the author’s investigations was t0 
ascertain if it were possible to reinforce concrete with timber 
rods. Roughly speaking, steel is about eight or nine timeS 
stronger than timber, but ten to fifteen times as expensive- 
The efficiency of timber, as a reinforcing material, depend 
on whether there is sufficient adhesion between the timbef 
and the concrete, and whether the difficulties of the absorp 
tion of moisture by the timber from the wet concrete, an 
the splitting the latter, can be overcome.

The paper describes the experiments made by the auth°r 
to ascertain (a) the amount of water absorbed by eight6®® 
kinds of timber immersed in fresh water, along the grf’ 
and through the end grain respectively ; (b) the relati
absorption by the timber of fresh and) sea water in the sam 
period ; (c) the relative amount of water absorbed by tim® 
embedded in 6 to 1 concrete and neat cement blocks ; \ 
the effect of applying wood preservative, creosote, 
etc., to the timber before insertion in the concrete or 
blocks ; (e) the effect on the adhesion between the tim ^ 
and the concrete of soaking the rods before insertion. ^ 
amples are given to show that concrete effectively prese 
timber embedded in it.

In March, 1908, the San Joaquin Light & Power Cor
poration set a line of Western yellow pine (ipinus ponderosa) 
poles. effec-The line is about thirty miles long and contains 

These poles were cut in theapproximately 600 poles.
Sierras above Fresno at an elevation of about 4,000 ft., and

A portion of thethoroughly seasoned before treatment, 
poles were given a brush treatment with carbolineum and 
with creosote, and the balance were treated in the open tank 
with creosote, zinc chloride and crude oil.

treated. Western yellow pine is very susceptible to a
The butt only

was
preservative treatment. Some of the butts were thoroughly 
penetrated with creosote and with zinc chloride, the average 
penetration at- the ground line being 3 in. The penetration 
with crude oil averaged about 1 yi in. The crude oil used 

heavy oil of asphaltum base supplied from the Kernwas a
River fields. In order to get a comparative life of the wood 
treated and untreated, stubs of untreated timber were set

The writer inspectedalong the line about a mile apart, 
this line in June, 1910, at which time it had been set for 27 
months. The untreated stubs set along the line were com
pletely rotten. Of the poles given a brush treatment with 
creosote, 27 per cent, showed signs of decay and 29 per 
cent, of the poles given brush treatment with carbolineum. 
Of the poles treated with crude oil 45 per cent, were slightly 
attacked, and of the poles treated with zinc chloride, 28 per 
cent, showed attack. The poles treated with creosote in the 
open tank (over 50 per cent, of the entire line was treated 
in this way) were all perfectly sound and showed no signs

van»9*1’
ce®erlt

rv«9

-five
Particulars are given of the construction of twenty

lig®®'
concrete beams, 8 in. deep by 4 in. wide, were tested w 
a central load on a 4 ft. span, the average ultimate 1
producing fracture about three tons. The results of tti

bear”5

concrete beams reinforced by timber rods. Three
of decay.

In August, 1911, two of the poles in this line which had 
received a brush coating of creosote fell over, due to the 
decay of the butt. During August and September, 1911, 
the line was gone over and all of the poles which had been 
given a brush treatment of creosote and carbolineum were 
so badly decayed that they were strapped to a creosoted 
cedar stub.

tests are compared with the tests on fenro-concrete e
recorded by Mr. E. Marburg in the Proceedings of 
American Society for Testing Materials (1904, Vol. iV-h 
appears that for the same ultimate strength of beam ■

pitch Pi®6

* Abstract of paper read before the Society of Engin®er 
London. April 1st, 1912.

necessary to use 9 per cent, of sectional area of

* Abstract of paper presented at Annual Convention of 
Wood Preserver’s Association, Chicago.
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Mr. W. W. VanEvery has just been appointed city en
gineer of Sault Ste Marie, Ont. Mr. VanEvery graduated 
from the School of Practical Science, Toronto, thirteen years 

and since then has been continuously engaged in dif-

tensile reinforcemnts as against 1 per cent, steel reinforce- 
Inents. A comparison of the prices of steel and pitch pine 
shows a saving in favor of ligno-concrete.

As the author points out, in cases where more than about 
Per cent, of steel reinforcement is required, ligno-con- 

crete cannot compete with ferro-concrete, because the re
quired size of the timber bars would be too large for con- 
Venient use. There appears, however, to be a big field for 
^ I°r use in constructing bungalows, buildings for small 
holdings, floors, piles, posts, fencing, coast and river works, 
^tCl It has already been used for making fence posts and 
°r building a short length of sea wall. The ligno-concrete 
euce-posts cost about two shillings per cube foot. They are 

about

ago,
ferent kinds of engineering work, both in Canada and in 
the United States. While in the United States he was con
struction engineer with the Lackawanna Steel Company 
during the construction of their new plants at Buffalo, N.Y., 
and Lebanon, Pa. Later he was sales engineer for the 
Allis-.Chalmers Company, of Milwaukee, Wis. In Canada 
he has been connected with the construction of the following

1.2

new plants : The Canada Car & Foundry Co., at Turcot, 
Montreal ; M. Beatty & Sons, Welland, Ont. ; The Tallin an 
Brass & Metal Co., Hamilton, Ont. ; extension to the Canada 
Screw Company’s plant at Hamilton, and extensions to the 
Harris Abattoir plant, Toronto. He has also done consider
able consulting work besides, and previous to taking the 
city engineership of the Soo, was engineer for the Algoma 
Steel Company of the same city. Mr. VanEvery is an 
associate member of the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.

20 per cent, cheaper than creosoted deal, and about 
4° per cent, cheaper than Engish oak. In Canada four bun- 
kalotvs have been built with ligno-concrete slabs, and the 

acific Coast Construction Company, of Victoria, British
Lolumbia, 
ln which

have contracts in hand for twenty buildings 
this material is to be used.

now

Mr. C. M. Rust, M. Can. Soc. C.E., M. Am. Soc. C.E., 
has tendered his resignation as city engineer for Toronto. 
Mr. Rust was born in Essex, England, December 25th, 1852 ; 
was educated at Brentworth Grammar School, and began 
professional work under the late Mr. Frank Shanley.

ENGINEERING NOTES.

^ ReSina, Sask.—There is a probability that the position 
city engineer will be vacant owing to the present in- 

mbent, Mr. Thornton, being appointed works commis-
sioner.

In

I^thbridge, Alta.—The fire rangers of the Rocky Moun- 
0£ . leserve will meet in this city and consider the question 
g lnstalling a telephone line throughout the forest.

' Gillingj telephone expert for the provincial govern- 
ent> has

tain

Mr.

prepared a report on the subject.

PERSONAL.
^r- James C. Lindsay has been re-appointed engineer 

Municipality of Belleville, Ont.
• .«JPfor the

Mr. w. m. Sullivan has been appointed to the position 
ot chief engineer of the Welland Ship Canal.

Announcement is made of the appointment of Mr. J. L. 
er to the position of charge of the Welland Ship Canal.

tendl'fll"" J‘ C‘ Cart!ner has been appointed engineer-superin- 
cut on the construction of the good roads of Welland U*nty- Ontario.
Mr. ,

Wen

xv0r, ■■ F. Willsie has taken charge of reconstruction 
the Canadian Pacific Railway. Until recently Mr. 

le has been assistant engineer for the city of London,Ont

Mr. h

for^ç the Kansas City terminals.
Rail Cr y Manager of the Toronto, Hamilton and Buffalo 

“Way.

Was W. Heafield, 264 Reid Street, Peterboro’, Ont.,
of g c author of an article on “The Material List Method 
^tt&in^'^eePing,” which was published in The Canadian 
furnis^er ^pril h. 1912. Mr. Heafield will be glad to 
tntere ^Urther details of the method to any one sufficiently 

to enquire.

engjn " ^Unni Jeppcsen, who was for many years designing 

111,. °I The Strauss Bascule Bridge Co., of Chicago, 
comp ‘ s hcen appointed managing engineer of the same 

Mr. J, R. Hall, who was formerly chief drafts- 
s been appointed designing engineer, and is suc- 

as chief draftsman by Mr. A. O. Walker.

H. Adams has been appointed to the position of
Mr. Adams was

the year 1877 he entered the employ of the city of Toronto 
as rodman; in 1881 he was appointed assistant municipal 
engineer, and during the year 1892 took charge of the city’s 
work, but ii. was not until February, 1898. that Mr. Rust 
was appointed city engineer. Mr. Rust was elected a mem
ber of the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers in 1887, and 
in the year 1901 was honored by the position of vice-presi
dent of that body. In 1911 he was elected president of this 
organization. He was interested in other engineering and 
municipal societies, having been elected a member of 
American Society of Civil Engineers, the American Society 
of Municipal Improvements, and the American Waterworks 
Association.

c®edefl
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OBITUARY. CANADIAN TECHNICAL SOCIETIES
ALBERTA ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS.—President, G. M. Lan6 

Secretary, L. M. Gotch, Calgary, Alta.
ASSOCIATION OF SASKATCHEWAN LAND SURVEYORS.—President. 

J. L. R. Parsons, Regina; Secretary-Treasurer, M. B. Weeks, Regina.
ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY OF SASKATCHEWAN.—President, N. Mc' 

Murchy ; Secretary, Mr. McClung, Regina.
BRITISH COLUMBIA LAND SURVEYORS' ASSOCIATION. — President, 

W. S. Drewry, Nelson, B.C. ; Secretary-Treasurer, S. A. Roberts, Victoria, BiV‘
BUILDERS’ CANADIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION—President, E- T' 

Nesbitt ; Secretary-Treasurer, J. H. Lauer, Montreal, Que.
CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF STATIONARY ENGINEERS.—President, 

Wm. Norris, Chatham, Ont. ; Secretary, W. A. Crockett, Mount Hamilton, 0° ’
CANADIAN CEMENT AND CONCRETE ASSOCIATION—President, Pet1* 

Gillespie, Toronto, Ont. ; Secretary-Treasurer, Wm. Snaith, 57 Adelaide Stree ' 
Toronto, Ont.

CANADIAN CLAY PRODUCTS' MANUFACTURERS’ ASSOCIATION-'" 
President, W. McCredie ; Secretary-Treasurer, D. O. McKinnon, Toronto

CANADIAN ELECTRICAL ASSOCIATION.—President, N. W. Ryersod’ 
Niagara Falls ; Secretary, T. S. Young, Canadian Electrical News, Toronto-

CANADIAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION —President, John Hendry, Van" 
couver. Secretary, James Lawler, Canadian Building, Ottawa.

CANADIAN GAS ASSOCIATION.—President, Arthur Hewit, Genet»* 
Manager Consumers’ Gas Company, Toronto ; J. Keillor, Secretary-Treasuf 
Hamilton, Ont.

CANADIAN INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE ASSOCIATION—Preside^ 
W. Doan, M.D., Harrietsville, Ont. ; Secretary-Treasurer, Francis Dagger» 
Richmond Street West, Toronto.

CANADIAN MINING INSTITUTE.-Windsor Hotel, Montreal. Preside»4; 
Dr. A. E. Barlow, Montreal ; Secretary. H. Mortimer Lamb, Windsor Ho1 
Montreal.

CANADIAN PEAT SOCIETY.—President, J. McWilliam, M.D.^Lond"”;

Through the “Titantic” disaster Canadians lost a prom
inent metallurgical and chemical engineer in the person of 
Mr. Ernest Sjostedt. He had been connected with the erec
tion of many important steel and metal plants, among which 
are the reduction plant and the water gas plant at Sault 
Ste. Marie, and the Standard Chemical works. He was a 
native of Sweden and a graduate of the School of Mines, 
Stockholm. When he met his death he was returning from 
a business trip in the interests of The Lake Superior Cor
poration and the Dominion Government. He was sixty years 
of age.

The engineering fraternity recently lost one of its mem
bers in the person of Charles Beresford Fox, of the firm of 
Fox and Wragge, Toronto.
Francis Fox, a member of the firm of Sir Douglas Fox and 
Partners, civil engineers, London, England. Mr. Fox has 
been a resident of Toronto for the past three years. Prior 
to coming to Toronto he had been engaged in many im
portant engineering works, having passed some years in 
South Africa on the Rhodesian railways, and at the 
struction of the bridge over the Zambesi River at Victoria 
Falls.

He was the eldest son of Mr.

con-

He was also engaged for about two years at the 
building of the Assiout Barage on the Nile in Egypt, and 
for a time at the Simplon Tunnel.
April 15th last.

Ont. ; Secretary-Treasurer, Arthur J. Forward, B.A., 22 Castle 
Ottawa, Ont.

THE CANADIAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION—President, Dr> 
Charles A. Hodgetts, Ottawa ; General Secretary, Major Lome Drum, OttaW

Secretary’
His death occurred on

CANADIAN RAILWAY CLUB.—President, A. A. Goodchild ;
James Powell, P.O. Box 7, St. Lambert, near Montreal, P.Q.

CANADIAN STREET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION.—President, D. McDonaL 
Manager, Montreal Street Railway ; Secretary, Acton Burrows, 70 Bond Str 
Toronto.

CANADIAN SOCIETY OF FOREST ENGINEERS.—President, Dr. FernO 
Toronto. ; Secretary, F. W. H. Jacombe, Department of the Interior, Ottawa*

CENTRAL RAILWAY AND ENGINEERING CLUB—Toronto. Pres‘Sy 
G. Baldwin ; Secretary. C. L. Worth, 409 Union Station. Meets third Tue 
each month except June, July and August.

DOMINION LAND SURVEYORS.—President, Mr. R. A. Belanger, Otta"'a 
Secretary-Treasurer, E. M. Dennis, Dept, of the Interior, Ottawa.

COMING MEETINGS.
CANADIAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.—413 Dorchester St. W., 

Montreal. t Meeting of the Mechanical Section. Thursday. April 25th. at 8-15 p.m. 
Paper on 1 Distribution of Stress in Certain Tension Members,” by Mr. C. 
Batho, A.M. Can. Soc. C.E. ; Secretary C. H. McLeod

CANADIAN INSTITUTE.—198 College Street, Toronto. Saturday Evening 
Lectures, 8 p.m. April, 27th— “ Early Economic History of Canada,” S. A. Cud- 
more. Toronto University. Nominations. May 4th—Annual Meeting and 
Election of Officers.

ONTARIO MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATION.—Annual convention will be held 
in the City Hall, Toronto, on June 18th and 19th, 1912. Secretary-Treasurer, 
Mr. K. W. McKay, County Clerk, St. Thomas. Ont.

CANADIAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION.-Second Annual Meeting 
to be held in Toronto, Sept. 16, 17 and 18.

Sec&rEDMONTON ENGINEERING SOCIETY.—President, J. Chalmers ; 
ary, B. F. Mitchell, City Engineer’s Office, Edmonton, Alberta.

ENGINEERING SOCIETY, TORONTO UNIVERSITY.—President, 
Ritchie ; Corresponding Secretary, C. V. Ross. ^

ENGINEERS' CLUB OF MONTREAL.-Secretary, C. M. Strange, 9 BeavC 
Hall Square, Montreal. ^

ENGINEERS’ CLUB OF TORONTO.-96 King Street West. PrC^Sig 
Willis Chipman ; Secretary, R. B. Wolsey. Meeting every Thursday eV 
during the fall and winter months. p;

INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS—President, Dr, G- "gJJ. 
Secretary, P. F. Rowell, Victoria Embankment. London. W.C. ; Hon- Seer 
Treasurer for Canada, Lawford Grant, Power Building, Montreal, Que.

INSTITUTION OF MINING AND METALLURGY.—President,
Taylor ; Secretary, C. McDermid, London, England. Canadian meniD6 
Council :—Prof. F. D. Adams, J. B. Porter, H. E. T. Haultain and W- H* 
and Messrs W. H. Trewartha-James and J. B. Tyrrell.

j. *
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ENGINEERING SOCIETIES.

CANADIAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.—413 Dorchester Street 
West, Montreal. President, W. F. TYE; Secretary. Professor C. H. McLeod. 
KINGSTON BRANCH—Chairman, A. K. Kirkpatrick ; Secretary, L. W Gill;

Headquarters : School of Mines, Kingston.
OTTAWA BRANCH-

177 Sparks St. Ottawa. Chairman, S. J. Chapleau, Ottawa ; Secretary, 
H. Victor Brayley, N.T. Ry., Cory Bldg. Meetings at which papers are 
read, 1st and 3rd Wednesdays of fall and winter months ; on other Wednes
day nights in month there are informal or business meetings,

QUEBEC BRANCH—Chairman, W. D. Baillairge ; Secretary, A. Amos ; meet
ings held twice a month at room 40, City Hall.

TORONTO BRANCH—96 King Street West, Toronto. Chairman, T. C. Irving ; 
Secretary, T. R. Loudon, University of Toronto. Meets last Thursday of the 
month at Engineers’ Club.

VANCOUVER BRANCH—Chairman, C. E- Cartwright ; Secretary, W. Alan, 
Kennedy; Headquarters : McGill University College, Vancouver.

VICTORIA BRANCH—Chairman, F. C. Gamble ; Secretary, R. W. MacIntyre ; 
Address P.O. Box 1290.

WINNIPEG BRANCH—Chairman, J. A. Hesketh ; Secretary, E. E. Brydone- 
jack ; Meets every first and third Friday of each month, October to April, in 
University of Manitoba, Winnipeg.

MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATIONS
ONTARIO MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATION.—President, Chas. Hopewell, 

Mayor, Ottawa ; Secretary-Treasurer, Mr. K. W. McKay, County Clerk, St. 
Thomas, Ontario.

SASKATCHEWAN ASSOCIATION OF RURAL MUNICIPALITIES— 
President, George Thompson, Indian Head, Sask- ; Secy-Treasurer, E. Hingley, 
Rad is son, Sask.

THE ALBERTA L. I. D. ASSOCIATION.— President, Wm. Mason, Bon 
Accord, Alta. • Secy-Treasurer, James McNicol, Blackfalds, Alta.

THE UNION OF CANADIAN MUNICIPALTIES—President. W. Sanford 
Evans, Mayor of Winnipeg ; Hon. Secretary-Treasurer, W. D. Lighthall, K.C., 
Ex-Mayor of Westmount.

THE UNION OF NEW BRUNSWICK MUNICIPALITIES.—President, 
Councillor Siddall, Port Elgin; Hon. Secretary-Treasurer J. W. McCready, City 
Clerk, Fredericton.

UNION OF NOVA SCOTIA MUNICIPALITIES.-President, Mr. A. S. 
MacMillan. Warden, Antigonish, N.S, ; Secretary, A. Roberts, Bridgewater. N.S.

UNION OF SASKATCHEWAN MUNICIPALITIES.-President, Mayor 
Bee, Lemberg ; Secy-Treasurer, W. F. Heal, Moose Jaw.

UNION OF BRITISH COLUMBIA MUNICIPALITIES.—President, Mayor 
Planta, Nanaimo, B.C, ; Hon. Secretary-Treasurer, Mr. H. Bose, Surrey 
Centre, B.C.

UNION OF ALBERTA MUNICIPALITIES.-President, Mayor Mitchell, 
Calgary. ; Secretary-Treasurer, G. J. Kinnaird. Edmonton, Alta*

UNION OF MANITOBA MUNICIPALTIES.—President. Reeve Forke, 
Pipestone, Man. ; Secy-Treasurer, Reeve Cardale, Oak River, Man.

smoK8'
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE PREVENTION OF 

—Secretary R. C. Harris, City Hall, Toronto. ^
MANITOBA LAND SURVEYORS.—President, George McPhillips : See 

ary-Treasurer, C. G. Chataway, Winnipeg, Man.
Mine®'

NOVA SCOTIA MINING SOCIETY.—President, T. J. Brown, Sydney 
C. B. ; Secretary, A. A. Hayward. ^

ENGINEERS, HALIFAX— President.^, 
MacKenzie; Secretary, A. R. McCleave, Assistant Road Commissioner 
Halifax, N.S. . «e0t.

ONTARIO PROVINCIAL GOOD ROADS ASSOCIATION.-P^itby: 
Major. T. L. Kennedy; Hon. Secretary-Treasurer, J. E. Farewell, w 
Secretary-Treasurer, G. S. Henry, Oriole.

ONTARIO LAND SURVEYORS' ASSOCIATION—President, T. B- SP 
Toronto ; Secretary, Killaly Gamble, 703 Temple Building, Toronto-

NOVA SCOTIA SOCIETY OF

eiübt’ 

W- B0°th' 

etart'

p Reg‘»a’

THE PEAT ASSOCIATION OF CANADA.—Secretary, Wm. J.
New Drawer, 2263, Main P.O., Montreal.

PROVINCE OF QUEBEC ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS.—Seer 
J. E. Ganier, No. 5. Beaver Hall Square, Montreal.

REGINA ENGINEERING SOCIETY.—President. A. J. McPherson
Secretary, J. A. Gibson, 2429 Victoria Avenue, Regina. p. S*

ROYAL ARCHITECTURAL INSTITUTE OF CANADA—President^^r 
Baker, F.R.I.B.A., Toronto, Ont. ; Hon. Secretary, Alcide Chausse, No.
Hall Square, Montreal, Que. SteWart'

sided41
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ROYAL ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY.—President, Prof. Louis B. 
Toronto ; Secretary, J.R. Collins, Toronto.

SOCIETY OF CHEMICAL INDUSTRY—Dr. A. McGill, Ottawa. Pre 
Alfred Burton, Toronto, Secretary.

McGirkUNDERGRADUATE SOCIETY OF APPLIED SCIENCE, 
VERSITY.—President, J. P. McRae ; Secretary, H. F. Cole.

WESTERN CANADA IRRIGATION ASSOCIATION-—President 
Pierce, Calgary ; Secretary-Treasurer, John T. Hall, Brandon, Man.

WESTERN CANADA RAILWAY CLUB.-President, R. R. N>«ld 
W. H. Rosevear, 115 Phoenix Block, Winnioeg, Man. Second Mon 
June, July and August, at Winnipeg.



TENDERS PENDING.

In Addition to Those in this Issue.

Further information may be had from the issues of The 
Canadian Engineer referred to. Tenders 
Place of Work. Close.
Arborg, Man., school house ___May i.
B'y View, N.S., lifeboat house

and dwelling ............................Apr. 30.
Calgary, Alta., timber structures May 15.
Calgary, Alta., concrete struc-
r . tures ......................
vaigary, Alta., designs for
^ duct ........................................May 1.
Cdmonton, Alta., tunnel sewer ..Apr. 30.
Cdmonton 
*ort

Issue of. Page. 
Apr. 11. 59

60Apr. ii. 
Apr. 18. 76

Mar. 28.May 1. 70
aque-

Feb. 22. 
Apr. 4. 
Apr. ii.

70
72

Alta., trunk sewer ..Apr. 30. 
William, Ont., garbage 

r, incinerator 
Fredericton, N.B.,

72

Apr. 18.May, 15. 74
school build-

r,. ing, St. Mary’s Reserve ...May 2. 
rilSh River,, Alta., laying water
^ mains, etc................
^rrisdale, B.C., outfall

Apr. 18. 60

Apr. 18.Apr. 30. 

Apr. 29.

59
sewer,

t. etc..................................................
tttle Pines, Sask., school house,

. etc.................................................
j^a<-donald, Man., grading........ Apr. 24.
w°°se Jaw, Sask., subway ....Apr. 30. 

°°Se Jaw, Sask., public library
building ...............................

uncey, Ont., alterations to In- 
0 dustrial School
q tavva, Ont., steel tug .......... Apr. 22.

aWa Ont., designs for monu
ment ....................................... .
XVa> Ont., fishing protection
vessel .......................................
TWa, Ont., improvements to
Lock 15 ...................................

of Quebec, Que., proposals
Po;t°r drydock ..........................

t Grey, B.C., plans for uni
versity .................................  _

Albert, B.C., sidewalks. .Apr. 30. 
ca, Sask., electric supplies,

Sask eCl 6 t0 9......................................
atoon Sask., superstructure

Sau]t^r^ Street subway ...............
• Ste. Marie, Ont., widen- 

lower entrance channel-

Apr. 18. 59

60May. 6. Apr. 4. 
Apr. 11. 
Apr. 18.

59
74

Apr. 18.Apr. 24. 59

60May. 1. Apr. 4. 
Apr. 11. 60

Apr. 18. 60Oct. 1.Otta
Apr. 18.June 17. 74Otta
Apr. ii. 60Apr. 26.*0

Apr. 18. 60July 2.

Feb. 7. 
Apr. 18.

60July 31.
60

May 15. Apr. 11. 72

76Apr. 18.May 17.

May 10. Apr. 18. 

Apr. 18.
. .. Man., bridge, Gunn’s

...................................May 7.
n.,vVer’ B.C., pumping en-

" iniji ne» hose wagon, etc............May 2.
£> Man., twelve addition- 

r°oms to Britannia School.Apr. 30.

Apr. 11. 

Apr. 18.

The following Plans (P.) and Specifications (S.) are on 
file for reference only unless otherwise noted at the office of 
The Canadian Engineer, 62 Church Street, Toronto:—
Bids close
4-30 Tunnel sewer, Edmonton, Alta.
4-30 Trunk sewer, Edmonton, Alta.
4- 30 Subway, Moose Jaw, Sask. . ..
5- to One diesel oil engine, Vernon, B.C.............(S.) 4-25

(Saskatoon plans and specifications are on file at The 
Canadian Engineer Office, 820 Union Bank Building, Win
nipeg).

Noted in issue of
.............(S.) 4-4
............ (S.) 4-11
.(P. & S.) 4-18

Berlin, Ont.-—Tenders will be received by the town of 
Southampton until May 1st, 1912, for the laying of 500 ft. 
of 15-in. sewer pipe along the lake shore road. Full particu
lars may be had on application to Messrs. Bowman & Connor, 
Civil Engineers, Berlin, Ont.

Berlin, Ont.—Tenders will be received up to April 27th, 
1912, .for the construction of a new bridge over the River 
Nith, one mile north of New Hamburg, bridge consisting of 
(a) 110-ft. steel span; (b) concrete abutments. Specifica
tions, etc., at the office of Messrs. Bowman & Connor, Civil 
Engineers, Berlin, Ont.

Brantford, Ont.—Tenders will be received by Geo. W. 
Alderson, Secretary-Treasurer, S. S. No. 3, Grandview P.O., 
until April 30th, 1912, for the erection and completion of an 
eight-room school house at Grandview. Plans and specifica
tions at the office of the architects, Messrs. Taylor & Taylor, 
Hope Chambers, Brantford, Ont.

Denfield, Ont.—Tenders will be received by E. R. Bar
clay, clerk of Lobo Township, Poplar Hill, until Wednes
day, May 1st, 1912, for concrete abutments and steel super
structure for a bridge over the Sydenham River at Ivan 
P.O., Lobo Township. Also for three small concrete 
bridges. Plans, etc., may be obtained eitlier from F. W. 
Farncomb, consulting engineer, London, Ont., or James 
McNair, commissioner, Denfield.

Exeter, Ont.—Tenders will be received up to Monday, 
May 6th, 1912, for about 6,000 feet of 4" and 6" cast iron 
waterworks pipe, also about one dozen hydrants and valves. 
F. W. Farncomb, consulting engineer, London, Ont. (See 
advt. in Canadian Engineer. )

Exeter, Ont.—Tenders for the construction of about 
3,000 feet of vitrified sewer pipe will be received up to noon 
of May 10th, 1912. Plans and specifications at office of F. 
W. Farncomb, consulting engineer, London, Ont., and T. 
B. Carling, town clerk, Exeter, Ont. (See advt. in Canad
ian Engineer. )

Guelph, Ont.—Tenders will foe received until May 3rd, 
1912, for the laying of 3,000 feet of track on the York Road, 
in the city of Guelph. Plans and specifications at the office 
of the City Engineer or the Guelph Radial Railway Company. 
(See Advt. in Canadian Engineer.)

Lebret, Sask.—-Tenders for the erection of a brick ven
eer school building will be received up to May 31st, 1912. 
Plans and specifications may be seen at the office of W. 
Crossley, Lebret, Sask. or at secretary-treasurer, J. Z. Laf- 
leur’s office, Lebret, Sask.

Moose Jaw, Sask.—Tenders will be received by the City 
Commissioners until May 15th, 1912, for the laying of approxi
mately 34,000 square yards of pavement. Plans, etc., at the 
office of J. Antonisen, City Engineer. (See Advt. in Cana
dian Engineer. )

Moose Jaw, Sask,—Tenders will be received by the 
City Commissioners, Moose Jaw, up to May 1st, 1912, for 
the laying of approximately 4-5 mile of se„ci and water 
mains. Plans and specifications may be obtained from J. 
Antonisen, city engineer.

Montreal, P.Q.—The management of the Cedar Rapids 
Power Co. are inviting tenders for the construction of a dyke 
and a portion of the power house. This work will cost 
about $2,000,000.

Montreal, P.Q—Mr. L. N. Seneca, secretary Board of 
Commissioners, will receive tenders up to noon, April 30th, 
for the construction of retaining walls around the ponds in 
Lafontaine Park.

Orangeville, Ont.—Dr. Riddell, mayor of this municip
ality, will receive tenders for reinforced concrete bridge to 
be erected on the West Roadway. The tenders are to be in 
by 7.30 p.m., May 6th.
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CONSTRUCTION NEWS SECTION
Readers will confer a great favor by sending in news items from time to time. We are particularly eager to get notes 

regarding engineering work in hand and projected, contracts awarded, changes in staffs, etc.
Printed forms for the purpose will be furnished upon application.

TENDERS.PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS ON FILE.
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Toronto, Ont.—Plans are b&“gbpr‘^redtion^of*a ten- 

will be called for near Yonge Street, for
storey warehouse on Vvilt Building will be of rem
the Imperial Optical Comp approximate $70,000.
forced concrete, and e - received up to noon of

Vancouver, ÔffSch'lap added

Mav 15th, i912> ^or ~’°.°° , double gate valves with=f«'n£e" SSJKÆ*- be obtained front I— 

B. Pn-«h«,ing Agent, V"V,ed „ „ Ma, .5*.

Varna, Ont. Tenders V law n 19n, estimated at 30»" ■0'=- '0ryS“g|orSr5cdS apply to John E. H.rnw.U, 

Clerk of Stanley Township, Varna. ^ „til May 10*.
Vernon, B.C.—Tenders on foundation supplied

1912, for the supply and ’ R.p.M. diesel oil engin
by the city, of one 200 B.H.P 57 h sixty cycle, al- 
for direct connection to 125 ’ citor. D. G. Tate, city
ternating current °ra(jvt in Canadian Engineer.)
clerk, Vernon, B.C. (See advt in ^ by M_ Peter-

Winnipeg, Man.—Tenders vnU 1 until April 29th,

kt oSce^t/Engineer, 223 James

AVewUl».g, «an.-Temtos /SÆf-BoSd.™’1\ 
Secretary-Treasurer, Winnipeg P 1erection 0f a stone and
Monday, April 29th, 1912» f > ^ PlanS) etc., with J-
bB MitlttcomSstoer of School Bnildings, School Boat

and ventilation fixtures required tn Vital> win be re
ing at the Agricultural College s Campbel^ Minister
ceived up to April 27th, 1912, » etc; at the office of the
of Public Works, Winnipeg. P *
Provincial Architect, 21’ 1 ... b received until Aprl

Winnipeg, Man.-Tenders wiU pavement 24
29th, 1912, for the construct! fage Avenue, extending fj° 
feet wide, on jhe north side of | t0 the western h»

srsrsr s?nas s& irsir e* ||*1 Municipality of Aasiniboia, &

fi6ld PaTHPn?'’Highway Commissioners, York County-- 
Board of Hignway nundas Street from p

Tenders for the construction of ^ ^ be received $
city limits west to tbe "umb james, engineer to

ersi.'SA ^ E“gm“r)

62
receive tenders f°r 

Sunday SchoolOshawa Ont.—Mr. John Bale will 
the woïk of erecting a ne^ ^ “
building up to noon, Mav 4th until May 6th,

Ottawa, Ont. Tenders w b ark and Stellar
for the construction ^Azimuth m at the
^SSÆt^e^Partment of Public1912,

Camera 
office of R.
Works, Ottawa.

Ottawa, Ont.—Tenders

Harbo,. SydneyNoya Scoti,-Chet,cam, Margaree Covc.
Harbor, D’Esconsae, D.gby, ^ obtai„d from R.
JUVeSScS' sS’. “,y éeparmcn. of Public Work,,

to May 6th,will be received up 
the following places :

Ottawa. . , v :tv 0f Ottawa, Muni-Ottawa, Ont.—Corporation of th on fifty (50)
cipal Electric Department, ‘ . wfth globes and fittings
ornamental iron lamp posts g April 30th, 1912. Specifica- for same. Tendersjto£ by ^^ffical’Superintendent, 
tions may be had£^rier Avenue W., Ottawa.

Ottawa, 0nt—Tmders, addresfed% %^Tgi2,-for the 
trol, will be received up to no jacket-rubber-lmed

supply »-=S°e"at « .0 be •««« « .he office of
in accordance with specificatw Hall.
the Chief of the Fire Depart > received up to May 14th, 

Ottawa, Ont.—Tendcrs \v tw0 electrically oper-
1012 for the supply and instaliatio * . pf 2>000 impenal
a?ed’pumping units e^h havj g city Engineer, Ottawa.
gallons per minute. A,
(See Advt. in Canadian Engineer) ^ May th)

Ottawa, Ont—Tenders following places in the Pro-
T912, for dredging reciuired Gananoque, Kingsville,
vine; of Ontario-.-South Lancaster,^ Hopc> Trenton
SSor’(5S’atftîMC aDesfr0orche?s, Tecretory, 

ïfepïjrnkoTpX etti„g„ po„ office,

«* ™f„r8NhBK».i m the e': 
teC5”'cdoD.5«te«, 'D«partmem of Pub

Works, Ottawa. Pressed to Chas. Macnab
Ottawa, Ont.—Tenders { the following road

county clerk, Court House Ottawa-toi ^ IQI2; Two ten 
machinery, will be received - twenty ton bins

road rollers, spreading wagon»,
with screen aBnehed,c“ Board of Control will consider ten- 

Ottawa, Ont. pbe tenders are to be to
for asphalt pavements April- 30th next,

of the secretary by 4 P- H^kneyi Commissioner 
Port Arthur, Ont. J. J- construction of sewer

Utilities, will receive tenders for h The tenders
and water mains to be laidonSt. Paul ^ 
are to be m his hands, by 5 P- > the various works in

Prince Albert, Sask. Tenders schools to be erected
connection with the School Board, will be receiv®d
in Prince Albert for the Public Md specifications can be
LPen0at0the0officerof the Architect, O. Albrechtsen, Prince 

AlblL,land, Ont. Tenders wi« be bridgé»

te“,£rdb Sn'ce if Percy M. Bn.»», T..»»h.P

Clerk, Scotland, Ontario. received at the office of
St. John, N.B.—-Tenders wiU ^Receive ^

the Common Clerk, City Hall, upt Estimated quantity
for birch or oak Plankl”f fidai feet 6-in. x 6-in. x 35-ft. long.

p-

' stratford, Ont—The branch ^f^^fthï^toction of 
Bank of Commerce will receive “ans and specifications.

bank building. He^as^ ^ P^ next

son,
J. E. Brown, 75

the

CONTRACTS AWARDED.ton

Belleville, Ont.—The tender of 
p. ny for water pipes was accepted y
Theri prices were 1°west' have been let for =m %

difjst rrÆSrbc',.CSSg»C; SnsÏÏ. • Cm. nine »„«• 1

” ï„»h”dsè'; mpt city “.«cil have to _

C0ntsfdewaik,fOcurbS and gutter ^

Sanitary sewers, Eot^n, Leader *.0<^25’>27,. ept
Grading, Con «^°gupply and . ***$*>

Co.rrrLrj.R Turney &Co.; over mm., W

and Equipment Co., 4’^ "^ S’upplies Co., of CalR-"
Co.; 14m. and lim., ™ Canada Agency ; ^

Galvanized iron pip . contract being d
Turney & Co. ; Metals, Ltd. ,
f°r Moving mane, J„ B. Turney & Co.

Cemen\,?Western "supply and Equipment

ders
hands of d-

C°-'City Paving, Forest

$22,500.

SuPPÿ

P^’
Co. ;

$2.97 f.o.b., stores.
a new 
Tenders are to
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Longest Wear for Lowest Cost.
rT'HE c°st Per year of service is the only true test of a 

rooting.
It discloses the absolute superiority of Barrett Specifi

cation Roofs. That is why on large manufacturing plants 
where costs are carefully computed, such roofs are almost 
invariably used.

Barrett Specification Roofs 
tin for ins'ance, and little

inexpensive, costing much less than 
than the best grade of ready roofings. 

Their cost of maintenance is nothing, for these roofs 
painting ; they can t rust and they will give satisfactory nn 
20 years or more.

are
more

no
for

Insurance underwriters classify Barrett Specification Roofs as “slow burning" 
construction acceptable on “ fire-proof” buildings. ^

Barrett Specification Roofs are also immune fr 
is why they are used extensively

On cotton mills, with their humid interiors, these roofs also give perfect 
faction, for dampness does not affect them from below ^

„„ o,h„ ,,p, of roof

That is why they have won almost universal approval for 
structures of all kinds.

damage by acid fumes. Thatom
on railroad roundhouses.

satis-

use on flat-roofed
C°/>y of the Barrett Specification, 

The Barrett Specification Roof illustrated above is 50,000 square feet in area and 7^ incorpora-
the Roundhouse of the Vandalia Lines (Penna. System) at Terre Haute Ind. 7°" bulldtn8 specifications.

I he St. Louis Roofing Co., of St. Louis, Mo., were the Roofing Contractors.
covers

Address our nearest office.

The Paterson Manufacturing
Montreal Toronto Winnipeg Vancouver St. John, Limitedw

Halifax, N.S.

1
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Special Note.

^ e advise incorporating 
in plans the full wording 
of 1 he Barrett Specifica
tion, in order to avoid 
misunderstanding. If any 
abbreviated form is desired 
however the following is 
suggested :

ROOFING—Shall be a 
Barrett Specification Roof 
laid as directed in printed 
Specification, revised 
August 15, 1911, using the 
materials specified, and 
subject to the inspection 
requirement.

any

mm

O z

a
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f" Ac„c'
SS&SkTT. W- ^
Culloch, liteau combination, $a9,o°o bscto y | s>
combination, $26,000; Brush 'Co., $-&,5o5, v. a

$29,387.

Moose Jaw, Sask.—Contract for installation of sewer and 
water main, has been »"«■«! “ "““'ortîlf‘tkldc'r. and
SATA t-Na* m“«ï;*ae,8eS.?3 i W*g«
prices are « «0, 873.60- Hurst Construction Co., Ltd.,
$24,0^8.92° WCManders,7$24,060.61. W. H. Greene, Assistant

City Mowe Jaw, Sask.-The contract for the suppW L^o 
k.w. turbo-generator set has been awarded to t
General Electrical Company. SeventhNew Westminster, B.C.-The contracts for the Seventh
Avenue school have been awarded as foUows. Mam b ^d_
1» ïï,ïr».Kr^5 5work, the

Ei;,",dtd "M,r trsr «as srws

at any time to

garbage, sewage and water.

Fredericton N.B.—The Water and Sewage

filter are included in these changes.
North Vancouver, B.C. TheEBEEaaEBrrSon,

municipal council h
New Westminster

The
000. St. Catharines, Ont.-Messrs. Hitch and Company, Mont
real have been awarded the contract for the erection of the 
new building of the Sterling Bank in this city.

Vancouver, B.C.—Contracts for the construction of two 
citv' stables were awarded to F. J. Palo, at $3>95o each.

Vancouver B.C__The El Oso Paving Company have re
civ’iT =o"U, for .he erection ofan ««ht-mom modern 
fireproof school building to cost $63,000.

Victoria, B.C.—The contract for the erection of a ne 
municipal hall at Oak Bay has been awarded to Mr. A. H. 

Mitchell, for $10,500.
Welland, Ont.—Contracts 

atvarded asjollows.^ Wa us Engine Cc-> $2>65°-
Two road rollers from Sawyer-Massey Co., $5,300.
One crusher from Sawyer-Massey Co., $1,150.
Three Champion graders, Hamilton Machinery Co., $220

INDUSTRIAL WORKS.BUILDINGS AND

Brampton, Ont.—The new Pease Ewh^wiU aggregate 
here will comprise eleven buildings, whch the
a floor space of 137,000 sq a ' Ellis & Connery,
plant are being prepared by Messrs. The buildings will 
ronto and are nearing completion. The bmimng building,
be of the single storey 7^^’ include a foundry, «g* 
which will be two stories Thev mcmae a ne sbop,
house, shipping-room, M^cksmi ^ h p pat-

tin shop for the manufacture

To-
for road machinery have been all

and ovenscere rooms
vault and dome ancieach. tern

"TSSu —rr.dson Bay Company is something of a is™6‘ V 
constructed in the future will fo low the same g ffont 
sign. There are twelve great columns across preSent,
the structures will be six stories m beJht forht of ten 
although the foundations will be designed for a h g
stories.

I„C,a,“Son“ nllv’es’S Co. "gasoline engine Of the Hud 
all store5 

eral

Three plows,
One 25-h.p.

(on trial), $2,000.
Five two-yard wagons,
One six-yard spreading dump 

Co., $580.
Windsor, Ont.—Contracts 

matelv 20,000 yards of paving 
cost of $27,184.50, has been awarded to
well & Company.

Sawyer-Massey^Co., $135 each.
car, Port Huron Engine

and

for the construction of approxi- 
Mav and Hall Avenues, at a 

Messrs. Geo. Cald- Pion-
The

on
Calgary, Alta.—The management of the Winona 
Tractor Company will erect a plant in this c . • 

site of this plant is in Victoria Square. con-
Edmonton, Alta.—A permit has been issued f t p,aI1t 

struction of a concrete and v«ieer bnck plant. Th ^ 
will cost $10,000, and will belong to Messrs.
Konig, Madgeburg, Germany. manageIïieI!r

Hamilton Ont.-A TePort states that^ the considerJf 
of Pratt and Latchworth of Buffalo N-Y 1 manU
the question of erecting * plant m ^^Emotives and uM5'
facture of steel castings to be u^ on locomotive^ .Qte
Mr. C. W. Sherman of Buffalo, JN.Y., is at pi 
ed in the matter. Canady

Hamilton, Ont. - The management erf the t ,h«'

“t»n^.r^.b3hr
plans for a new church to be erected by th 
of the Congregational Church. The cos o
be $30,000. , -nMedicine Hat, Alta.-The ratepayers voted 1
granting privileges to three new 
lain factory, a glass factory, and a new steel 

Moose Jaw, Sask.-The plans prepared for 
tre, under the management of Mr. W. B_ Sh the c0st 
building with a seating capacity
erecting the same is estimated at $100,000 CaU^r

Moose Jaw, Sask.-The management of erect a »
Citv and Town Properties Ltd., are about to^pp0rtltlg 
storev building with foundations <;aPab^ ° $ 300 5ity 1
weight of seven stones. It is to. cost about ^ ejs

Montreal, P.Q—The authorities of Lava ^ folleg
have received a permit to erect a $60,000

cer

RAILWAYS—STEAM AND ELECTRIC.

municipal council have ordered 
of best quality hose. J.Belleville, Ont.—The

tender forms prepared for 500 feet 
G. Lindsay, Engineer.

Medicine Hat, Alta—The ratepayers

elevated lines m several streets.
tank in the yards of the 

the round house.

voted against the rest'

request
granted permission to erect

Regina, Sask.—A large water
Pacific Rail wav will be moved to

interferes with the handling of baggage.
ed

Canadian 
At present the tank

offavor 
are P°light, heat and power. rce-

the»;Fredericton, N.B.—The Public Utilities Commission held 
a meeting Sr Âe. purpose of fixing the power rates of the

Fredericton Gas Light Company. . vnr:ous
Moose Jaw, Sask.-The names and pnees of ^varmus

firms tendering on the. s.upply °f house are given as fol-
erator set for the municipal power house^ g
lows •__William Robinson, $25,200, - t, <e27 -

i*Sc tSSSSS; MS;B Allu”SS™ '“comp»,

a

o -

a
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Manufacturer of
Galvanized Wire 
Machine Banded

SBS^

%
|:B

mSSSÉ

WOOD 
STAVE PIPE
Continuous

STAVE PIPE
RESERVOIR

TANKS

1
â

iiÜ'?-: it. ■W-s
.<* + '

4
m-- '

".;;f V

wm

F i*-'. 'Mi
* v’ ■ikMM

For Cityand Town Water 
Systems, Fire Protection, 
Power Plants, Hydraulic 
Mining, Irrigation, etc.ç.t-î;;.

Pull particulars and estimates 
furnished./$rAâ8î&. &•. - i*-v: »=a

48 in. CONTINUOUS STAVE LINE.[uSSm,,nuBiiuij
LjSuiuij
LU*iiut
yiSlIUil
lOlKUlUj PACIFIC COAST PIPE COMPANY, LTD.

Factory : 1551 Granville Street, VANCOUVER, B.C. P.O. Box 563.

mii Fj

m

WETTLAUFER’S HEART SHAPED MIXERS
EASILY MOVED FROM JOB TO JOB

Semi-steel cast
ings used through
out entire con
struction.

Test after test 
has proved that 
they mean

Low cost of 
maintenance, 
along with capa
city, strength, and 
durability.

Demonstrations 
daily, in all our 
hranchesand ware- 
rooms.

New automatic 
power dumping 
and new loading 
device, means one 
man operates en
tire machine, 
which gives you 
greater capacity, 
with reduced 
labor.

MMt.,L. m

IE
:

—mm

Write for I<)I2 Catalogues. St. John, N. B. :
A. R. Williams Machy. Co. 

15 Dock St.
Sales Manager for Quebec,

g. o. McDonnell,
2059 Mance St., 

Montreal, Que.

V
, iWinnipeg Office : 

HOOTON & MOORE, 
7>0 Builders Exchange, 

Portage Avk.

Head Office and Warerooms :

WETTLAUFER BROS. 178 Spadina Avenue, TORONTO, ONT.r
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66 the United Euilding Cor^ration It ^^^ghTan & 

wo6^ Infforlhe vearious°rsupplies will be called m the near

rrisrettss
warehouse and foundry floor space. .

KilcBw^în this*

m eison b.C. The Brackman-Ker Milling Company
will erect à business b™ldjng 2 stones,.7° a* d ^pH-

as £SS “ ££
New Westminster, B.C.—The new mi ° mechan-

Canadian Company will be weU by indi
ical standpoint, all the suitable condensers will
idual motors. Eight boilers and suitable co four
be included in the programme. There will 
hundred men employed.

Oak Bay, B.C.—Plans for a new .
prepared by Messrs. James and James, Victoria, 
mated cost for this work is $10,500.00. .

Ottawa, Ont.-The
Si",h= alderaanUtavor of ,h= project -= «4 Forward 

and Black.
Port Arthur, Ont.—A report states 

Islands Pulp Woods Company will erect a

The estimated cost for this work is $45.ooo.
that the management ot 

considering

vator
city.municipal hall have been 

The esti-

AND PAVEMENTS.BRIDGES, ROADS
a newbeen .commenced on

the municipal waterBrantford, Ont.—Work ha.s
the canal nearthat the Northern 

pulp and paper mill
steel bridge across 
works. „ „ np The nrovincial government and

Fort George, B.C.—lhe Prov“71 ? the cost of
the Grand Trunk Pacific have agre ;c _ Fraser River 
construction of a bridge across the Upitora k

this point. The structure will be so des gneü 
be used for vehicular purposes as well asnear

may
traffic.Regina, Sask.—A report states 

the firm of Tees and Persse, of Winnipeg, are 
the erection of a warehouse m this city.

mUnirCeLaLiderTg’theUquestiÎn

The ratepayers are 
if the by-law is .

Lethbridge, Alta-—lhe
5^=11,CfSlh?Êero,a.S. Cif,

SÆîWï£?Æ ï® w ». -7-
Montreal, P.Q.-Tenders for part: improvement amoun^ 

ing to $35.000 will be called by the °aJ ^ Mr. Todd,
.iH burned =»« g ,h, ,.a«

Rosetown, Sask-A flax mill will be erected in^ this 
town of sufficient size to emp oya ou 5 P enterprise

ma, 1= C-

ate<1 Rosetownj Sas^ir^csbyterian Church will be erect- 

pd in this town in the near future.Rosetown, Sask.-The management of the Union Bank 
about ” erect a brick office building m this c ^ 
Saskatoon, Sask—A company taking the nafne o

minhi0M management
with Mr. C. W. Underm p \Vatrous a large sam-
contemplate erecting i h erected Qn the shore f Lake
tanum and hotel. lhese'Thuildina-s will be about $35,ooo, 
and* they will bVpmvided with mineral baths, sun rooms, etc.

Stratford, O^^^TaAeTLndffigTnd an ex- 
^t^rS^e hall. Aid. J. W. Ailes is mterest-

Cd Toronto) Ont.—The management of ^ati°nal ^om-

h SE
this citv for the manufacture of elec- 

Mr Noice is to take charge 
branch of the New York

landscape 
for this work.

Montreal, P.Q.—The local 
Greenfield Park will spend the

ofcouncil of the district
of $23,000 on road »»are sum

provements.
Province

lie Works are preparing to
number of steel bridges. made

North Vancouver, B.C.—Mr. J. L. Crawford .a®
“ ks cirLboi, «

the municipal bridge.

of a

are
^important park on the Plains^ 
Sir George Garneau, Quebec, is

Quebec, P-Q-—The
1 lanning to construct 
Abraham near this city.. _ 
president of the Commission.
en immediately' fo^t'he^oMtnictmn

as, ™ fi

Mr W. W. Foster is deputy minister ot Pudi 

th*a yicioria"6'b.c.—Aid. S,=w,„. of the

!'lïï r=»r“,"?è„ha^

James G. Lindsay, Engineer.

tak-

gineering Company 
lish a branch plant in 
trical meter protective devices

This company is aof this plant.
EdiToronto,POnt.-Mr. D. B $

âss SSL^rcm^ oi>
Toronto, Ont—The management of *e ImPe a‘t^ 

tical Company have had T^materLT of construction will

Si—m ““ ”

b Vancouver B.C.—'The management of the Hudson Bay
.ms

sioner, Winnipeg, Man., will arrange the detai s-
uanrnuvpr B.C—The municipal council have had plans 

prepared for
^dVoftck'Jnd grave^wiU be required by the city en
gineer’s department during the coming sea .

Vancouver, ..«.-Messrs. ^“"bllrlld b7,"h, cln- 
prepared plans for a ^hurr . ; t about $100,-,r‘bSe-d iVfhe matter.

Vancouver, B.C—The number of tall ^il^ng^in^h^ 
city will be increased by the new structure to be

cil

FIRES.
of.1 ext®^*

Hamilton, Ont—Fire caused damage to the^
$10,000 to the plant of the American Can C l &

Montreal, P.Q.-The warehouse and contents the eXten 
j. R. Walker and Company was damaged by hre 
of $25,000.

000.

K
 2i

O
cr
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THE TRIPLEX BLOCK

■

...

* m.B
,

I 1r.
eüM

IPS

A Triplex Block hung from a temporary rigging and used for laying pipe.

What is the Life of aTriplex Block?
WE don’t know. Triplex Blocks built by the Yale 
™ and Towne Co. at the very beginning—twenty- 

are still in actual use. The Triplexfive years ago
Block of to-day possesses greater lasting powers. With its steel parts its 
chain superior to any other—its non-wearing gear movement—and the guar
antee of a rigorous test before shipment under a fifty per cent, overload. 
It will outlast the man who buys it, no matter how young he may be.

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Company
LIMITED

Fairbanks Standard Scales — Fairbanks-Morse Gas Engines 
Safes and Vaults

OTTAWA TORONTO WINNIPEG 
VANCOUVER VICTORIA

MONTREAL ST. JOHN
CALGARY SASKATOON
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ORDERS OF THE
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68 railway commissioners 
OF CANADA.CURRENT NEWS.

, , naee may be found summariesEach week on this page may Rallway Commis- 
of orders passed by“ rate ready reference 
sioners, to date, imsi wm these orders may be
secur^fromfhe Canadian Engineer for small fee.

Brantford, Ont.—The municipal council will secure mfor-
matiT flood A plaWn of cSSmtioÏwîroXr municipalities 
along1 fhe° GrtnPdaRiv°erCforPthe erection of storage fauhtres 
to prevent flooding is being considered. rd

Moose Jaw, SasU.-What might b^onside ,<xl ^ ^ 
in building construction has beenNation after less than 
SeRwbeeksH^onsSction. The building is a seven story

„™.=ipa.
i““nrj1,bSUT«S,Se”KnX'SSf.“.t.td i„ ,„=

16304 April ^-Directing con.truct &a ^“witht apport

to make
at St.an agent

showing side track.
__April 12—Directing C.F.K. on or

Winit:b2priint;UrN^gStetpr=sV?=n:=Uon an^ ' delivery limits for 

t0'™6jo7-CFeabrua"; “proving C.N.O. Rahway branch line to Bond St., 
and ÿ^^^^^r-oKction to G.T.P. B.L. Co,

correction location plan Regina Boundary Branch.bridge No. ,4.5 
on ■tÏXcTe^Ln^Tlnd8 bridge's 3,9 and ro,9 on its Edmonton

and Muskoka Subdivisions.
April ri—Approving location 

Canada from Oka at mileage 31 to south side 
mileage 45.61 (Montreal to Midland Line).

16*12—April 3—Authorizing C.I.K. to
of Street Railway at Pacific Avenue, or ^‘ t 'r0ad crossing, etc., and 

16313-April ,,-Directing C.N.R. team track by 1st May,
fgrrteun0d«Wpa==aïy o!lt!=oP per daV- At Polly, Sask., complaint, Board of

lrai63i4—April ,2-Directing fha^uPP- N^- 6 to G'TR' ^86 may become
Li.3 5,^,  ̂dr«44 ‘ W ayth. Consumers

COr^-AptilLtrtlKrtecting C.P.R. to construct suitable farm crossing 

for F. W. Uodwell, of Austin, Man construct spur for William
16316—April ,3-Authorizmg g;Pe^ndt0sts ^Toronto, Ontario. 

DaVïe63W-Apri"-’,^SrantMg Tertifilf of correction to G.T.P. B.L. Co.,

iÆÆSSrA ’«it* •-premises r£

Rid!63?AMprbtVA0uthotizinaRm.y,to°cnons1tr'uct additional track across 

PaPr63"petilT°3-ippr0ovÎng “revised location of C.N.R. (Calgary-Stra.b- 

C°na632i—Apriimi5—Approving “joint ^agreement between C.P.R. and C.N.R- 

for joint facilities at Regina,
16322—April 15—Approving

Cut^63f23—Aprii I2-Directing C.N.O Ry. to 
Manvers Road, rst highway east of Bowmanville
dam^324—April 15—Directing Dominion Atlantic NJf’ Co»’

to install electric bell a short dlst“c® e* Railway Grade Crossing Fund.

G.T.R. right-of-way.
(C.N6«tiLI^sTgDemecU,es,Que.

acro'sf hTgWays at T^^n! ^t^^X^^c^t’^Lt^Walkerton, 

crosting^obe widened; belf question reserved for further consideration

before May ist, 1912,

steps to 
this vicinity, 
project. ofof Central Railway Company

of highway at Carillon at

with additional track, track

PATENTS.

The following is a hst ofu£at™ Vrmshed by Messrs.’ 
inventors in Canada. 11 , üun<^ncr Toronto :—
Featherstonhaugh & Co., R^Y 1 ® k pr0Cess of season-
G. F, Brown capstans^ E GoWst P.gns; Hutch„
ing cigars; N. P. K uea™’. m„rhines. g. Low, jr-,
inkins, acetylene gas ÉTne a Lavoie’ internal com-
ft dec.™ ‘•“gS^e'r.Sy «Bgm«si H. J.
bnstion engines ; 1. G. ivicuunigi y , D Seale,
S. Martin, universal J°lntss r vtlves; A. B. Surarus, 
street indicators ; T. M. StewaV’ nackimr ■ T Wright, 
street indicators ; A. Warrell, asbestos packing, J.
lanterns.

«

location of C.P.R. station to be erected at
AUSTRALIAN TRANSCONTINENTAL 

RAILWAY.
THE install electric bell at crossing' 

Station, Ont. Complaint,

The government of this country will undertake the con
struction of this great wr rk without the assistance of a con

tractor
British manufacturers of railway material will probably

a considerable preference in all iron g00,ds’ an 
supplying internal combustion engines should obtain 

of demonstrating their ability to com- 
with American enterprises. Ten- 

invited (in London and Australia only) 
They must reach the high

location of James Bay & Eastern Rh-

tracks

Ont-

receive a 
makers

additional

ofample opportunities
favorable termspete on 

ders are now being
for Edmonton

"Kaanssa?
County of Elgin, Ont.

1^334—April 16—Approving

16335—April ,7-Approving Plan
son St., Bethany, Ont., C.P.R. (G. B. 
16160 of March i3, 1912.

16336—April 17—Approving location

of steel rails.for 135,000 tons 
commissioner’s office in London by 2 p.m. on May 29.

will be engaged on the work, 1,000 
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with water at enormous cost. The gangs will need to be 
accompanied by camel commissariat corps, and will for 
many months encounter grave risks. The line is to be 1,070 
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Within five years, Regina, Moose Jaw, and all the muni
cipalities within the Soo Line district to Weyburn will be se
curing water in the Saskatchewan River by means of the 

. Such was the prediction of Mr. T. Aird 
Murray, Toronto, consulting engineer, who is at present 
engaged by the Saskatchewan Government in connection with 
the proposed system of water distribution from the Sas
katchewan River. The minimum daily flow of the Saskatche- 

River is 1,800,000,000 gallons of water, and of that quan
tité purposes planned

ell'for Co»»Government system

wan
tity all that will be required to serve 
by the Government will be 300,000,000 daily.
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